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Preface
Beginning with Volume XX, the Deep Space Netvrork Programs Report changed
From the Technical Reporf 32- series to the Progress Reporf ^2- series. The volume
number continues the sequence of the preceding issues. Thus, Progress Report
42-`?0 is the twentieth volume of the Deep Space Network series, and is an uninter-
^"	 rupted follow-on to Technical Report 32-i526, Volume XIX.
This report presents DSN progress in flight project support, tracking and data
acquisition (TDA} research and technology, network engineering, hardware and
software implementation, and operations. Each issue presents material in some,
but not all, of the follawsng categories in the order indicated.
Description of the DSN
Mission Support
Ongoing Planetary/interplanetary Flight Projects
Advanced Flight Projects
Radio Science
Special Projects
Supporting Research and Technology
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation
Communications--Spacecraft/Ground
Station Control and Operations Technology
Network Control and Data Processing
Nehvork and Facility Engineering and implementation
Network
Network Operations Control Center
Ground Communications
Deep Space Stations
Operations	 ,
Nehvork Operations
Network Operations Control Center
Ground Communications
Deep Space Stations
Program Planning
TDA Planning
Quality Assurance
In each issue, the part entitled "Description of the DSN" describes the functions
and facilities of the DSN and may report the current configuration of one of the	 a
five DSN systems {Tracking, Telemetry, Command, Monitor &Control, and Test
& Training}.
The work described in this report series is either performed or managed by the
Tracking and Data Acquisition organization of JPL for NASA.
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^letwork Functions and Faciiities
N. A. Rer7zetti
Office of Tracking and Oata Acquisition
The objectives, funrtiuns, and organization of thc^ Deep Spare Network arc
summarized; deep space station, ground communication, and network
operations rantral capabilities are described.
The Deep Space Network (t^SN), established by the
National Aeronautics and Spare Administration (NASA)
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition under the system
management and technical direction of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL), is designed for two-way communications
with unmanned spacecraft traveling approximately 18,(H}{}
km {1(),,i00 miles) fmm Forth to the farthest planets of our
solar system. It has provided tracking and data acquisition
support for the following NASA deep space exploration
projects: Banger, Surveyor, Mariner Venus 1982, Mariner
Mars 1989, Mariner Venus I987, Mariner Mars 1969,
Mariner Mars 1971, and Mariner Venus Mercury I973, for
which JPL has been responsible for the project manai;c-
ment, the development of the spacecraft, and the conduct
of mission operations; I,trnar Orbiter, far which the
Langley Besearrh Center carried out the project manaKe-
ment, spacecraft development, and conduct of mission
operations; Pioneer, for which Ames Besearclt Center
carried out the project manxgement,.spacecraft develop-
ment, and conduct of mission operations; and Apollo, for
which the Lyndon I3. Johnson Space Center was Ehe
project center and the Deep Space Network supple-
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mented the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN),
which was managed by the Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC). It is providing tracking and data acquisition
support for Helios, a joint U.S./West Cennan project; and
Vikrng, for which Langley Research Center provides the
project management, the I,;tnder spacecraft, and conducts
mission nperatiarts, and far which JPI, also provides the
Orbiter spacecraft.
The lleep Space Network is one of two NASA
networks. The other, the Spaceflii;ltt Tracking and Data
Network, is under the system management and tec•hnic•al
direction of the Goddard Space Fli};ht Center. Its fttnrtian
is to support manned and unmanned Earth-orbitinf;
satellites. The Deep Space Network supports lunar,
planetary, and interplanetary flight projects.
From its inception, NASA has had the ahjecthe of
roncluc•titti; scientific investigations tltroui;hrntt the solar
system, It was reco t;nizecl that in order Eo rnect ibis
objective, significant supportirt}; research and advancr^d
tec •hnoloi;y developtrtent must be conducted in order to
1
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provide deep space telecommunications for science data
return in a cast effective manner. Therefore, the Network
is continually evolved to keep pace with tine state of the
art of telecommunications and data handling. It was also
recognized early that close coordination would be needed
between the requirements of the flight projects for data
return and the capabilities needed in the Network. This
close collaboration was effected by the appointment of a
Tracking and Data Systems Manager as part of the Hight
project team from the initiation of the project to the end
of the mission. By this process, requirements were
identified early enough to provide funding and implemen-
tation in time for use by the flight project in its flight
phase.
As of July 1972, NASA undertook a change in the
interface between the Network and the Hight projects.
Prior to that time, since I January 1964, in addition to
consisting of the Deep Space Stations and the Ground
Communications Facility, the Network had also included
the mission control and computing facilities and provided
the equipment in the mission support areas for the
conduct of mission operations. The latter facilities were
housed in a building at JPL known as the Space Flight
Operations Facility (SFOF). The interface change was to
accommodate a hardware interface between the support
of the network operations control functions and those of
the mission control and computing functions. This resulted
in the flight projects assuming the cognizance of the large
general-purpose digital computers which were used for
both network processing and mission data processing.
They also assumed cognizance of al! of the equipment in
the flight operations facility for display and communica-
tions necessary for the conduct of mission operations. The
Network then undertook the development of hardware
and computer software necessary to rho its network
operations control and monitor functions in separate
computers. This activity has been known as the Network
Contro! System Iml;lementation Project. A characteristic
of the new ijaCrfa-.:e is that the Network provides direct
data flaw to and from the stations; namely, metric data,
science and engineering telemetry, and such network
monitor data as are useful to the flight project. This is
done via appropriate ground communication equipment
to mission operations centers, wherever they may be.
The principal deliverables to the users of the Network
are carried out by data system configurations as follows
• The DSN Tracking System generates radio metric
data: i.e., angles, one- and two-way ;loppler and
range, and transmits raw data to Mission Cantroi.
•The DSN Telemetry System receives, decodes,
records, and retransmits engineering and scientific
data generated in the spacecraft to Mission Control.
• The DSN Command Systeur accepts coded signals
from Mission Corrtro! via the Ground Communica-
tions I'ttcility and transmits them to the spacecraft in
order to initiate spacecraft functions in Hight.
The data system configurations supporting testing,
training, and network operations control functions are Fs
follows:
• The DSN Monitor and Control System instruments,
transmits, records, and displays those parameters of
the DSN necessary t^ verify confguration and
validate the Network. 1t provides operational
direction and configuration control of the Network,
and provides primary interface with #light project
Mission Control personnel.
• The D5N 'test and Training System generates and
controls simulated data Eo support dcvelopment,
test, training and fault isolation within the DSN. It
participates in mission simulation with flight pro-
jects.
The capabilities needed to carry out the above functions
have evolved in three technical areas:
(1) The Deep Space Stations, which are distributed
around Earth and which, prior to 19$4, formed part
of the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The
technology involved in equipping these stations is
strongly related to the state of the art of telecommu-
nications and flight-ground design considerations,
and is almost completely multimission in character.
(2} The Ground Communications Facility provides the
capability required far the transmission, reception,
and monitoring of Earth-based, point-to-point com-
munications between the stations and the Network
Operations Control Center at JPL, Pasadena, and to
the mission operations centers, wherever they may
be. Four communications disciplines are provided:
teletype, voice, high-speed, and wideband. The
Ground Communications Facility uses the capabili-
ties provided by common carriers t'iroughout the
world, engineered into an integrated system by
Goddard Space Flight Center, and controlled from
the communications Center locat.^d in the Spare
Flight Operations Facility {Building 230} at JPL.
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(3) The Network Operations Control tenter is the
functional entity far centralized operational control
of the Network and interfaces with the users. It has
two separable functional elements; namely, Network
Operations Control and Network Data Processing.
The functions of the Network Operations Control
are:
•Control and coordination of Network support to
meet commitments to Network users.
•Utilization of the Network data processing
computing capability to generate all standards
and limits required for Network operations.
• Utilization of Network data processing comput-
ing capability to analyze and validate the
performance of all Network systems.
The personnel who carry out the above functions are
located in the Space flight Operations I''acility,
where mission operations functions are carried out
by certain ilighi pro^^^cts, Network personnel are
directed by an Operations Control Chief.
The functions of the Network Data Processing are:
o Processing of data used by Network Operations
Control for control and analysis of the Network.
• Display in the Network Operations Control Area
of data processed in tre Network Data Process-
ing Area.
• Interface with communications circuits for input
to and output from the Network Data Processing
Area.
• Data logging and production of the intermediate
data records.
Tho personnel who carry out these functions are
located approximately 200 meters from the Space
Flight Operations Facility. The equipment ca►^sists
of minicomputers for real-time data system monitor-
ing, two XDS Sigma 5s, display, magnetic tape
recorders, and appropriate interface equipment with
the ground data communications.
,_ n
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^S^ Mariner Jupiter--Saturn 197' Prototype
Radio frequency Su^systern ^ompatiiaility
Status and Test Report
A. i. Bryan
TDA Engineering Office
B, p. Madsen
Spacecraft Telecommunications Systems Section
The DSN Mariner Jupiter-5^rturn 1977 prototype Radio rrequency Subsystem
compatibility tests were the first harcluare and software interface tests conducted
liettveen the DSN and the Project. These tests were conducted driring A?ay 24-27
197G using the Carnpatibilitrt Test Area for the DSN and the Tclecrnrrmunication.s
Development I.alioratory for the prototype .srel^system, This report rlescril^es these.
initial corrrpatil^rlit;^ te.st.s and reports tl^e test results.
i .In
i. Introduc#ion
The purpose of this report is to provide an assessment
and status of telecommunications compatibility between
the Radia i^rcquency Subsystem an the Mariner jupiter-
Saturn spacecraft and the Deep Space Network. This
assessment and status is derived from test results obtained
between the network, as represented in the Compatibility
Test Area, and khe subsystem located in the Telemetry
Development Laboratory,
II. Test Objectives
Tl^e objectives of the tests with the radio frequency sub-
system were to:
4
(1) Verify the capability of the network to receive S-
hand and X-hand signals without degradation of
receiver thresholds.
(2) Verify thc^ capability to receive signals from the
network without degradation of the subsystem re-
ceiver threshold.
(3) llc#ermine thc^ maximum network transmitter static
affseks and the maximum-minimum nehvork trans-
mitter sweep rates for reliable subsystem acqui-
sition.
(^) lleterminc the maximum network transmitter sweep
rates for reliable subsystem tracking.
JPl. PEEP SPACE NETWORK PROGRESS REPORT 42.35
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{5} Verify the capability of the network to receive and
process uncoded high-rate telemetry without degra-
dation.
{6} Verify the capability of the network to calibrate the
subsystem group delays at S- and X-band with zero-
delaydevices,
fll. Test Conditions
The radio frequency subsystem was configured for
Receiver 2, Exciter 2, TWT 9, and high-grin antenna for
both 5- and X-band. A calibrated low-lass coaxial cable
S-band link and an elliptical waveguic i e X-band link of
approximately 113 m {370 ft) were used between the
Telecommunications Development Laboratory and the
Compatibility Test Area.
The ground station software consistc^i of uncoded
telemetry and command processor test sofhvare and the
planetary ranging assembly operational software.
1V. Test Results
The detailed test results are shown in 1'a l^1c 1 and a
definition of terms in Table 2. Significant events and/or
other items are noted in the following sections.
A. Radio I'requencyAcquisition and Tracking Tests
1. Downlink threshold two•^vay X-band. The tlzresholcl
was difficult to measure and was degraded t^vo dB from
the one-way measured threshold. This was due to X-hand
two-^vay phase jitter, a known problem.
2. X-band two•^vay residual phase jitter. Residual phase
jittc,r could not lac measured due to installation of new
minic•amputcrs being carried out at khe Compatibility
Test Area,
3. Sweep acquisition test. The radio frequc ncy subsys-
tem will acquire at — 135 dBm with a rate of — 200 IIz/s,
but will not acquire at — 135 dBm with a positive sweep
rate greater than -1-100 lXi/s.
4. Trvelcing rate test. At high sweep rates {greater than
400 Hz/s}, the radio frequency subsystem automatic gain
control drops cut and causes the transponder #a switch to
the auxiliary oscillator even thouglt the voIt:tgc controlled
oscillator remains in lock and continues to track thc^
JPL DEEP SPACE NETWURK PROGRESS REPORT x2.35
uplink. It appears to be an automatic gain control de-
tector bandwidth problem.
5. Downlink Radio 1E'requency Spectrum 'test. This test
was not performed due to the lack of travelling wave
tubes an the spacecraft.
13. Command Tests
:^o comm-end tests were performed because of unavail-
ability of both nehvork and flight project stthsys#em
equipment.
C. €elemefry Tests
I, Telemetry Processing Verification. This test was per-
formed to tl~^ symbol signal-to-noise-ratio verification
level using the telemetry command processor assemb]y.
The hit error rate test was not performed due to a lack of
hardware/software. This capability was not committed by
the network far this subsystem test,
2. Telemetry Performance Tost. The X-band Y-Factor
could not be measured due to Iow output level from the
Black IV Receiver. Performance was verified by calculat-
ing received ^^, N„ directly from unmodulated receiver
power measurement to tvi#bin ^+: I dB.
V, Future Activities
Addition:.►] compatibility tests will he performed on the
proof test model, flight I and Flight 2 spacecraft in the
Spacecraft Assc mhly T'acility at JPL during Thermal-Vac
testing, and in the Spacecraft Assembly and EncapsuIa-
tion Facility at the= l^ennecly Space• Center, Cape Canav-
eral, T'loricia.
The problem of measurcmertt of the \-band Y-factor at
the Compatibility Test Area is in the process of being
resolved Isy a modification. DSN engineering Icvcl sof#-
ware for :Mariner Jupiter-Saturn will be available to sup-
port the prototype spacecraft tcs#ing now scheduled for
the periocl of 11 Oc•tnhc°r through I \ovc^mhc^r, 187fi.
Test software being devcaopcd far llS\ telemetry tests
requires a ?047-hit P\ code sequence for hit error rate
tests. At the present time, the modulation-demodulation
subsystem support equipment dues not provide the re-
quired cncle and has no provision for external coda input.
The passibility of providing either thc^ cnn•ect code or an
external codf^ input part in the modulation-demodulation
sttljsystem support e^iuipmc^tt is being inve^stigatrd.
A
!^
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V^. Assessment
These radio frequency subsystem tests did not indicate
any design interface performance problems behveen the
DSN radio frequency subsystems and those on the sQace-
craft.
The failure of the radio frequency subsystems to meet
the pull-in
 range and acquisition parameters specified in
the design requirements does not constitute an incompati-
bility with the DSN. These parameters determine the
DSN acquisition rates and offsets which are controlled by
operating procedures. The out-af-spec condition may he
corrected by design change or by specification change
with appropriate operational acquisition rate and offset
limits.
P
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Test
date Test title RGV )3XC RNGMad
Deep Space Network
CMD	 Uplink	 Uplink
Mod	 doppler	 offset
CMA SUBC
offset
5-24-78 Downlink tlu^eshold BLK III NA Off Off NA NA NA
I-way, S-band
Downlink threshold BLK IV NA Off Off NA NA NA
1-way, X-band
Downlink threshold BLK III BLK IV Off OEE 0 0 NA
2-way, S-hand
Downlink threshold BLK IV BLK IV Off Off 0 0 NA
2-way,X-band
Uplink threshold NA BLK IV Off Off 0 0 NA
Receiver acquisition NA BLK IV Off Off 0 ±1200 Hz NA
static offset
Receiver acquisition NA BLK IV Off Off ±200 Hz/s 0 NA
Receiver tracking NA BLK IV OEE Off 140 Hz/s ±72.5 kHz NA
Spacecraft transmitter BLK III BLK IV OEf Off 0 0 NA
phase jitter, S-band 1 & 2
Telemetry performance BLK IV BLK IV Off Off 0 0 NA
verification, X-band
Ranging delay BLK IV BLK IV On Off 0 0 NA
performance
5-27-7t3 Ranging delay L^LK IV BLK IV On OFF 0 0 NA
calibration
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Table 1. DSN/MJS'77 prototype Radio Frequency subsystem telecommunications compatih[IEty #est
Spacecraft 'Pest data
TLM SUBC
offset
1rXC ACV power ANT '1'FVT RNG TMU CDU Performance Criteria
NA 25 2 NA 1•IGA 2S Off NA NA —• 159.5 dBm —159.5 ± 4.5
NA 2X 2 NA HGA 2X Off NA NA —153.0 dIim --153.0 -±- 0,5
NA 2S 2-100 NA HGA ^S Off NA NA —159.5 dSm —159.5 ± 0.5
d13m
NA ?X 2-100 NA HGA 2X Off NA NA —151 —153.0 ± 0.5
d13m (with difficulty)
NA NA 2 NA HGA 1`1A Off NA NA —151.5 —151.0 -±- 0.5
NA NA 2-130 NA HGA NA Off NA NA Frequency pushing+ Acquisition at
dBm ^±- 2000 FIz
NA NA 2-135 NA HGA NA Off NA NA + 244 Hz/s, No ncq Acquisitic-.
dBm — ?4U Hz/s, acq
NA NA .".-110 NA HGA NA Off NA NA DL'E = 8 cleg DPE G 10 deg
dBm
NA 2S 2 NA HGA 25 Off NA NA 1.82 deg R'^iS `?.3 dig R^iS
0 2X 2-100 NA HGA 2X Off TLXI NA 5)~R = 1.28 x 10-- SER = 1.5 ^-
dBm SI^i SSNR = 3.7 dB .5 x 10-^
NA 25 2-100 NA }iGA 25 On NA NA X zero delay X zero delay
2X dHm 2X S zero delay S zero delay
S range S range
X range X range
DRVID DRVID
\A 25 2-100 ";A IiGA 2,' On NA NA S ^ 857.9 ns C1000 ns
2X dBm ^X X = 1349,7 ns <1000 ns
:: .^
t
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'I'abls P.. ^eflnitions of terms used fn Table I
ANT Spacecraft antenna r	 -_
Bit rate Clock frequency of the telemetry hit informatJon
BLK III exciter The DSN S-band exciter equipment 1
BLK III receiver The DSN S-band receiving equipment
BLK IV exciter The DSN S-band exciter equipment
$I,K N receiver The DSN 5/X-band receiving equipment
CAR SUP Downlink carrier suppression due to telemetry
ntodulntion
CDU Command demodulation unit ';
CMA SUBC offse# Command modulation assembly subcarrier
frequency offset relative to nominal
CMD MOD Command processor assembly command
modulation
EXC Spacecraft S-hand exciter equipment
HCA High-gain antenna #.	 !
LGA Law-gain antenna ^
MGA A'Tedium-gain antenna
RNG MOD Planetary ranging assembly modulation
PWR Spacecraft transmitter power mode
RCV Spacecraft S-band receiving equipment
RFS Radio Frequency Subsystem
HNG Spacecraft ranging channel 1'
SDA SUBC offset subcarrier demadul;ttor assembly subcarrier
1
frcyurncy offset relative to nominal ^
TLhf SUBC offset subcarrier demodulator assembly frequency
offset relative to nominal
T'v1U Telemetry modulation unit
TWT Traveling wave tube amplifier I
UNC Uncoded ^
Uplink doppler Ramp rate of the uplink carrier frequency
Uplink nffsct Uplink carrier frequency offset relative to the
spacecraft receiver rest frequency
t
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1Viking Mission Support
R. J. Amorase and Q. W. Jo>lnston
DSN fretwork Operations Section
This report summarizes Deep Space Network support for the two Viking
Missions to Mars and includes the Mars orbit insertions of Vikings 1 and 2 and
the landing of Viking 1. Special procedures were emplo fed during these critical
events to minimize interruptions to the telemetry data return due to spacecraft
data mode and attitude changes.
!. DSN Mission Operations and Status
A. Viiting Operations Activities
The significant Viking I Planetary and Viking 2 Cruise
activities supported by the DSN during this reporting
period are listed in Table 1. Included in this support -was
the final Operational Readiness Test (ORT-3) prior to Mars
Orhit Insertion (MOI} of Viking 1.
The Approach Midcourse Maneuver (AMC) of Viking 1
wa:, performed in two steps due to a spacecraft prsssurant
leak problem, The original AMC was delayed one day to
June 10 with a second AMC performed on June 15. DSS
63 {Madrid) successfully supported both AMC-1 and -2.
The Viking 1 MOI was successfully supported on June
19 by Goldstone, DSS 14 with DSS 11 its backup. A Mars
Orhit Trim maneuver was performed on June 21 over DSS
63, which put the Viking 1 Orbiter in the proper orbit
over the prime landing site. The first sike certification
pictures were taken on June 22, and for the next several
weeks high-rate telemetry data were received periodicaIiy
by the 6A-metor subnek in support of this activity. The
Viking i landing was delayed from the scheduled July 4
date to July 20, due to landing site requirements
necessitating additional trim maneuvers and additional sits
certification photos. The successful landing was supported
by D55 63 with the initial surface pictures played back via
the orbiter relay sink to DSS 63 shortly after touchdown.
On July 21, the daily direct link tracks of the Viking 1
Lander startsd with DSS 43 (Australia) supporting through
July 26. Then DSS t33 began a LO-day period of direct link
Lander support. In the mean time, Viking 2 approach
science data were being gathered and the Approach
Midcourse Maneuver was supported by DSS 43 on
July 27.
B. DSS Support
The tracking hours per station of the Viking spacecraft
and the number of commands transmitted from each
station during this reporting period are listed in Table 2.
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C. Intermediate Data Renard Status
The Intermediate Data Records (IDRs) are generated by
merging telemetry data received in, real time and
telemetry data recalled post pass from the Deep Space
Stations. These data are then merged in the Network Data
Prot ^ssing Terminal, ^ and the resultant IDR is then
delivered to the Viking Project. During this reporting
period the Deep $pace Network Data Record capability
provided the Viking Project Data Support Group with 177
telemetry Intermediate Data Records. The average
delivery time for the I77 IDRs was I$ hours after the Ioss
of signal at the end of a scheduled track. This average
delivery time is within the 24hour delivery commitment.
Il. Special Planetary Procedures
In order to maximize the quantity of telemetry data that
could be delivered to the Viking Project, under adverse
conditions such as orbital maneuvers that required special
spacecraft orientation, a special telemetry procedure was
developed and used on both Viking I and 2 Mars Orbit
Insertions. This special procedure insures that the orbiter
engineering data are not interrupted when the orbiter
spacecraft telemetry mode is switched from dual to single
or single to dual subcarriers. When the spacecraft
telemetry mode is switched, there is a power exchange
that takes place between the subcarriers, and it is this
telemetry power increase or decrease which must be
controlled via the input attenuators on the subcarr ier
demodulators.
To verify the special procedure, a test was performed at
the JPL Compatibility Test Area (CTA 2l} and the
following results were obtained;
(1} Telemetry data bit sync loop would Iose lock when
the spacecraft mode was switched from single to
dual subcarriers or from dual to single subcarrier and
the subcarrier demodulator input attenuator was
reset in the usual manner.
(2}The telemetry data bit sync loop would remain in
Iock, if the subcarrier demodulator input attenuation
was reset prior to mode change and the reset rate
was 2 dB per second or less.
A special procedure based on these results was used
successfully to enhance telemetry data return during
Viking propulsive and non-propulsive maneuvers.
A backup Canopus loss contingency plan to supplement
the standard star procedure was made available for Viking
1 and 2 Mars Orbit Insertions. The backup Canopus loss
contingency plan could provide fast and accurate space-
craft orientation data in die event of lass of Canopus lock
during the critical Mari Orbit Insertion phase of the
mission. Although the procedure was available, it was not
utilized except for verification of X-band in and out of
Iock times, since both spacecraft performed in a nominal
manner.
A special procedure was developed and implemented to
optimize data return when it became necessary to
accomplish station transfers (I) during or near orbiter
spacecraft periapsis, (2} under low signal conditions, or (3}
because of a maneuver configuration of the spacecraft
when accommodating specie! Mars surface photo map-
ping.
In order to maintain downlink receiver Iock and
minimize data degradation it was necessary to reduce the
uplink tuning rates and optimize downlink receiver loop
bandwidths. The uplink tuning rate and downlink receiver
bandwidths used had to be adjusted for a number of
receiver loop signal-to-noise ratios. This was accomplished
by providing a table of uplink tuning rates and bandwidth
combinations that could be used within specified signal
level ranges.
The optimum tuning rate is available from Table 3.
Depending on signal level and priority of S-band or
X-band data, the optimum exciter tuning rate for
maximum data return under adverse conditions could be
selected.
A special modified code 1 configuration (h'ig. 1} was
used successfuIly far Mars Orbit Insertion of Viking
Orbiters 1 and 2. This configuration provided complete
telemetry data redundancy plus backup during the critical
phase of Mars Orbit Insertion.
The modified code-1 configuration provides two inde-
pendent processing streams of data being output via two
(independently routed where possible) high-speed data
lines. This parallel data processing concept is carried
through all of the various ground data system interfaces to
minimize the risk of data loss due to single-point failures.
ill. DSN Support of Viking 7
A. Preseparatian tvheckflut
DSN support of activities associated with the landing of
Viking bander 1 began on July I8, 1976 with D55 t33
supporting the separation minus 39-hour command
update. Tae prime purpose of this command load was to
prepare the mated Lander for the preseparatian checkout.
DSS 83 was configured to code 15, the standard Orbiter-
r
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Orbiter configuration with one Command Modulator
Assembly initialized for Orbiter 1 and the other initialized
for Lander 1 and mated lander commanding. The
command load was successfully transmitted without
incident.
The preseparation checkout occurred over DSS 43 on
UTC day 201, July 19, 1978. A unique telemetry
configuration was utilized during this pass in order to
provide the Project with redundant data streams. During
the major portion of preseparation checkout, the data
rates were 1000 and 2000 bits per second. Redundant data
streams were provided for these bit rates by specifying
configuration code 24. This code provided two high-rate
science data streams with channel 2 of Telemetry and
Command Processor Alpha outputting data for the high-
speed data line, and Telemetry and Command Processor
Beta using channel 3 and outputting data to the wideband
data lino. This configuration provided dual processing
channels at the station and also provided dual transmission
paths to the Mission Control and Computing Center.
Following the completion of the ] .000- and 2000-bit per
second data, the spacecraft data rate changed to 4000 bits
per second. At this data rate, channel 2 of t,. ►e alpha string
could no longer be v^Pd, as the rat.°. Pxceeded the
processing capability for this channel. At that time
channel 2 of the alpha string was disabled and channel 3
enabled to provide redundant processing channels at the
station with both data streams being transmitted via the
wideband data line.
The non-conjoint 2B-meter stations, DSS 62 (Madrid)
and DSS 44 (Australia), provided backup command
capability during the preseparation phase. Figure 2 shows
the code 24 configuration used by DSS 43 for presepara-
tion checkout.
^. Separation, Descent, and Landing
This phase of the landing activity was divided into two
major events, The first event was the transmission of the
separation "GO" command followed by the second event
of separation, descent, and landing,
The telemetry configuration used by DSS 43 on the
previous day for preseparation checkout (code 24) was
used again for this pass.
Due to the importance of the "GO" command, special
precautions were taken to insure that the command would
he successfully transmitted. DS5 43 configured the two
Command Modulator Assemblies for mated lander com-
manding. The twv Telemetry and Command Processor
command stacks were then loaded with "GO" commands.
The prime Telemetry and Command Processor contained
tuned commands to be transmitted at separation minus 45
minutes while the backup Telemetry and Command
Processor contained the identical commands, but untimed.
The backup processor was to be used in the event
problems developed in the prune string.
In addition to the commands loaded into the processor
stacks, duplicate commands were also loaded into the
manual buffer of each processor. These commands were to
be transmitted if problems developed which would
prevent transmission of the commands residing in the
command stack.
A backup command capability was also provided by
DSS 44. At this station the "GO" commands were Ioaded
into the stack and manual buffer in the same way
commands had been loaded in the backup string at
DSS 43.
DSS 44 was to have been used following a failure at
DSS 43. The exciter frequency at DSS 44 was chosen so
that in the event of a transmitter or antenna failure at DSS
43 it would have only been necessary to turn on the
transmitter at DSS 44 and tune to anew reference
frequency, thus capturing the spacecraft receiver as it
drifted towards its rest frequency. Command transmission
could then be continued with only a slight delay.
The "GO" command was successfully transmitted by
DSS 43 on July 20, 1976 using the prime transmission
path.
The telemetry configuration chosen for support of
separation, descent, and touchdown events was the
standard two-orbiter configuration {code I5). In this
configuration, both Telemetry and Command Processor
strings were initialized for Orbiter I, giving two r=dundant
processing channels for engineering and science data.
Since no commanding was anticipated during the deg;cent
phase, no special configurations or procedures were
required, DSS 63 was the prime station for support of
separation, descent, and touchdown.
A special procedure was used during the descent phase
for telemetry processing at DSS B3. As the spacecraft
began its descent and passed through the atmosphere of
Mars, the 4000-bit per second data were transmitted in
bursts of short duration. Between these data bursts were
blacks of invalid data. In order to insure each of the 4000-
bit per second bursts were processed at the station, the
stations were instructed to initialize the two high-rate
processing channels at the beginning of the burst data and
r
..^
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tto remain initialized even though the data appeared as
noise between bursts. Testing during compatibility tests
and during operational tests both prior to launch and
during cruise had proven this to be a feasible plan,
The separation, descent, and touehdo^vri i :veni^ ;,-ere
supported flawlessly.
C. Initial Lander S-Band DIrect I.Ink Sappart
The first Lander direct li^.!c took place during the DSS
43 view period on July 21, 1978. The Lander had landed
in the Martian evening, and the direct link took place
approximately 18 hours later during the Martian morning.
For the Lander direct link support a special telemetry
and command configuration had been devised. This code
8I configuration provided for redundant Lander telemetry
processing channels. Redundant command capability was
provided by the use of two separate high-speed data lines
connected to separate Command Modulator Assemblies.
The code 81 configuration is shown in Fig. 3. The figure
shows prime Lander engineering and science data
provided by Telemetry and Command Processor 2,
cnanneIs 1 and 2.
Backup processing was provided by Telemetry and
Command Processor 2, channel 3, and Telemetry and
Command Processor 1, channel 2. From this configuration,
Lander data were supglied via three different transmission
paths over high-speed data Iines 1 and 2 and the wideband
data line. The configuration minimized the possibility that
a single-point failure would cause a Ions of data.
Lander direct link support began with the beginning of
the uplink acquisition sweep. A transmitter power output
level of 20 kilowatts was used. The sweep was designed to
take into account the uncertainties of the Lander best lock
receiver frequencies and widened to insure the acquisition
of both lender receivers. A total frequency range at S-band
of 135848 hertz was swept at a rate of 432 hertz per
second. The duration of the sweep lasted 52.2 minutes.
Table 4 shows the uplink/downlink sweep, and ranging
parameters used during the first direct link. Since the
spacecraft transmitter was not turned on until the uplink
acquisition sweep had been completed, the sweep was
completed in the blind without benefit of downlfnk lock.
Command modulation was then turned on, but com-
manding was delayed until the results of the commands
could be verified by the downlink telemetry. Commands
were selected which would not alter any spacecraft
parameter but which would allow the Lander Team to
verify command capability.
At approximately 2 hours and 20 minutes following the
start of the uplink acquisition sweep, DSS 43 obtained
lack on the downlink. A special downlink acquisition
sweep for the Block 1V receiver had been devised which
would guarantee lock in either the one-way or two-way
tracking mode. The sweep covers a range of 105,600 Hertz
at S-band and was swept at a rate of 4800 hertz per
second. Lock was obtained on the Block IV receiver in the
two-way tracking mode. Following downlink acquisition it
was discovered that uplink lack on spacecraft receiver 1
had not been attained. Several minutes following downlink
Iock, receiver 1 was observed to go into lock. The
commands sent earlier were observed to be received and
processed by both spacecraft receivers through monitoring
of the command segment count. Ranging data were
successfully obtained during the last 10 minutes of the
downlink pass. At approximately 1 hour after the downlink
acquisition took place, loss of Iock was observed. No
anomalies, except the initial failure to lock spacecraft
receiver 1, occurred during the first direct link.
^	 -
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Tahie ^. Viking operations actiuities
Date	 Spacecraft	 Activity
June 1-2 Viking 1 $ kbps playback
June 2^ Viking 1 Operational Readiness Test (ORT-3}
for Mnrs Orbital insertion {MOI}
June 3-8 Orbiter 1 Optieul Navigation Sequences {ONS)
June 4 Lander 2 Initial Computer Laad (ICL} update
June 10 Viking i Approach Midcourse Maneuver
(AMC} scheduled for June 9
postponed until June 10
June 10, 11, Orbiter 1 O1V5
13
June 10 Lander 2 ICL update
June 10-13 Lander 2 Battery Conditioning Sequence
June 14 Orbiter 1 Visual Imaging Subsystem (VIS}and
Infra Red Thermal 14apper ( IRTMi)
alignment test playback
June 15 Viking 1 A^IC 2. This maneuver was required
hrruuse of the continued gas
regulator leakage problem
June 16 Viking 1 Start of Viking 1 appraac }t science
June 19 Viking 1 ^lOi
June 21 Viking 1 Mars Orbit Trim maneuver 1
June 21 Viking 1 Started 4'iking 1 site certiEicatinn
sequence
Jtt1y s Orbiter 1 'Ears Orbit Trim maneuver 5
July 9--15 Orbiter 1 Site certiEicatinn photo sequence
July I3 Orbiter 1 Mars Orbit Trim 6
July 15 Orbiter 2 Optical Navigation Sequence 2
Jtily 18-19 Lander 1 Per-separatism checkout
July 18 Viking 2 Completed Viking 2 Optical Naviga-
tion Sequence
July 20 Lander 1 Touchdown and start of landed
operations
July 22 Viking 2 Start Vikint; 2 ON5
July 24 Viking 2 O\5
July 27 Viking 2 4'iking 2 Approach Maneuver
performed
July 28 Viking 2 Optical \avigation 5equencc^ 4
Table 2, 1755 support
Number CommandsMonth DSS of passes I•Iaurs tracked transmitted
Jun© lI 25 194.2} 413
12 1S 103 0
14 18 185.52 509
42 22 1(17.38 15
93 28 220.53 3410
44 11 89,58 43
81 25 232,05 399
82 9 93.11 32
63 29 320.43 819
June total 182 1585.$0 5435
July 11 29 239.10 358
12 7 52.27 216
14 40 336.03 1827
42 ^6 205.29 183
43 49 349.03 1841
44 11 76.28 0
t31 26 26U.2D 1354
63 7 58.53 92
63 43 382.14 2276
July total 238 1938.87 7947
Report total 420 3524.67 13382
Tahie 3. Recommended uplink tuning rates
lU-lie baudwiclth 30-Hz bandwidth
Drnvnlink
.signal S-hand ^-band 5-bind Y-b;utd
level, tuning E[ming tuning tuning
dI3rn rate, rate•, rata, rate,
Hz./s 1iz/s Hz/s 117/s
13E to -143 1.50 0.41 10.9U 3.00
14.`3 to -1413 1?5 (1.34 9.10 2.50
-14,`1 to -153 0.;5 0.2(1 (t.30 1.73
-153 to 158 [1.5(1 0.14 i.SO 0.40
- [58 to - -lfi(i 0.30 0.08 (},38 0.10
-1C3U to	 --183 0,14} U.OS - -
-163 to -16,-1 O.UCi U,O16 -
^^
,sue
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TalJle 4. LanHer 1 in[tial acqufsltton: D55 q3, 50L 1
Uplink Acquisition Swerrp
Transmitter on O^:^u:00 UTC'
Transmitter power ^ kW
Frequency 44022494.0 Hz
Start #uning (Time 0) OS:10:40 UTC
Tune to 99flSOSO4.0 Hz
Tuning rate (rate 0) —{).9000 Hz/s
'Time {time i} 05;45:40 UTC
Tune to T5F 4903I590.0 Hz
Tuning rate (rate 1) +0.9000 H^/s
Stop tuning {time 2) 0(3:03:00 UTC
Command modulation on {fFi:03:29 UTC
Range modulation on 07:?0:20 UTC
Sa sep duration 52 rain 20 s
Downlink Aequisitian Sweep
Start sweep U7:lfl:{l0 UTC
Sweep upper limit 4475304Ci.55 Hz
Sweep Iower limit 44751#340.55 Hz
Sweep rate Ii10 Hr./s
Ranging PRrgmeters
Irnter acquisition dirc^ctiti^e 07:20:40 UTC
TI 3t3 s
T2 i! s
,,:^
T3	 tl .	 ^^^
Rnmrd trip light time.	 3ti ruin °^ s	 ,a
Components	 ib '^.
;Votes: a. Receiver VCO .^ 23.8(325 :MHz. I3ias rrceiver fre-
quencies according to actual measurements.
h• Recei^•er to be swept in acquisition mode with ATZ 	 ,5
(acquisition trigger at zero-beat) enabled.
t
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Pioneer Mission Support
T. 17. Adamski
Qeep Space Network Operations
Status of the current Pioneer missions and initial operations planning for the
Pioneer Venus Mission is given.
1. Pioneers 6, 7, 8, and 9
None of these spacecraft has been tracked during the
last six months. Coverage is expected to continue at an
extremely low level of support, although some tracking of
Pioneers B and 9 will occur in October and November in
support of radial alignments with the Helios spacecraft.
The status of the spacecraft when each was last tracked
was as follows:
All Pioneer B spacecraft systems were operating
normally except for the failure of receiver 2 (which has
restricted uplink to the low-gain antenna only), degrada-
tion of the solar array output and attib.,ie-control sun
sensors due to ultraviolet {[,1V} radiation and particulate
impacts, and depletion of the attitude ,^ontrol gas supply.
All instruments were also operating nor.-rally, except for
the magnetometer and the radio propagation experiment.
The magnetometer had failed in 1971, and the propaga-
tion instrument had been powered down due to the
decommissioning of the experimenter's transmitting
antenna at Stanford lJniversity.
Pioneer 7 was operating at reduced power due to
severe degradation of the solar array. Transmitter (TWT}
1 and the roll index sun sensor were nonoperational and
20
the performance of the attitude-control sun sensors was
degraded, All other spacecraft systems were operational.
The power limitation primarily affects the instruments, all
of which are powered down. Only the plasma analyzer
will he turned on when the spacecraft is next tracked.
Pioneer 8 was operating normally except for some
degradation in solar array output and degradation in
performance of the attitude-control sun sensors, L'.xcept
for the cosmic dust and cosmic ray detectors, all
instruments were operational. Although no data are being
returned from the radio propagation experiment, the
instrument remains on so that it may provide power to the
electric field detector.
All Pioneer 9 spacecraft systems and instruments were
operating normally except for one failed command
decoder address and the lack of data from the radio
l,ropaga;ion experiment, as described above for Pioneer 8.
I I. pioneers 10 and 1 ^.
A. Mission Status and Operations
Both spacecraft continue to operate normally except for
some degradation in the performance of the Pioneer i0
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star sensor and the failare of the Pioneer 11 spin-down
thruster. The majority o F instruments on board Pioneer 10
are operating normally, exceptions being the asteroid/
meteoroid detector (powered down), the cosmic ray
telescene (same radiation damage experienced at Jovian
encounter}, the infrared radiometer (powered down, no
data in cruise phase}, and the magnetometer (failed in
November of 1975). Approximately half of the cells of the
meteoroid detector have been punctured to date. The
majority of the Pioneer it instruments are also operating
normally. Exceptions are the asteroid/meteoroid detector
(powered down in j^me of 1975 as the suspected cause of
uncommanded spaces*aft status changes), the imaging
phatopolarimeter (has some strpping problems at cone
angles greater than 150 deg, but can be compensated for),
the infrared radiometer {activated only once every eight
months for checkout), the flux gate magnetometer
(activated only once every two months for checkout) and
the plasma analyzer {no output since April of 1975).
Tracking support of these spacecraft has been severely
limited recently due to other commitments by the Deep
Space Network. However, it has been possible to provide
an average of one track per spacecraft per day to allow
for monitoring of spacecraft health and acquiring scientific
data. The majority of this coverage has been provided by
the 26-meter stations, most notably those equipped with
the 3-hertz tracking loop filters greviously discussed in
Ref. 1. The performance enhancement aRec#ed by these
filters will allow recovery of Pioneer 10 telemetry at 16
bits per second until early 1977, when the spacecraft
range will be approximately 11.5 AU. Since the Pioneer 11
Saturn encounter in September of 1979 will occur at a
range of approximately 10.3 AU, the use of these filters
will allow some off-loading of the 64-meter subnet during
the pre-Saturn encounter period when Fianeer 11 will be
competing far coverage with Pioneer Venus and the
Jupiter encounters of the Mariner Jupiter-Saturn (MJS)
mission.
6. Javian Magnetic 'fail Penetration
Pioneer 10 passed through the magnetic tail of Jupiter
in March of this year, although the spacecraft was more
than 4 AU from the planet (Fig. 1). The streaming out of
the planet's magnetosphere into atoll-like shape due to
the incident solar wind is a well-known phenomenon
(Pioneer 7 observed Earth's magnetic tail in 1967) and it
was anticipated that the Jovian tail would be detectable at
a great distance because of the planet's extensive
magnetosphere. Nevertheless, it was somewhat surprising
to End that the tail extended almost 700 million kilometers
from the planet.
The spacecraft crossed the orbit of Saturn in early
February. By mid-March, when penetration occurred, it
was slightly off the -Sun-Jupiter line and 6 deg above the
Jovian orbital plane. Although the exact period of
immersion could not be determined because of non-
continuous tracking coverage, the spacecraft was in the
tail for at least 24 hours. For that interval, the plasma
analyzer instrument observed no evidence of a solar wind,
indicating that the wind had been bIocxed by the planet's
magnetic field. The spacecraft magnetometer, having
failed after the Javian encounter, could not provide a
measure of the change in magnetic Reld strength from
interplanetary levels.
The extent of Jupiter's magnetic tail implies that Saturn
should enter the tail every 20 years. if so, this will next
occur in April of I98I and may be observable by the MJS
spacecraft.
G. Future Support
In all probability, coverage of the Pioneer 10 and 11
missions will continue at the current levels for the
foreseeable future. Availability of the $4-meter stations
should improve shortly before Pioneer 10 thresholds on
the 2fi-meter subnets. However, available tracking time
will be limited due to support of other ongoing and
extended missions as well as by the lengthy periods of
down-time required for implementation of the Mark 11I
Data System.
One bright spot is the pending upgrade in late 1978 of
the DSS 12 antenna at Goldstone to a diameter of 34
meters. The anticipated 2.2-dB gain improvement will
considerably extend this station's ability to support
Pioneer 11.
Possible improvements at the 84-meter stations •ere
discussed in Ref. 1, and these will be especially significant
for Pioneer 11, which may penetrate the heiiospheric bow
shack prior to exceeding the limits of communications
with Earth. As shown in Fig. 2, the heliosphere is
distended by the interstellar wind in much t:^e same way
that the solar wind causes the magnetospheres of Earth
and Jupiter to be distorted. Although the bow shock's
exact location cannot be determined until the spacecraft
crosses it, it is of great scientific interest to know where
the Sun's influence ends and interstellar spare truly begins.
11[, Pioneer Venus
initial operations planning has begun for these missions,
which are to be launched in 19"' The most significant
^:
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Soperational problem area } 4t determined is the optimal
method of supporting the multiprobe entr}^. The tentative
station configuration for this phase of the mission has been
presented elsewhere (Ref. 2), but a number of questions
remain open; namely, which receivers should be operated
from the Station Monitor and Control Console and which
by individual operators, what is the optimal physical
location for the extra receivers and their operators, and
what options exist for failure mode recovery? The answers
to these and related questions are being actively sought in
the detailed formulation of the operations plan far the
multiprobe entry. Future Progress Report articles in this
series will report on progress as the Mission and DSN
operations plans are developed.
^^
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Helios Mission Suppowt
P. S. Goodwin
T'bA Mission Support Ofiico
W. G. Meeks and R. E. Morris
DSN Network Operations Section
Data from both Helios-1 and Helios-2 spacecraft in solar orbits cantint,e to
expand man's knowledge of our solar system. Haaing completed their third and
first aphelions, respectively, the trajectories of both spacecraft will bring about
perihelions in October 197$, Helios 2, while still in ifs five-monde (May-
September) superior conjunction, continues to supply valuable data for
experiments II and l2 (Celestial Mechanics and Faraday Rotation). Helios 1
remains in cruise phase.
Introduction
This is the eleventh article in a series that discusses
Helios-1 and -2 mission support. The previous article (Ref.
1) reported on Helios-1 and -2 cruise, radial and spiral
alignments, Helios 2's entry into first superior conjunction,
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN} cross
support, and DSN-STDN engineering tests. Also included
were actual tracking coverage and DSN system perform-
ance. This article covers a Helios-1 spacecraft power
anomaly, Helios-2 occulEation, final DSN-STDN engineer-
ing test results, tracking coverage, and DSN performance
for June and July 1976.
1[. Mission Operations and Status
A. Helias-I Opera#ions
Approaching its third aphelion, the Helias-1 spacecraft
was firnctioning normally (high power, high-gain antenna,
power regulator 1, ranging-off) except for the spacecraft
ranging temperature problem (Ref. 2}. Comparisons
between Helios-I and -2 data were made as the spacecraft
passed through spiral and radial alignments.
While DSS 44 {Australia} was tracking the He[ios-I
spacecraft on pass 561 (21 June i976}, the downlink signal
began to degrade. Within one-half hour the receivers
could no longer maintain carrier lock. Following routine
verification of proper station configuration and reporting
to project personnel, short-term use of DSS 42 (Australia)
was negotiated with the Viking ProjecE. After reconfigur-
ing for Helias 1, DSS 42 performed a spacecraft search; no
signal was detected, thus verifying DSS 44 operations.
Meanwhile telemetry data analysis at JPL revealed that
the plus 26-volt power value in the telemetry data had
changed [corn 26.98 volts (nominal) to 23.56 volts prior to
lass of signal. About one hour later the It}(}-meter antenna
at Lffelsberg (DSS 67) was activated, but no downlink
carrier could he detected. After careful an:,' ' ^ of the
anomaly, the spaceflight team reasoned that the ^h-gain
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antenna {HGA) pointing was incorrect A command was
sent to switch to the medium-gain antenna (MGA). After
this, the German Effelsberg I00-meter station acquired a
downlink signal. Spacecraft status showed that all
instruments had been switched off; power regulator 2 was
switched on; the spacecraft data handling system had gone
to the "safe made," and the HGA was pointing directly
away from Earth. The spacecraft had apparently suffered
a power overload (at 206 watts} and shut itself off (safe
made).
The next few days were spent in experiment turn-on
and checkout, and reconfiguring the spacecraft as close as
possible to the previous status wlvle limiting total ; ewer
consumption to 2L'^' watts.
Present spacecraft status has all experiments bank to
normal, transmitting on the HGA at high power and high
carrier suppression. The spacecraft is in cruise, having
passed its third aphelion.
l3. Helios-2 Operations
Still in superior wnjunction, Helios 2 is fallowing Helios
1 through aplie^lion. Plans were made to collect special
data during this mission phase. Calibration procedures and
data requirements for the 1 July to 5 October 1976 period
were distributed to khe Network. These data are being
collected and preliminary analysis is presently underway.
Helios 2 experienced its second blackout (Sun-Earth-
probe (SEP) angle <_ 1 degree) from 3 Through 17 July 1976
(the first blackout occurred on 16-17 May 1976). During
this blackout, all communication with the spacecraft was
lost — no station could maintain lock on the spacecraft
carrier. A blackout timer onboard the spacecraft was set,
causing the data to be stored. The memory contents will
be read out as soon as higher daka rates {84 b/s) are
possible. With the spacecraft's trajectory keeping the
Sun-Earth-probe angle less than 5 degrees from May
through September, higher telemetry data rates are not
expected until late August when the SEP angle is between
4-5 degrees.
The first aphelian was reached an Julian Day 200 (1$
July) 1978 at 2200 GMT. All spacecraft experiments were
functioning normally as the first orbit was completed.
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Present spacecraft status indicates all experiments
normal, transmitting an the HGA at high power and
cruising toward its third blackouk (approximately 25
September).	 _	 , .
C, dSN-5'TDN Engineering Tests
The DSN engineering tests regarding STDN real-time
telemetry and command crass-support for Helios {Ref. 1}
were successfully completed during the month of June.
The concept of utilizing interstation microwave links to
send I-Ielios modulated subcarriers (both telemetry and
command) between the STDN receiver-transmitter and a
DSN telemetry-command data processing computer
string was demonstrated using live tracks of the Helios-1
spacecraft.
The last two tests were conducted between the STDN-
Goldstane station and DSS 12 (Goldstone) on I7 and 25
June. Test results were very encouraging, demonstrating
that it is possible to obtain B4 b/s coded telemetry from
Helios 1 with a usable signal-to-noise ratio {SNR) {3 to 4
dB) at a 2-AU range from Earth.
A final report was assembled on the DSN-STDN
engineering test results and forwarded to the U.S. Helios
Project Manager. A decision is expected in September on
whether to use the Goldstone STDN-DSN real-time
microwave link configuration to support the Helios
perihelion operations in October 1976.
D. Actua[ Tracking Coverage Versus Sched^[ed
Coverage
This report covers tracking activities for a 63-day
period from 7 Tune through 8 August 1976. Both Hallos
spacecraft were tracked a total o'f 123 times for a total of
$O1.$ hours. High Viking tracking requirements, plus
Helios-2 solar occulkation (spacecraft behind the Sun)
accoirnked for the decrease in tracking hours from the last
period. The IIelios spacecraft received 47.8 percent of the
DSN tracking time allotted to Pioneer and Helios after
Viking requirements were satisfied. Helios 1 was tracked
82 times for a total of 576.8 hours. This represents a 21
percent decrease aver the last report period. The average
pass duration for Helios 1 was 7.03 hours compared to 7.6
hours for the last period. Helios 2 was !racked 4i times For
a total of 225.2 hours with an average track time of 5.5
hours. Only 12.8 hours of 64-meter subnet support was
allotted for Helios spacecraft during this period due to
Viking requirements an the 6A-meter subnet. Trac:king
25
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coverage will remain sparse until completion of the
	 C. Telemetry System
Viking primary mission in November 1976.
	 Com user anal sis
Ill. DSN System Performance
A. Command System
Helios command activity dropped considerably during
this report period to a total of 2910 commands as
compared to 7331 commands for the last period. Two
factors account for this decrease: (I) Helios tracking time
was reduced to only 47 percent of that received during
the last report period, and (2) Helios 2 spent most of this
period in, or very near, solar occu}tation. D5N resources
have been largely allocated to the support of the Viking
mission. The cumulative command totals are now 39,248
for Helios 1 and 13,428 for Helios 2.
There were no command system aborts during the
months of June and July 1976. The cumulative command
system abort count remains at 10 for Helios I and 3 for
Helios 2.
Total command system downtime for the months of
June and July was 6 hours and 45 minutes. Although this
figure is only one-third of the last report period, tracking
time for these months was also much less. Of the 10
failures reported, 5 were associated with the loss of
transmitters at DSS 44 (3 each) and DSS I2 (2 each).
B. Tracking System
The Helios-1 spacecraft's ranging transponder remained
inoperative throughout this reporting period due to a
temperature-dependent malfunction (Ref. 2}, The ranging
capability is not expected to return until after September.
This fact, together with the concentrated attention being
devoted to i-ielios-2's Hrst superior conjunction, made for a
law level of Helios-1 activity.
Helios 2 entered its first superior conjunction (SEP 5 5
degrees) on 4 May 1976 and will remain there through 6
Dctober. During this time the spacecraft wiIl have been
occulted by the Sun three times. This period is of extreme
importance to the Helios radio science team. Special
"receiver ramping" procedures are still being conducted
in support of this trajectory phase. Only preliminary
results huv^^ been published thus far. Final results will
require fisrther analysis.
p y of Helios-2 inferior conjunction data,
collected in March—April 1976, is in progress. rrom these
data, curve fits of SNR degradation as a function of the
system noise temperature (SNT) are to be generated per
spacecraft and tracking subnet (26 or 64 meters). The next
logical step E the development of the superior conjunction
model which will utilize the basic inferior conjunction
model as well as additional modeling of the spectral
broadening test data. It is planned that these models will
improve D5N telemetry predicts, thus helping to
determine best allocation of D5N resources during future
superior conjunctions.
1V. Conclusions
With the Hallos-1 spacecraft's ranging system already
inoperative because of an onboard temperature problem,
the spacecraft switched to the "safe mode" on 21 June
1976 because of a power overload. After a few anxious
hours, the downlink was commanded ON and the
spacecraft reconfigured for normal operation.
Helios 2, while in its first superior conjunction, has
experienced two total solar occultations and will have one
more laefore its second perihelion in mid-October.
The last two D5N-STDN engineering tests to prove the
interstation microwave link configuration to support
Helios were completed during this report period. A final
encouraging report was sent to Project management.
Due to D5N resource commitments to Project Viking,
Helios tracking time was reduced by over 50 percent
during the last report period. The DSN system perform-
ance remained at a high level with nn significant
anomalies.
Data collected during Helios-2 inferior conjunction in
March and April of 1976 are being analyzed and used to
build a model for future superior conjunctions by the
Network Operations Analysis Group.
Due to Viking-1 and -2 prime missions the Helios llSN
tracki^tg schedule is expected to remain at present levels,
sharing eytrally the remaining tracking time with Pioneers
lt) and } 1.
^	 _.
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hlardware Addi#ions to ltill icroprocessor
Architecture Aid Sof#ware Development
M. W. Sievers
Communications Systems Research Section
Simple additions to a microprocessor's architecture prot:ide a programmer
with two powerful debugging aids. These aids are useful both far initial software
deaelopment and far routine system integrity diagnostics, One of these aids may
be expanded into a airtual machine system.
I. lntroductian
The job of a hardware engineer is to design hardware,
which, all too often, is done at the expense of the software
engineer who must use the hardware. Whether through
oversight or done intentionally to save spare and hold
down costs, hardware freyuently lacks features not
specifically reyuired but that could simplify the task of the
software engineer.
When designing microprocessor sys#ems, whether they
lie simple dedicated controllers or complex general-
purpose systems, the 6a^'c architecture can he constructed
with increasingly fewer integrated circuit packages A
hardware engineer mesmerized by the simplicity ai the
architecture will put his design efforts into ttuilding
interfaces for the devices the system must c nmmunicate
with. The hapless programmer may 6e Fortunate enough
to get displays and single-stop features to help him debug
his software—hut these are barely adeyuale when long and
complex programs are being checked out.
In this article an Address 'Trap (breakpoint) mechanism
and last- in-first-out (LIFO) Address Stack are suggested as
two additions to the basic microprocessor architecture
whose fimctions are solely to aid the programmer. These
devices provide the programmer with the ability to
specify address breakpoints and to trace program execu-
tion back through N instructions, where N is the depth of
the stack. Both devices, plus interface logic and bu$ering,
have been designed for an INTEL 80817-based system
using approximately 25 integrated-circuit packages.
Section V is devoted la a proposal for implementing a
microprocessor vir#uaI machine system via data and
address traps. The interested reader not familiar with
virtual machine concepts should consult Refs. I-7.
II. Basic Architecture
Consid::r Fig. I in which a basic•
 microprocessor
architecture is illustrated. Three buses, the Address Bus,
Data Bus, and Control Bus, interconnect the Central
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Processing Unit tC;['U) and the various devices on the
buses. This canEguratian is similar to the PDP-I1 UNIBUS
(Ref. S) in which any device may be treated as memory or
input—output at the hardware designer's option.
The Address Trap and Address LIFO are connected to
the bus structure as shown. The Address Trap generates a
one-bit DISH BLE flag which is used to disable memory.
This flag bit could properly 6e considered part of the
Control Bus but is separated for c'ar•ity.
lll. Address Trap
Frequently a programmer debugging new software
desires to know if a given address in his program space is
accessed. Further, it is often desirable to check partial
results in the calculation of a complex function. In either
case, the basic microprocessor instruction set does not
lend itself to performing these tasks without considerable
overhead.
An Address Trap which causes an interruption in the
normal program stream is ideal for implementing the
features described above. It is a very simple hardware
device that jams an instruction on the Data lius when the
Address Bus contains an address equal to the orte stored in
a register in khe trap. The advantage this device affords
over inserting patches into the code being executed is that
since the user program is Iefl intact, no overhead is
required for keeping track of where patches are made.
A block diagram of an Address Trap is shown in Fig. 2.
The trap is assigned three sequential addresses in upper
memory space making it appertr as a memory device to
the CPU. Two addresses are used for the Address Register
which holds the address to he trapped. The third address
is a register within the Control Unit tlrat enables and
disables the trap mechanism.
The Comparator compares the contents of the Address
Register with the Address Bus. When the two are eyuul,
the Comparator signals khe Control Unit via EQUAL. If
the trap i^ enabled, a Memory Disable signal is generated,
This signs} is used to turn the memory off so that the Data
Bus is free for use. by the trap. When the CPU signals its
desire to read an instruction from memory, the trap jams
its awn i[rstnrction onto the Dakar Bus. In the case of an
$OfiO, this instruction is an R5T {RESTART) instnrction
which is a single-byte uncandittanai CALL.
The routine called b^^ the trap could displa y the
registers, clump memory, enter a new address iota the
trap, etc. If the trap address is set within a loop, for
JPL DEEP SPADE NETWORK PROGRESS REPORT 42.35
example, then the results of each pass through the loop
could be displayed. Additionally, if input—output devices
are placed in memory space, then attempts by the CPU to
access these devices may be trapped.
IV. Address LIFO
There are two things that are certain in the life of a
pro ;rammer: he will erase a file he shouldn't have and he
wit! write a program that mysteriously branches to never-
never land. Therefore, an Address LIFO is proposed as a
means of tracing backward through a program to hasten
finding the errant code in the solution of the latter
problem.
Assume a special stack whose PUSH function was not
under direct CPU control but whose POP function was.
Each time the CPU references an instruction in memory,
the address of the reference is pushed into the stack. At
any time the CPU could disable the PUSH operation and
examine the elements in the stack. 'This would permit a
programmer to trace the steps of his program hack to the
depth of the stack. Should his program branch outside of
its space, this stack could be examined to see where the
program came from.
A block diagram of an Address LIFO is illustrated in
Fig. 3. As with the Address Trap, it is assigned sequential
addresses in upper memory. A Control Unit determines
that the CYU is referencing an address within its allowed
address space and pushes that address into the stack. A
ftip^flnp within the Control Unit enables and disables the
PUSH operation.
When the CPS desires to access the stack, it commands
the Control Unit to cease the Push operation. It can then
POP the stack without pushing the stack access routine
addresses into the stack.
TIIe LII+O may lIe used in conjunction with the trap
described in Section III. Among ether things, the trap
routine could fetch the contents of the stack and display it
for the programmer.
V. A Microprocessor Virtual Machine system
Before going tote the proposed micrapraressar virtual
rnarhine system architecture, a l yrief review of virtual
machines will he offered. The interested reader should
consult Refs. lu7 for details.
A virtua! machine (VM) is defined ;^ti an cificient,
isolated copy of a real machine. This concept can he
29
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explained by the virtual machine monitor (VMM} spawn
in Fig. 4. The VMM is a program that has the following
characteristics:
(I} It provides an environment for other programs that
is essentially identical to the real hardware environ-
ment of the original machine.
(2} Programs executing in this "virtual" environment
suffer c my small decreases in execution speed.
(3) The VMM exerts complete control over the system
resources.
A virtual machine can he thought of as the environment
created by the VMM.
A typical form of a VMM and VM implementation is to
define adual-state architecture. Twa distinct modes of
system operation are defined, privileged and nonprivi-
leged, in which all critieai functions are performed in the
privileged state. The VMM operates in the privileged
mode and performs such functions as direct handling of
interrupts, performing input-output, and changing ma-
chine state. Each VM under the control of a VMM
performs input-output to virtual devices and has the
effects of its interrupts simulated by the VMM.
instructions that must be executed in a privileged mode
are called sensitive instructions. An instruction is control
sensitive if it attempts to change the amount of resources
available to the processor or affects the processor made.
An instruction is said to be beha.-ior sensitive if its
execution depends an areal memory address or the
processor mode. A!1 non-sensitive instructions are said to
be innocuous.
In order for a machine to be virtualizable, the
architecture must be such that when a sensitive iiutruc-
tion is executed in anon-privileged machine state, a trap
occurs and the privileged state is entered. Consider Fig. 5
which shows the configuration of Fig. 1 in a slightly
modified form. The Address Trap device now contains a
Base and Bounds Register. The VMM loads these registers
with the base and bounds of the VM it desires to execute.
Should the VM attempt to access memory outside of these
boundaries, an address trap occurs.
A Data Trap is similar in function to the Address Trap
except it traps data rather than addresses. It contains a
Content Addressable Memory (CAM}, which holds t^,e so-
calied sensitive instructions. When the Data Bus contains
one of these instructions when the CPU is doing an
instruction fetch, a trap occurs. The other use for this
device is to implement instruction macros.
Upon power-up, the VMM can queue VMs and cl ►oose
one far execution. Upon a trap or after a given delay, the
VMM can suspend operation of one VM and start another.
Although the details of the machine state switching have
not been worked out, a little thought should prove them
to be lraclable.
V
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Fig. 2. p luck diagram of Address Trap
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512^Channe! Correlator Controller
S. S. BroEd
Communications Systems Research Section
JPL and the Haystack Observatory have developed ahigh-speed eorrelator for
radio and radar observations. To ensure that the host computer could operate
during the extended run times of the JPL-Haystack eorrelator, a controller was
designed sa that the eorrelator could run automatically witr:out computer
intervention. The carrelator controller assumes the role of bus master and keeps
track of data and properly interrupts t]te computer at the end of the observation.
Introduction
In 1972 jPL and the Haystack Observatory developed a
1024-Channel Solid State Correlator System, which
consists of a control computer plus sixteen B4-channel
eorrelator modules. it was decided that 512 channels of
this correIator design could meet current jPL require-
ments For an-going radar experiments.
Each eorrelator module may he operated as a 64-
channel "real" correlatar or as a 32-channel "complex"
carrelator. The eorrelator may be used in either an
autocorrelation mode or crasseorrelation mode. The
maximum bandwidth is lt) MHz with a 20-MHz clock ra#e.
Mach module can accept quantized data in two-, three-, or
Eve-bit formats.
The cnrrela#or controller was desii,•ned to allow the
master computer to he free :o carry on other tasks while
the eorrelator accumulates the data. Once the computer
loads the operating pLLrameters into the eorrelator
controller, the eorrelator is free to operate without the
34
computer's central processor. The controller takes over
the task of monitoring the most significant bits from each
correlatar channel accumulator and stores this overflow
information in the computer's memory by way of a Direct
Memory Access {DMA}. An averRow is the process of
detecting the "1" to "0" transition of the mast significant
hit of the accumulator. When a correIator run is
complete, the controller will interrupt the computer with
an "end-of-run" indication. At this time the computer
takes over control and proceeds to unload the law order
counts from the correlatar accumulators and process the
data.
Correlator Controller Requirements
The host computer chosen for this project is a Digital
Equipment Corporation 1'DP ll-20. A block diagram
illustrtttint the communications requirements of the
controller is shown in I'ig. 1. The controller is a moderator
correctly formating communications between the com-
puter and the eorrelator modules. In addition, when the
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correlator is running, the controller takes charge of the
unibus and becomes bus master. This is done to take
advantage of the Direct Memory Access (DMA) feature of
the PDP 11-20 computer. DMA allows a peripheral device
to communicate directly with the computer's memory.
With DMA an external device can run at memory cycle
times and does not interfere with the computer central
processor operation.
During long nsn tunes the controller computes the
overflow of the accumulator of each channel and stores
this information by way of the DMA in the computer's
memory. With this feature of the controller, the maximum
accumulation is increased from 24 to 40 bits. Integration
times in excess of 8 hours with a 20-MHz clack rate can
be realized by this method.
The correlator is structured in groups of ti4 channels
each {one module or trait}. There are nine modules (units}
that make up the correlator, In normal operation only
eight units are used {512 channels}, leaving nne spare. The
controller can specify any number of units ug to eight to
be used. These are called good units.
At the end of a correlator run, the controller signals the
computer it is done. This is accomplished with an
interrupt. An interrupt is a message to the central
processor of a computer indicating a need to communi-
cate. The PDP 11 has four interrupt priority levels. The
controller is programmable in this area and can 6e set to
any level of interrupt priority by the user.
Ili. correlator e^o^ttraller operation
1~ inure 2 is a kalock diagram of the 512-channel
:.urrelalor rosttroller. The computer address and control
huff^rs, priority 13R/l3G NPR/NPC, and data buffers are
Digital t:yuiptrent Corporakion suggested circuits and
cnmlraneuts ^ lt^:f. l).
The address decoder allows computer access to the
controller's control and status register and in#errtal
registers. Twn r•ades alert the controller to either a rontrol
message transfer or data transfer. The decoder consists of
manually setahle dip switches and an 18-bit comparator.
With this method tlEe controller may be accessible with
any two adjacent addresses selected by the user, and
preset into the dip switches.
The rontrol and stahts register (CSR) is a 16-hit
programmable register. It is a pointer and allows clala
entering the controller to he channeled to internal
registers and to the individual correlator modules.
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Additionally, it contains information on internal operations
of the controller and correlator. When the end-of-run
occurs, the four Leask-a?Grrificant bits are automatically
zeroed. This is done to allow the interrupt vector number
contained in the interrupt vector addr: ss register to be
presented to the PDP 11 central processor. The format of
this register is in Fig. 3> and programming information can
be obtained from Ref. 2.
The data multiplexer (MI3X} receives its control
information from the CSR and allows data from any of the
:nternal controller registers or a selected correlator
r,^oduIe to be read by the computer.
The interrupt vector register is a 16-bit programmable
register that supplies the vector address during an
interrupt at the end of a run.
The good units register is a 9-bit register with the
format in Fig. 4. It controls the correlator unit counter by
supplying information on which units are in use and allows
the unit counter to stop at the proper unit during a run.
The correlator unit counter controls end- af-overflow and
which unit the overflow control is scanning. Either the
PDP-11, 6y way of the control and status register, or the
correlator unit counter supplies the unit address. The unit
address source is selected by the PDP-11 nr local address
control multiplexer. When the correlator is running, the
unit address is controlled by the correlator unit counter.
When the correlator is being readied for a run or the data
after a run is being unloaded, the unit address is supplied
by the computer program through the controller control
and status register.
The zero lag counter is a 40-hit-long high-speed counter
which is loaded with the 1's complement of the rturrrGcr
equal to the ntn time in seconds and multiplied 6y the
clock frequency in hertz. liccause the PDP- 11 is a !6-bit
word computer, the counter is segmented into three p arts,
It is segmented into $-, 16-, 16-bit parts with the $bits
being the most signi$cant.
The start overflow sequence is initiated every 2 tA count
of the zero I:tg counter. Each correlator lag c •an store 224
hits, and by running the controller overflow sc•:tnning
faster ensures that no overflows in 512 lags will ! r +.^ ^r+ti,*,•cl.
^^n ^rdrlitianal overflor: ^^:gtteuce is initialed whet, end-af-
ruc^ ^-_4 •urs ^.^7 r :^.,r:^:^ that nr^ overflows happened since the
last sc ii;. The ovcrllow scam time varies depending ort how
mauv accumulator} overflowed. If all 512 hits overflowed,
then the. total Bran time iti :tpprnximalely 1.2 ms. At the
end of the tern lag c•our^i an it^^•••::f}t is generated
signalling the computer that a rttn is c ^,rnpletc,
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The overflow starting address register contains a 16-bit
^vord, which is the starting address for the overflow array
in the PDP-11 memory. This number is strobed into the
16-hit address counter at the beginning of each overflow
sequence during a run. The address counter is incre-
mented by the overflow contro! ai the end of each Iag "1"
to "0" transition test.
The overflow control generates overflow read requests
during a run and stores 16 overflow bits at a time in the
overflow shift register. Each overflow bit is sequentially
shifted from the shift register and tested fora "I" to "0"
transition. This information is stored in a 512-bit scratch
gad memory within the overflow controller. 1(f an overflow
is detected, the overflow controller generates a nonproces-
sor request (NPR} and upon receiving a nanprocessor
grant {NPG} initiates a read request from the overflow
array in the computer, stores these data in the overflow
temporary storage register {overflow temp), increments
overflow temp by one, and stores overflow temp back in
the overflow array. if no overflows are detected, the
computer array is not accessed.
Figure 5 is the format for the correlator bus function
word. The correlator control buffer contains 12 line
drivers for this bus. Additionally, the correlator control
buffer contains line drivers for run control, high-speed
clock, bus control strobe, connect clock, and the unit
address. The bus control strobe and connect clock are
signals generated during a load and control operation from
the control and status register or from a read request from
the overflow control.
Figure 6 is the format of the correlator data word. The
correlator data register in the controller Bolds this 24-bit
word while the computer reads data. The computer
program first sets the control and status register to point
to the high order 16 bits and then to the low order 8 bits.
The ntn control distributes the master clock to the zero
Iag Gaunter and the correEator when commanded to he in
run by the computer. The run control is turned off by an
interrupt or a stop command from tl ►e computer.
Additionally, the run control supplies both a true run and
extended run signals. 'The true nin disables the front end
counters in the correlator so that additional data are
suppressed; the extended run disables the m; ►ster clack
after the final overflow scan is completed.
The interrupt control can he programmed to act en any
priority level. The interrupt control automatically zeros
the four ir^t-significant bits of the control and status
register ^rtiE^n an end-of-run occurs. This is clone so that
the interrupt vector address is presented to the data bus
during the interrupt. The interrupt control also sends a
bus request and waits for a bus grant before executing the
interrupt to the computer.
When the correlator is not in the run condition, all data
transfer is under control of the computer. Tho controller
has two addrosses, one (164000} aIIows data to be
transferred into and out of the controller control and status
register (CSR). The other address (1640{}2) allows data to
be transferred from registers or modules being pointed to
by the CSR. To read data from a correlator module, first
set all units to the road made by setting 1.3608 8 into the
CSR. Follow this by a data transfer ward from the
correlator controller to the unit array within a program.
The read request to correlator module via bit D9 of the
CSR must go to a "one" and then to a "zero" state
between data transfer requests. The following is F n
example of a machine language program (Ref. 3}. All
numbers are in octal.
Example: CorreIator Unit # 1 Read
First set all correlator modules to read mode
MOV # 13608 @ # 164000 (sets all units
CLR @ # 164002
	
to read mode)
V►Iord
# 1 MOV # 14236 @ # 184000 {send a read request to
unit #1)
# 2 MOV # 164002 @ #XXXX (XXXX = location; reads
data from 8 Iow order
bits into an array)
#3 MOV # 14217 @ # 164000 (satisfies 0 condition for
read request and pre-
pares to read high order
register hits)
#4 MOV #164002 @ #XXXX (XXXX ^ location;
reads data from 16
high order bits into a^^
array)
Each module contains its own address counter which is
zeroed when a n ►n is Gornpleted. To read all 64 lags,
64 read requests per module must be made. The first
program word in the above example sends a read request
to the module pointed to in the CSR word and the module
unloads its 24-bit word into the correEator data register
within the controller. The second word transfers the 8
least-significant bits from this register into an array within
the computer. The third ward sets the CSR pointer to
react the 16 high order bits from the correlator data
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register. The fourth word transfers the 16 most-significant
bits from this register into an array wi#hin the computer.
IV. Summary
The correlator controller may assume khe roll of master
only after the computer has issued a run command. At
that time the controller keeps track of overflows and
ensures proper updating within khe ovPrElow array in the
computer's memory without interrupting the computer's
processor. At the end of a run, the controller interrupts
the computer and releases itself to operate as a slave.
The first operation of the 512-channel correlator was
successfully accomplished during ) pint experiments in
January 1976 between Aricibo and Goldstone, when
Aricibo transmitted signals to Saturn and Goldstone
received.
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READ/WRITE
	
START CORRELATOR-1 	 INTERRUPT INTO REGISTER POINTED
	STOP CORRELATOR^
	
PRIORITY 0 WRITE
LEVEL
CONTROLLER	 r`^"^
TIME OUT
ERROR	 DIS D 14 D 13 D i g D1T D IO D9 DB D7 D6 p5 D4 D3 D2 pl DO
•	 INDICATES	 ^""rJ ^	 "^'—'"'-	 `	 r	 '
CORRELATOR STORE	 UNIT	 REGISTER POINTER
RUNNING
	
CORRELATOR	 ADDRESS	 READ
	
FUNCTION CDDE
	 REQUEST TO
	00=INITIALIZE	 CORRELATOR
	
01=BATA RESET	 MODULE10=LOAD FUNCTION
	 {MUST BE
	I1^ONNECT	 CYCLED TO A
"0" BETWEEN
READ REC^UEST$}
REGISTER POINTER CODES:
	 6D0 '= INTERRUPT VECTOR 16 BITS
001 = GOOp UNITS 9 6175
010 _OVERFLOW STARTING AppRE55 k6 BITS
011 = ZERp
 LAG COUNTER !b LSB
!QO -ZERO LAG [OUNTEft MID p LE 16 BITS
EOT -ZERO LAG COUNTER 8 MSB
"I10 - CORRELATOR LOW ORDER 8 BITS IN READ ONLY
III CORRELATOR HIGH ORDER k6 BITS IN READ ONLY
INTERRUPT PRIORITY	 UNIT ADDRESS
	00 _ 4	 4003 THRU 1001 = 8CD UNE7 1 iHRU 9
	
01 = 5	 1111 -ADDRESS ALL UNITS
EO -6
11 _ 7
• IN THE WRITE MODE THE DATA TRANSFER PORT LOADS pATA DIRECTLY INTO THE UNIT ADpRESSEp
AND CAN ONLY BE READ IN THE OVERFLOW REAP MO pE. THIS ALLOWS LOA p ING OF THE
12 FUNCTION BITS IN EACH CORRELATOR MODULE.
Fig. 3. Control and status register format
VNIT
9	 $	 7	 6	 S	 A	 3	 2	 I
p8 
D7 p
8 DS D4 D
3 D2 D 1
 pU
NOTE: A "I" IN ANY BIT POSITION INDICATES THAT THE UNIT IS GOOD
Fig. 4. Good uni#s regis#er format
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LOW-
5PEED	 pVER
CLOCK	 SAMPLE
DATA TYRE
e—'^
Dll D 10 D9 DB D7	D6
—ti
D5
	D4	D3
	D2 D 1	 DO
TEST MODE MULTIPLIER SIGNAL
OVER-	 TYPE SOURCE
FLOW
READ-
our
BIT ASSIGNMENTS OCTAL CODE FUNCTION
BITS 0-1 51GNAL SOURCE 0 FROM STAGE N-1
1 FROM STAGE N-2
2 FROM DATA SAMPLER
3	 ^ FROM AUX UNIT
BITS 2-3 DATA TYPE 0 REAL TWO LEVEL
1 REAL THREE LEVEL
2 COMPLEX TWO LEVEL
3 COMPLEX THREE LEVEL
BIT5 4-5 MULTIPLIER TYPE 0 TWO LEVEL
1 THREE LEVEL
2 FOUR LEVEL
3 FIVE LEVEL
81T 6 DVERSAMPLE 0 IdYC1UlST RATE
1 2 x NinUIST RATE
BlT 7 OVERFLOW READ D DATA READ MODE
1 OVERFLOW READ MODE
B!T 8 LOW-SPEED CLOCK 0 HIGH-SPEED CLOCK
l LOW-SPEED CLOCK
BITS 9-I1 TEST MODES 0 QPERATE
1 DISABLE DATA D115
2 BUS TRANSMIT l's
3 BUS TRANSMIT 6's
b MEMORY LDAD 1's
5 MEMORY LOAD 0`s
6 SPARE
7 FAULT INDICATOR ON
FEg. 5. Correlator bus function ward format
N
LOW ORDER BITS	 HIGH ORDER 8175
7
LEAST-
SIGNkFICANT
81T
NOTES: 1. IN THE READ MODE THE 24-BIT REGISTER REPRESENTS ONE ACCUMULATOR CHANNEL.
64 READ REQUESTS ARE REGIUI;"ED TO UNLOAD EACH MODULE.
2. 1N THE OVERFLOW READ MODE THE t6 HIGH ORDER BITS REPRESENT THE MOST-SIGNIFICANT
BIT OF EAtH ACCUMULATOR CHANNEL. FOUR OVERFLOW READ REQUESTS ARE REQUIRED TO
UNLOAD EACH MODULE. THE 8 LOW ORDER BITS REPRESENT D O
 THROUGH D^ OF THE
CORRELATOR BU5 FUNCTION REGISTER FOR THE MODULE BEING UNLOADED.
Fig. 6. Correlator data ward format
MosT-
SIGNIFICANT
BIT
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^orx^mand Detector SNR Estimator and
Loci Status I^lonitor ^ircu^try
R. F. t_merson
Communications Systems Research Section
A breadboard of the command detector signal-ta-noise-ratio estimator and
lock'status monitor wns built on a wire-wrap card, The breadboard was
integrated with the Standard Command Detecior, and its performance was
measured. The design, design constraints, and construction of the breadboard
are described. The performance is shown to a;ree with the theoretical model
lntrod^ction
The command detector signal-to-noise-ratio estimator
and lack status monitor (SNORE-LOCK) was developed
from work centering around data-aided tracking receivers
(Ref. I}. The advantage of this approach is that it is
insensitive to the magnitude of the input signal. This is
particularly important in connection with the multiple
rate command detector activity {Ref. 2},
The SNORE--LOCK circuit was designed to interface
with, anr? become a part of, the Standard Command
Detector being developed for the NASA Law Cost
Systems Office. The circuit accepts values from the
matched filters of the command detector and calculates a
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR} estimate (SNORE}. Using
several values of this estimate, it decides tl^e Iock status of
the detector.
Theory of Operation
The design of the SNORI;-LOCK ^^ircuit will be
described below starting at thE; functional level and
progressing to the logic level. A de: cription as if It were a
cornputQr prog►•am is presented to clarify the sequencing
of events within the circuit.
A. Functional pescrii.^tion
A functional block diagram of the SNOR]3WLOCK
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The diagram illustrates the data
flow and functional processing within the circuit.
Starting at the left of the diagram, N values of each of
two data types are accumulated in magnitude. The value
of DATA represents an inphase correlation when the
detector is locked, Likewise the value of ERROR
represents the quadratura phase correlation. The inphase
value is a measure of the signal, while the quadrature
phase value is a measure of the noise.
A ratio of the accumulated values is then computed.
This computed value is called SNDRE. SNORE values are
bath accumulated for telemetry use and compared with a
fixed digital threslsold for Iock detection. K succes-
sive comparisons are used in the lack indication
algorithm.
In the breadboard version of the circuit, the values of
N,K and the threshold are digitally selectable. fn the fliglzt
unit these values would be fixed at manufacture.
.,
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S. logical Description
The logic block diagrams of Figs. 2 and 3 expand upon
the above functional description of the previous section.
All arithmetic operations within the processor are bit-
serially performed.
are not greater reset the lack indicator. When set, the lock
indicator indicates in-lock. K successive decisions which
are not members of these two groups cause no change in
lock indication.
During the accumulation phase, the C/C outputs are
the sources for the accumulators. During the division or
"compute" phase, the value of the divisor is added to the
dividend. Since ERROR was accumulated as a negative
absolute value, this results in a subtraction. For each
successful subtraction (that is, where the result is still
greater than zero), the quotient is incremented. This
incrementing is accomplished with the adder previously
used to obtain the divisor. The sharing of this adder
reduces the package count and power requirements at a
small cost in complexity—the addition of a multiplexor.
The timing logic provides the signals and clocks used to
control operations within the processor. After N accumu-
lations a.e performed, the division process is started.
Sha^.td the detector present new values of DATA and
ERROR before the division is complete, the operation
reverts back to the accumulation phase. This limits the
maximum value of SNORE at high symbol rates (above
50{1 symbols/s). This does not affect :he lock indicator
operation as the maximum is about twice the nominal
value for threshold Lock indication.
The value of SNORE is used by the lack indicator (Fig.
3}, and is accumulated for presentation to the telemetry
subsystem.
The quotient or 5NORE value is compared with a fixed
digital threshold. I: successive values that are greater set
the detector lock indicator, while K successive values that
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C. SNDRI~-IOCK Aigaritl^m
The SNORE calculation is performed in two steps or
phases. During the first phase, a number of samples of the
DATA and ERROR register values from the detector are
accumulated. During the second phase, the accumulated
results are used to obtain a ratio which is a measure of the
SNR. In addition to these two act[ve phases, there is a
quiescent phase in which no processing is performed.
In order to place the relationships in a logieaI order, the
following discussion will treat the SNORE-LOCK process-
ing as a computer program. The flow chart of Fig. 4
would represent the actual processing if each action could
be accomplished in "no" time. Since the processing action
requires a finite amount of time, some elements in the
hardware implementation have been included to provide
for "multiprocessor" capability. Eaclt element of the
flowchart, identified by number, is presented below.
Block I illustrates a waiting function. Waiting is
necessary to synchronize data transfers between the
detector and the SNORE processor. The detector has data
ready for transfer 32,000 times a second. The only data
transfer that is used by the SNORE processor occurs at
the end of a symbol time. (Here "symbol" represents one
unit of information in the command message. Tlie term
"symbol rate" will be used for command bit rate to
prevent confusion.) Each data transfer is saved except the
one at the beginning of the symbol period (see Blacks 2
and 3). By this method the values of the DATA and
ERROR registers in the detector at the end of a symbol
period are available for use at the correct time.
Block 4 tests the "First Sum Flag." If successful, it
indicates tl^at a value of SNORE is available and must be
processed. The processing is added to the long ante for
every N accumulations (see Block 18). In Block 5 this fl,ig
is reset, the "SNORE taunter" is incremented, and, if the
counter value equals 16 (Block 8}, the value in the
"SNORE accumulator" is made available to the telemetry
subsystem. At the same time both the taunter and
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Values of DATA and ERROR received from the
- detector are scaled to fit within the accumulator registers
of the processor. Since a resolution of 0.25 in SNORE is
required, the value of ERROR is divided by 4 before it is
accumulated. This permits the use of an integer division
algorithm.
- At the correct time, the values in the scaling registers
are transferred through conditional cumplementors (C/C)
and accumulated. The multiplexor at the input of each
accumulator selects the source of information depending
upon the phase of processor operation.
i
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accumulator sire cleared (Block 7). In Block $the new
value of SNOR)^, indicated by the flag, is accumulated.
13ioek 9 represents the lock detector test of SNORE
against the fixed threshold. 7f the value is not greater than
the threshold, "Flag" is set (set = I} (see BIocks 1Q and
lI). The lack indicator is reset if the last K "Flags" were
one. This is showfi in Blocks l2 through I5. The value of
the latest "Flag" is added to storage and the (K + I}st
value is dropped (Block 16}. After this is complete, the
Saw returns to the main Ioop.
The values saved by the operations of BIock 3 are
summed, in absolute value, in the dividend and divisor
registers. The "symbol counter" is also incremented (Block
I7). If this count has not reached the present value N
(BIock i.8), processing is returned to the wait loop at BIock
I. If it has reached N, "First Sum FIag" is set (Block IcJ}
and the quotient register is cleared (Bieck 20}.
The value of SNORE is computed by an integer division
algorithm. This algorithm is illustrated in Blocks 2I, 22,
and 23. The value in the dividend register, representing an
accumulation of ERROR values, is repeatedly subtracted
from the value in the divisor register. The results of each
svbtraction are returned to the divisor register. If this
result is greater than zero, the quotient is incremented; if
nit, the processing is completed and the flow is returned
to BIock 1.
Two other conditions will stop the division process. if
the quotient will overflow an the next successful cycle
(Block 24} or if time has run out—indicated by the signal
"Last Sample" (Block 25)—division is stopped and the flaw
returned to the wait loop at Block I.
Description of Hardware
The breadboard SNORE-LOCK circuit was designed to
provide a te:^t vehicle far the algorithm and to approach,
as closely as possible, the flight qualifiable farm of file
circuit. These are somewhat contradictory constraints.
The fallowing paragraphs will expand upon the
constraints and illustrate, briefly, the resulting equipment.
A. Implementation Constraints
In order to minimize the flight qualification deveIop-
ment phase of file Standard Command Detector, including
the SNORC-LOCK circuit, the design of the breadboard
was constrained to use those c}.rcuit elements which had
already passed Preferred Part Qualification. The second
most important consideration was that of power dissipa-
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tion. Therefore, 5^L series logic elements were used,
except where speed considerations prevented their use.
Finally, package count, a measure of complexity, was used
to constrain the design.
The breadboard design included parameter entry logic
which would not be used in the #light design. This was
clone to facilitate the optimization of those parameters.
B. Construction
The breadboard was built on a wire-wrap card (type B}.
A photograph of the eamg'•A^ :d breadboard is presented
as Figs. 5 and B. This approach was used because of
extensive experience with it for both breadboard and
finished systems. lin addition, the "Card" is supported by
mounting and interennnect hardware and support software
to permit rapid and accurate construction and documenta-
tion. Further, the wire-wrap approach facilitates changes
while maintaining stable "brass board" quality.
IV. Integration and Preliminary Performance
Te: ^^
The design, construction, and functional testing of the
SNORE-LOCK was performed independently of that
performed for the command detector. The Interface
between the two sections was the only aspect of the total
system design that required mutual and coordinated e$ort.
A. Integration
The integration of the SNORE-LOCK was accom-
plished In an orderly manner with no difficulties. Certain
signals of the system were inspected after integration to
validate that the interface had been done properly.
B. Preliminary Performance rests
Preliminary performance tests of the SNORE-LOCK
circuit were performed using tl^e command detector, a
simulated signal channel, and specialized instrumentation.
Two types of tests were conducted: (1} the value of
computed SNORE was compared with that of the input
SNR, and (2) the probability of falsely indicating the lack
status at an input of IQ.5 dB SNR.
1. SNORE Value Tests. The value of 5NOR) 3 was
measured as a function of bit rate and input SNR. At the
time of the tests the detector loss had been measured to
be I.5 dB. Figure 7 presents the results of these tests. Ten
values of DATA and ERROR were accumulated for each
SNORE computation. Tlie 8-bit per second results are
thought to be caused by truncation errors. This has not
been modeled as yet {Ref. 3).
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2. Lock ^dicator Tests. The performance of the lack
indicator was measured at one bit rate and one input
signal level. Ten accumulations of DATA and ERROR and
two successive comparisons were used for the lock
indication (See Fig. $). In addition, the bit error rate (BER}
at the output was measured. This allowed a closer
comparison of the results with the theoretical model (Ref.
4}.
Fmm these results it would appear that the false-sn-lock
(F1L} probability is better than that predicted by theory.
Unfortunately, this results from a design decision which
resulted from truncation problems. The error accumula-
tion is set to -1 at the start of an accumulation cycle to
prevent dividing by zero. This lowers the values of
SNORE and results in shifting the lock probabilities
curves to the left. At Iow values of threshold, truncation
errors affect the i?rI^ result.
V. Conc[usians
The results of the preliminary tests indicate that the
operation of the SNORE and lock circuits is as predicted
by the theory. Extensive and expensive discrete simula-
#ions would be required to improve upon these results.
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Fig. 1. Functional black diagram of SNORE-LOCK
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pig. 3. Logic block diagram of SNORE accumulator and LOCK indicator
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Three-Level Sampler Having Automated Thresholds
R. 1=. Jurgens
Communications Systems Research Section
A three-ravel sampler is described that has its thresholds controlled auta-
maticall^ sa as to track clzanges in the statistics o f the random process being
sampled. In particular, the ?Wean value is removed and the ratio of the standard
deviation o f the random process to the threshold is maintained constant. The sys-
tem is configured in such a manner that slow drifts in tl^e level comparators and
digital-to-analog converters are also removed. The ratio of the standard deviation
to threshold level maybe chosen within the constraints of the ratios of tu:o integers
N and M. These may be chosen to minimize the quantizing noise of the sampled
process. Proper ratios have been given by Rodemicli f or gaussian random processes.
The advantages of computing autacorrelation functions
from hard-clipped noise processes were originally formu-
lated by VanVleck (Ref. 1). This procedure results in a
degradation of the power spectra by a factor of ^/2 and
is u5lially offset by increasing the observing time by a
factor of nearly 2.5, Rodem:eh demonstrated that con-
siderable improvement could he made by extending the
number of quantizing levels (Ref. 2). The new JPL-
Haystack autocrosscorrelatar system (HAC) can support
2 X 2 {usual hard-clipped mode), 3 X 2, and 3 X 31eve1
products in the formation of the autocorrelation function.
This system has been described by Jurgens (Ref. 3). A
one-bit data sampler having automated do removal has
been described by l3rokl and Hurd {Ref. ^). Their pro-
cedure has been extended to a three-level sampler having
automated do removal and threshold tracking ko remove
amplifier gain variations in the receiver system and to
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establish optimum thresholds for minimizing the quan-
tizing noise. The resulting sampler is designed with
Motorola emitter-coupled logic (MECL) and operates in
excess of i00 MHz. This note describes the operation of
the sampler anti the dynamics of the feedback Ioaps.
Lit x(t) be a stationary zero-mean gaussian random
process having variance Qr=. Tlus process is assumed to be
contaminated by drifts in the receivers and amplifiers
such that a new time varying process ^{t) is farmed,
where y(t) = a{t}x(t)+b(t), a(t) and b{t) are slowly vary-
ing, and a{t) is always assumed to be greater than zero.
The process y(t} is to be sampled; hawever,.the sampling
thresholds may be chosen so as to remove the drifts a(t)
and b{t) simultaneously, Figure 1 shows a simple three-
level sampler which may be extended to operate for any
number of levels. The voltages v, and u_ control the upper
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and lower thresholds of the comparators, respectively.
The comparator C, gives a I state output when clocked
if ^(t} >v+ and zero otherwise. The comparator C^ gives
a 1 state output if f(t) C v_ and zeta otherwise, three
sample levels result and will be called I, 0, and -- I. The
threshold voltages may be determined Pram certain run-
ning averages calculated from the outputs v,a and v,a. The
system then acts simultaneously as an automatic gain
control and a do removal control.
Any number of schemes can be used to establish the
feedback signals v, and v^ but perhaps the simplest
scheme is to force the average ratio of ''s to (0's plus
—1's) to be a fixed ratio while simultaneously forcing the
number —1's to (1's plus 0's) to maintain the same ratio
as suggested by E. R. Rademich. Figure 2 shows a simple
scheme to accomplish this. The NOR gate, Gl, yields a I
state for 0's of the truth table of Fig. i, and the 1'.s and
0's are merged by the OR gate G^, and likewise the —1's
and 0's by the gate G,. The divide by N and divide by M
counters establish a proper balance behveen the I's and
everything else and the — I's and everything else. If the
counts going into the up-down taunters UDI and UD2
are on the average equally up and down the output count
remains nearly constant and the voltage at the output of
the digital-to-analog converters (DAC) remains constant.
If, far example, the rate of 1's relative to the 0's and — I's
is too Large, UDI will taunt upward increasing the output
of DAC1 which raises the threshold voltage v, anu de-
creases the I's count rate. DAC2 generates the lower
reference voltage which is normally negative.
The dynamics of the system may be modeled by ob-
serving that the uI+-down counters combined with the
digital-to-analog converters act as integrators of the
average rates of up counts minus the dawn counts. The
equation far the v, signal may be written in terms of the
rate of I's, r,, and the rate of 0's or —1's, r,,.
where S is the sensitivity of the DAC, and the counters
are assumed to be set to 0 at t = 0. r,(t} is clock rate times
the probability of I's divided by N, while r„(t) is the clock
ra#e times the probability of 0's ar --I's divided by 141.
Therefore if Ch
 is the clack rate, then
a
If the random process x(t) is gaussian the probabilities in
Eq. (I) may be calculated from the probability density
functions of either x or f.
p(x) _ 
^ar 
exp j -- I/2{x/Qj}=] 	 {2}
and
1p(^) --
	
2rraQS e7p ^—(x — b}^ /2a'^'^']	 (3)
Thus
(4)
where
_. b
	
+-b	 ^F ^ v` a
^	 a	
—»	 `qtr Or
exp [ — I/2{x/arp] dx	 {5)
and
v* b
Replacing the probabilities in Eq. (I) with Eqs. (4) and
(B} and differentiating bath sides yields:
dt* ` SCk { N — ^ N + N! } F ^ 
v+ 
a 
b ^ ^ (7}r
A somewhat more convenient form may be obtained by
replacin g; F,,(x) with
1	 \^^ [ 1 + erf l 2 Qr J
giving
dt+ — ^" 1/2 SCx ^^ N + M ^ erf ^ v+ 2 aQ
r ^i^
Likewise, the differential equation far v_{t} may be ob-
tained:
dv_	 ( 1	 1	 v_—b
dt = - I/2 SCk ^\ N + ^t } erf ^ ^/EaQZ
^	 Z
The arithmetic mean of v, and v_ is the effective mean or
do feedback signal, and nne half the distance behveen the
thresholds is the effective threshnld nr gain feedback
signal, i.e.
and
Equations ($) and (y ) are first-order nonlinear differen-
tial equations having noneonstant coefficients and driving
functions. If a(t) is constant and greater than zero, the
system is stable for al! values of the product SCR and the
function b{t}. In practice, the up-down counters can over-
flow if the required threshold voltages fall outside the
range of the DACs. In this case a continuous hunt condi-
tion is established until the valuPS of a and b are restored
to a range far which steady state may be achieved.
The steady-state conditions are found by setting du_/dt
and dv_/dt to zero in Eqs. (8) and (9), This yields
U,,. = f ear erf-' 
M—N
211+N +b	 (12}
U_„ K = f ear
 erf ^ 
,11+N
Gdr '° !^
M—N
uQ = ^aar
 erf ' 
111 + N	 (I^)
The ratio of uv/aQr is usually established to minimize the
quantizing error in some manner. The values of A7 and N
are chosen in Eq. (15} to closely approximate this ratio;
hnwever, large values of .^1 and N increase the time
constant of the system which may or may not be desir-
^a
able, Rodemich has shown that a ratio of 4.fi12 yields a
minimum variance for power spectra computed from the
sampled data when quantized to 3 Ievels (ReE. 3). Values
of N = 4 and 2111 = 11 give a close approximation to this
value and are sufficiently small as to permit a fairly rapid
respanse time.
The effective cutoff frequency of the system may be
determined by determining the small signal time constant
of the differential equation near the steady-state operating
point. This may be accomplished by letting v+ = v,a^+ov
in Eq. (8}. This leads to a first-nrder linear differential
equation given as Eq. (18). The eEfectivc
dt — — SC,; ^ N + M 1 ass
r211 -- N
	
x
exp^ [erf-1 \M + N^^ Dv (1B)
time constant is the reciprocal of the rnultiplier of Du in
Eq. (16) and is dependent upon the standard deviation of
the input noise process, v„ =ear, as well as the physical
parameters aF the system. figure 3 shows the response of
the system when U(f) is a unit step function. Note that
vo(t) is disturbed momentarily by the positive step be-
cause v,(t} and u_(t} do not respond equally to a positive
excitation. AIso shown is the step respanse for a(t)
between 1.Q and 1.75 for U equal to zero. Digital com-
puter simulation of the system using pseudorandom
gaussian noise yie]ds essentially tl^e same results.
rrequeticy analysis of the sampled function verifies
that the do components of J are removed and that the
thresholds are properly established. The threshold signals
exhibit a jitter caused by the stochastic nature of the
sampled signal and due to the Finite resolution of the
digitai-to-analog converters. The low-frequency compo-
nents of the signal are, of course, tracked auk causing the
system to act as a high-pass filter having a cutoff fre-
quency defined by the time constant of Eq. (18). If N and
R1 are made arbitrarily large with the proper ratio main-
tained, the cutoff frequency maybe made arbitrarily law.
The do offsets and slow drifts would be tracked out, and
the fluctuation of the threshold voltages v, and u_ would
be due primarily to the finite resnlution of the DACs and
equal in peak-to-peak voltage to the voltage resolution of
the DACs.
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Fig. 1. Simple three-level sampler and output truth table defining the three
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voltages v+ and v_ so as to remove do offsets and gain variations in the Input signal
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An Algebraic Approach to Image De^smearing:
Symmetries ©fi Polynomials and Their Zero:^^
D, L. Johnson
Communications Systems Research Section
I'requentl^ a pliotograplr received from a spacecraft trill be "smeared" by some
process, e.g., by camera motion. Algebraically suc1^ smearing can ve represented
asp = vf, u:lrere v is the true picture, p is the received picture, and f is the smearing
function. {p, Q, and f are pnl^nornials in two variables x and ^.) Thus, in principle,
^ can be recovered U^ multiplying p vy I/f. Hatcever, there are problems involved
do carnp«ting I/f; this paper investigates some of tl2em.
^[31:YOC^[1C1:fOt]
It is often the case that a photograph received from a
spacecraft will be "smeared" by some process, e.g., by the
motion of the camera while tl^e shutter is open. In this
article we will study one aspect of the problem of smear
compensation.
^Ve assume the original picture is uniformly sampled,
and thereby discretized into cells which are labeled with
coordinates (a,b); we shall represent the picture by a
polync.mial in hvo abstract variables x,^:
n,b
This representation means simply that the pixel with
integer coordinates (a,U) has brightness Ievel oQ ,b, We
further assume that the smearing process can be repre-
sented by a point-smear. polynomial f(x,^), i.e., that the
smeared version of the original picture is given by
58
(In particular, f(x,^) itself represents the smeared version
of the "unit impulse signal," a(x,^) -- 1.) If we are given
p (the received picture) and f (which can be computed
from l:nowIedge of spacecraft geometry), we can hope to
recover the original picture ^ as
Sa we need a practical representation of the rational func-
tion p(x,J) /f(x,J)•
One approach is to expand 1/f(x,^) as a power series in
x and ^ (with negative powers permitted). This power
series can then be multiplied formally by p to recover o.
However, in order for this procedure to give physically
meaningful results, it is necessary (far technical reasons
we shall omit} that the power series (a) has coefficients
approaching 0 as !a? or , i b' ^ oo, or, even better, (b) con-
JPR 17Ei=P SPACE t^Ei'WWORK PROGRESS REPORT 42.35
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verges for all values on the "unit torus" _ {{x,^):^x^ = ^J^
= 1} (Condition (b) implies condition (a).) These two
conditions turn out to be equivalent to (a} f has only a
finite number of zeros on the unit torus; {b) f has no such
zeros.
The purpose of this paper is then to study the zeros of
a polynomial on the unit torus.
11. L-Polynomials
I want to examine the zeros of a polynomial f (x,p) in
two (complex} variables Iying an the "unit torus," that is,
the points (x,^), where ^x^ = ^ fl = X (this is the generaliza-
tion of the "unit circle" to two complex variables; I shall
call such zeros "unimodular"). VVe shall find that a certain
symmetry operation is useful in this context, and in fact
that certain "symmetric" polynomials always da have
roots.
First note the following; the function kx^gb f(x,^}, where
k ^ 0 is a constant and a,b are integers, leas exactly the
same zeros on the unit tarns U=
 as does f {this is true even
when a or b is less than zero); for this reason we will tali
two polynomials f,g equivalent, written f --^ g, if g =
kx°^bf. It will be convenient to include in our considera-
tions not only polynomials in x,y, but ail functions of the
form x°f°f(x,^), where f is a polynomial function, and a,b
may be negative—that is, polynomials in x,q, I/x, and
I/^. Our notion of equivalence clearly extends to these
functions, which we will call L-pol^nomiais. Every equiv-
alence class of L-polynomials has an obvious representa-
tive, namely, a poIgr:omial having no factors o f x or y.
That is, if f is an L-polynomial, multiply it (if there are
negative degree terms} or divide it (if the degrees of the
terms are alI positive} by suitable powers of x and ^ to
achieve a function equivalent to f and having the above
italicized properties. This polynomial (which is only de-
termined up to a constant multiple} will be called tlfe
reduced form of f, and any polynomial without factors of
x or q, reduced,
^Ve introduce these definitions:
(a) The x-degree off (an L-polynomial), written degrf,
is the highest power of x occurring in f; likewise
degrf•
{b} The x-subdegree sbdgrf is the loicest power of x
occurring in (the terms of) f; likewise sbdg„f.
(c) The range of x (in f), written rngrf, is rng,.f =
degrf — sbdgrf; likewise for rng„f.
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Note that if f is a pol^namial, then sbdgrf is just the
largest power of x dividing f; in fact more generally, we
have for any L-polynomial f, xsbdcrf. ^-sbasv^. f is a reduced
form of f.
The set of L-polynomials form a ring, that is, the
product, sum, and difference of two L-polynomials is
another L-polynomial. In this ring we have a greatest
common divisor (GCD)) d of any two elements f,g; we
write d = (f,g). The GCD here is the usual GCD of poly-
nomials, but as in all rings, it is only defined up to a mul-
tiple by a unit; a unit is an L-polynomial a such that 1/u
is also an L-polynomial. Later we will need to work with
the GCD of L-polynomials, and we will have use for the
fallowing:
If u is a unit in the ring L of L-polynomials, then u is a
monomial, that is, u = kx°yb.
Proof: Let I/u — u, U an L-polynomial. Then uv = 1.
Let U,V be reduced forms of u, v, with U = x Qysu and
V = xYg av: then UV — x°^yf^+a. Since U and V are
pol fnomials, the unique factorization of polynomials tells
us that U must be of the form kx°^°, as well as V. Q.E.D.
The above has the following corollary: The GCD d --
(f,g) of two L-polynomials is only defined up to multiple
by a unit; but the units are kx°^ b: thus d is defined up to
the equivalence of L-polynomials. Hence we would be
more correct to write: d ^^ (f,g).
111. The Adjoint Operation
^Ve now introduce our main tool in investigating the
unimodular zeros of (L — } polynomials, an operation * on
L-polynomials which we call the adjar^tt, defined by:
where the bar denotes complex conjugation This opera-
tionsimply replaces x by I/x and y by 1/q, and conjugates
all the coefficients of f. Thus, f * is also an L-polynomial
in x,y. ^Ve also have:
( I ) (f* ) * — f
(4) degrf* = —sbdgrf (ditto ^)
5B
r--
The first four are clear, Ta prove the last statement,
sugpose d divides f and g, with f - I'd, g = Gd, where
d, F, G are also L-polynomials. Then eve have, using (3),
f* = r*^*,	 g* ^ G*d*
i.e., d* divides f * and g*, i.e., d* divides (f *,g*). In par-
ticular, putting d = (f,g), zve get (f,g)* divides {f*,g*}.
Replacing f by f * and g by g* and using {].), we have then
also:
(f *,g*)* divides (f,g), and so (f *,g*) divides (f,g)*
Thus, { f,g)*and { f *,g*} divide each other, that is, they are
unit multiples of each other, or as we saw in Section II,
(f^g)* = (f* ,g*) .	 Q.E.D.
The connection of the unimodular zeros of f and the
adjoint operation lies in the following:
Proposition X: If (x,J) _ (a,R) is aroot of f(x,J) = 0 an U-,
i.e., f{a,f3) = 0 and l al = ^R^ = 1, then f*(q,R) = 0 also,
Proof: f*(a,fi) -- f(1/&, 1/R); but ^a^ _ ^R^ = 1 means
1/a = a, 1/f3 = f3, so
Pron f: ^Ve may assumE^ f is reduced, and replace f * by its
reduced fnrm g, since these have the same unimodular
roots. Then the zeros of f un U- are also zeros of g. It is
well known (Bezout's theorem) that two polynomials in
x,^ have either a common factor or otherwise only a finite
number of common roots; in the latter case, there are
a fortiori only a finite number of zeros of f on U'.
That is, d is equivalent to its adjoint. This gives rise to the
Definition: An L-polynomial f is called self -adjoint if f
^^ f, that is, if f* = l^'^bf for some constant k # 0 and
integers a,b. The triple (k,a,b}, which indicates haw f must
be changed to get f *, we will call the translation character
of f.
Note that this definition entails that ^k^ = I: for if r > 0
is the maximum absolute value of the coefficients in f,
then it is aIsa that of f *, since these coefficients are con-
jugate to those of f. But the maximum absolute value of
the coefficients of kxapbf is clearly ^k^r: so ^k^r =rand
k^ = 1. In particular, if f is a real L-polynomial (i.e., real
coefficients), then k is clearly also real and sa k - •-^-I.
Here are some examples of self-adjoint polynomials:
(a} f — x' + ].: f * 	 x- = + 1 — x-^(x^ + 1}: so {k,a,b)
(b)f ^ ^^ + SiOa[f: f * _ [!'x z ..^ e-i°a^-i — e-^ °^:^1
(e' aJ + rxx^) so (k,a,b) _ (e- i °,-2, —1}.
(c) For any L-polynomial g, f = g + g*; then f * — f,
and {k,a,b} _ {1,0,0).
(d) For any L-polynomial g, f = g — g*; then f * = g*
— g = — f sn ( k,a,b) _ (-1,0,0}.
{e) For any L-polynomial g, f = g ± xg*; then f * = g*
^-- x-'g = ±x - 1
 {g -±- xg*}: so (k,a,b) _ (-±-1, —1,0).
Other examples can be formed in khis way.
Let's now see how self-adjointness behaves under
equivalence. We have:
Proposition 2: If f isself-adjoint with translation character
(k,a,b), then g = Ax°^^f is also self-adjoint, with tra y. •la_
tion character
Corollary: If f is an L-polynomial, then the unimodular
roots of f lie among the common roots of f and f *. Flence,
=	 either these roots are finite in number, ar f and f*have a
common polynomial factor.
i
^ k, a — 2a, b -- 2(3
IV, Self-Adjoint Polynomials
The previous proposition told us that if f and f* have
no (nontrivial) common divisor, that is, (f, f *) ^ 1, then f
has only a finite number of zeros on U'. If f has an infinite
number of zeros, then d ^- (f. f *} is not -^ 1 (that is, d is
not a monomial lci^"pb ). Let 's sire hnw this d behaves under
the adjoint operation. ^Ve ha•re;
so
Praaf:
g* _ ^x °q a f* = hx -°q -a{kx"Jsf)
1
_ ^ kx"-'°^z-,^g	 Q.E.D.
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The above shows us that g ^ f and f self-adjoint -^ g
self-adjoint; further, if we are permitting complex coeffi-
cients, by appropriately choosing A, we can "normalize"
f so that ifs k is I: in fact if kf is e;9 , den choose A =eitl^^.
Then the kfar g = Ar is
I
Here now is haw the character influences the zero set
of aself-adjoint f
Proposition 3: If the character of a self-adjoint L-poly-
namial f is not 0 (that is, the zero vector, mod 2), then f
has zeros on U=.
A	 e-{°^x
^ k — eia<< 
e g o 
_ I
If we are restricting to real coefficients, however (as when
f itself is real), then A will be real, ^/J^ = I, and so k
-F- I is urtcltanged under equivalence: k is thus an invariant
of the self-adjoint equivalence class. We can also see that
there are two other invariants of this class: the translation
exponents a and b, while not invariant themselves, are
invariant mod 2 since a — 2^ — a mod 2, b — 2/3 = b
mod 2. Thus, in the complex case, the vector [(a,b) mod 2]
of numbers mad 2 gives us an invariant of the self-adjoint
type of f, which we will call simply the character of f. If f
is real, k is also an invariant, and if we define e = 0 mod 2
for k = I, E = I mod 2 for k = -- I, then we have a
"character" for f consisting of three mod 2 numbers (e,a,b).
These "characteristic vectors"' for f depend only on the
equivalence class of f. RecaII that the unimodular zero set
of f also depends only on its equivalence class; it should
not be surprising then that (as we shall see) the character
of f influences the behavior of its zero set.
But since f is self-adjoint,
f*{x,p) = x
°J°f{x,J)	 (k = I)
Hence,
Were f never zero on U=, we could wrife uniquely
where r = ^ f ^ ^ 0 and u = f /r is of unit modulus, and
r and u are continuous functions of {x,^)eU'-'. We have then
f(x>J)
Proof: In the complex case we have seen thaf we may
assume k -- I; then i
f*(x,^) -- f{1/x, I/ j} -- f(x,J) far (x,^)eU=
Here ie a table of real examples { in same sense minimal
nnes) showing that every mod 2 vector (e,a,b) aetuaIIy
occurs a^. the character of some poIynomial:
Polynomial
e
Mod 2
a b
I 0 0 0
z" — 1^ or x ---	
x} I 0 0
x+I 0 1 0
x — I I I 0
+1 0 0 I
—I 1 0 I
x+^ 0 1 I
x—^ 1 1 I
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Now, as (x,^} travels around any closed curve in the
unit torus U"-, a will travel around the unit circle U an
integral number of times, by continuity, and hence u = will
travel around U an even integral number of times. But
if we let x travel once around the unit circle while holding
= 1, x°^" goes a times around U, and likewise let x = 1
and ^ move around U, x°p b goes b times around U. Hence
a and b must both be eLen, i.e., the character (a,b) mad 2
is zero.
In the real case we have a simpler proof: Ear now f is
real when x and ^ are, i.e., when x and ^ are ^-1. VVe have,
then, for such x and ^,
f(x,^) = f{x,J) = kx°Jbf{x,f}
so f(x,J} ^ 0 -^ kx"^^ = 1. But if either a or b is odd, ar
k = — I, we can clearly choose (x,^} = ( -t- I, -±- 1) so that
kx"Jb — —1, which implies f = 0.	 Q.E.D.
V. The Case of Infinite Zeros
Henceforth, we are going tp ennfinc our attention to the
case when f has an infinite number of zeros on U°, which
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implies d = (f,f"} is not ^^1, We can strengthen this
statement to:
Proposifzon 4: fleas an infinite number of zeros on U = iff
the self-adjoint L -polynomial d ^ { f, f *} does; in fact, all
but a finite number of the zeros of f are zeros of d.
Proof: Putting f = Fd, f* = Gd, where F,G are also
L-polynamials, then
f * = F*d* ^ F*d and f * = Gd
SD
G ^• I'*
Hence also (F,F*} ^ {F,G) -^ I: so F and F* have no
common factor, and by the Corollary to Piupositian I,
F has only a finite number of zeros on U". The zeros of f
(on U-) are the union of those of F and those of d. Q.)J.D.
Thus, the zeros of f consist of those of the "self-adjoint
part" off {that is, d), plus a finite number of other, iso-
lated, zeros; so henceforth we shall spend our time eluci-
dating the structure of the zeros of aself-adjoint p^ly-
nomial d. We already know that if d has non-zero char-
acter, it has zeros; the results below will achially show
that if d has any zeros, it has an infinite number.
Proposition 5: Let d be aself-adjoint L-polynomial; then
its zero set on U' consists of a finite number {possibly
zero) of real, closed curves an U=. If the algebraic curve
given by d(x,^) = 0 is non-singular, ar, more generally, if
its singularities do not lie on C^-, then these curves are
smooth and disjoint.
Proof; L^'e will only prove this for the case when the
singularities are off U =—the full statement follows from an
overdose of c,igebraic geometry. In any case, the locus of
d — 0 in the complex projective plane* is (a) compact,
(b) outside of the singularities, a smooth arientable surface
X11, The urns of d an U- are simply all points of 111 satisfy-
ing x = I/a, ^ = I/^.
Let's consider in more detail the transformation I of the
plane given by x ^ 1/x, ^ -3 I/^. First of all, I takes X11
into itself; for cl(x,^) = p ^ cl*{x,^) = 0 (since d* -- d
"The campler plane uienns here th ^^et of all pairs (x,g) with s
and >t romplex; the tool plane has x,u tool. Thus, the real plane is
two•dintensional, but the campler plane is ^!-dimensional (aver the
teals}, The real dimension is always twice the complex dimension;
thus, an algei^rnic cun •e over the complexes is two real dimensions,
although the vrry word "cun•c" means one-dimensional.
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and (x,^}eU'-), i.e., d(I/x, I/j7 = t], i.e., d(I/x, 1/^) _
Q, i.e., (I/x`, I/f)ehl, Second, the fixed pain#s of I are
precisely the points of the unit torus, and so if we consider
I to be a mapping of M into itself, its fixed paints are
precisely hhe zeros of d in U^. Far any non-singular (finite)
point («,f3) of M (in particular, for (a,f3) eU=, which was by
assumption nornsingular), either x or ^ is an analytic func-
tion on M which is one to one an a neighborhood (in M}
of {a,Q): thus, we may examine the behavior of M and the
transformation 1 in a neighborhood (in ttiI) of (a,f3) by
examining either the x-values alone or the ^-values alone.
(That is: either the x-values or ^-values determine the
point in a neighborhood of (a,Q}, so we may identify it
from this one value alone, as well as what 1 has done to it,
if I takes it into the same neighborhood.)
In particular, suppose (a,(j)EU-, so ^a^ _ ^Q^ = I,
I fixes (a,f3), and x sends (a,R) to a and a neighborhood of
(a,R) in 211 to a neighborhood of a in the complex number
line C. The way I acts in this neighborhood in b2 is faitla-
fullymirrored by the transformation I,.:x -3 1/:r in C. This
I,. fixes a (as it should, since I fixes (a, i(3) and everything is
mirrored faithfully in C), but also a smooth arc passing
through a in the x-piano, namely, alI points x in a neigh-
barhood a for which ^x^ = I; the same is thus true in M:
the inverse image of these fixed paints of Ir in C are fixed
points of 1, and are a smooth arc in 21I. Since they are fixed
by I, they are aIsa in U-: thus, we have shown that, if
(a, f3)e 21I n U' (i.e., is a zero of d in U^}, then there is a
smooth arc passing through (a„Q), entirely in D1 fl U = ; also,
in our neighborhood of (a,f3) these arc's points are the
only points in 211 C1 U =
 {again, because this is true of « in
C): Thus, 2lI fl U^ consists locally of smooth arcs; since it
is also compact (both 2l1 and U^ are so in the projective
plane), then AI f-1 U^ must be a finite collection of disjoint
smooth closed (real} curves.
As an easy Corollary: if d is self-adjoint and has one
zero on tl”, then it has an infinite number. Also: d has no
isolated zeros. (These apply, for example, to any d with
non-iero character.)
Vj. Winding Numbers
Let us think of the smooth closed curves of 211 f1 fl_ as
c^irces on CI S . ^^'e would like to investigate a bit more
thoroughly how these curves are situated in U^. If then «
is any closed curve nn C' =', it may be parameterized as
a(u) _ {x{ca), ^(ul), Ix[u}_ = ^ y(n)^. = I
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and a is a parameter, which we may assume travels
around the unit circle once as a{u) travels the closed curve
once. We then have the winding numbers o f a, W=(a) =
the number of times x{u} goes around U (in the positive
sense) as u goes around U once (also in the positive sense);
likewise for W„(a).
in d. rurthermore, Y is self-adjoint in ^, with translation
monomial ke°^.
Proof: Tl^e first statement is clear (if we just choose 4 to
be a non-.root of the coefficients of the highest and Iowest
powers of ^), As to the second:
Note that we have chosen an orientation of a in this
definition, namely, via our parameterization. If we were
to change the parameterization by a —^ u, the curve would
be traced in reverse, likewise x{u} and ^(u), and so both
winding numbers would negate. These winding numbers
are, however, well defined mod 2, independent of this
choice of arientatian.
Likewise, if we have acollection A = {a; } of closed
curves (not necessarily disjoint} Dn U = , we may define
their total winding numbers
Z'Vr(A) — ^ Wr(ai)
and
The orientations of the various a; may be chosen in
various ways, so the total winding numbers are not Weil
defined (even up to sign); they are still, however, ^ve]]-
defined mod 2,
A winding number may be computed in various ways;
we shall do it as follows: Ws(«) =the number of times
x{u) passes any fixed point BeU in the positive direction,
counting —1 far passing it in the n, gative (i.e., clockwise)
direction. Modulo 2, this total sum of +1's and —1's is just
the number of times x{u) takes any particular value 8EU
on the curve «; that is, the number of roots a of .r{u) = 8.
In particular, let A = (a, ^ be the collection of curves
given by the equation d = 0 on U=, where ci is a seIf-
adjoint L-polynomial with translation character (k,a,U).
If eve put x =Ain d, we get an L-polynomial
Y*(J) = (by definition) Y{1/j) = d(B,1/ j)
= d(1/e,i/^) (since ^0^ = 1) = d*(B,y)
= k4°bbd{8 ,J) = kB°G z Y(i!)	 Q.E.D.
Lemma 2, If Y{^) is aself-adjoint L-polynomial of range
r, then the number of roots of Y on the unit circle ^^^ = 1
is = r mod 2.
Proof: The non-zero roots of Y are just the roots of the
reduced form of Y: ^-°^^^„'• • Y(J); also r is the degree of
this reduced form. Hence we may assume Y is already
reduced, and deg„Y = ^^, In this case Y* = Y{1/^)
kG-^Y. Since the roots of Y are non-zero (it is reduced, after
all, and has no f-factors), any root ^o inside the unit circle
corresponds to a root 1/ j ° of ^`*, and hence also Y, outside
the unit circle. Tl]us, the total number of roots of Y is
(the # on '^^ = 1) -h ^ (# mats inside ;^^ = 1); this is,
of course, also the degree of Y (double roots are counted
twice). Hence we have;
r ^ #roots on ^^) = I mod 2
	 Q,E,D.
Applying this to Yo{^) = d{B,y), we have
131r(A} — #roots of Yo{^) on I^^ = 1— rng^,Y(^}
rng„d = deg„d -^- sbdgvd
— degvd — sbdg^d mad 2
if no^v (k,a,b) is the translation character of d, then note
that l^ _ —deg„d —sbdg„d: for the higher power of ^ in
rl, that is, deg^cl, becomes the Iowest power —deg„d in d*,
that is, the subdegree term; to bring the subdegree term
of d down tD G-^'"^^r, we must clearly multiply by
,i^^4^ ^r al,d,:rd that is, U = —deg„d—sbdgUd.
1
Thus, we have, finally,
Wr(A) - I^ mod o
an L-polynomial in ^ alone. The total mod 2 winding
number Wr(A) is the number (mod 21 of }]Dints on A with
x = B; i,e., it is just the number of solutions of I`o{^) = 0
with 'p' = L ^i'e have now tl^r following t^vD lemmas:
Lemma I. Y^(y} is an L-polynomial which for general B
has the same degree, subdegree, and range as that of
Similarly, eve find Lip„(^i) mod 2, and tltus our final
Proposition G: The winding ^^umbers (W^,LV„) of the zero
set (in [”) of a self-acljnint 1-1]nlynami:il d ^ ►• ith [complex)
character {n,bl satisfy:
l^ti'r,^L'u} ^ (13 ,a) mod 2
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The Fast Decoding of Reed-Solomon Codes
Using Number Theoretic Transforms
I. S. Reed and L.. R. Welch
University of Southern California
T. K. Truong
aSl^ Systems EnEineering Office
It is shown that Reed-Solomon (RS) codes can be encoded and decoded bq
using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm over frnite fields. AFourier-like
transform is defined over finite fields of type IF,^(g^), where F„ is a Fermat prime
for n C 4. The field IF„(e ^} is used to ea-tend the length of the original Fermat
number transforms by a factor of $. Tlxe arithmetic utilized to perform these
transforms aver tlxe field of type IF,^(g f) requires onlq integer additions, circular
shifts and a minimum number of integer multiplications by poer;ers of "^ The
computing time o f this transform encoder-decoder for RS codes is less than the
time o f the standard method f or RS codes.
Afore generally, tlxe field GF(q} is also considered, where q is a prime of the
f orm K X 2” + I and K and n are integers. GF{q) can be used to decode verf long
RS codes b^ an efficient FFT algorithm with an improvement in the number of
symbols. The arithmetic needed for these mare general transforms requires onlJ
sliglxtl^ modified binary integer additions and multiplications.
Transforms can be defined also over the Galois field GF(q^), a finite field unala-
gnus to the complete number field, where q — 2 p — 1 is a Alersenne prime. The
arithmetic needed for this case requires integer complex multiplications mod q
and additions mod q.
It is shown fn this paper that aradix--3 FFT algorithm over GF(q^) can Ise
utilized to encode and decode verq long RS codes with a large number of srimbols.
For eight srimbols in GF(gr), this transform aver GF(q^) can be made simpler
than and other known number theoretic transform with a similar capubilitq. Of
special interest is tlxe decoding of a .I6-tuple RS code with four errors.
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I. lntroduc^ion
Recently Gore {Ref. 1} extended Mandelbaum's meth-
ods (Ref. 2) for decoding Reed-Soloman (RS) codes (Ref.
3). T-Ie proposed the usage of a finite field transform aver
GF(q"), where q is a prime and n is an integer, for de-
coding RS codes. Michelson (Ref. 4) has implemented
i^landelbaum's algorithm and showed that the decoder,
using the transform over GF(q"), is faster than a mare
standard decoder (Ref. 5). The first disadvantage o£ the
transform method over GF(q") is that the transform
Iength is an odd number, so that the most ef$cient FFT
algorithm cannot be used to yield a fast transform de-
coder. The second disadvant<•^ge is that the arithmetic
required to perform these transforms over GF(q") still
requires a substantial number of multiplications in
GF{qn}. The aritlunetic used to implement this transform
was performed in the extended field, GF(q"),
Schonhage and Strassen (Ref. 6) defined Fourier-like
transforms over the ring of integers modulo the Fermat
number 2=" + 1 to yield convolutions for performing fast
integer multiplications. Rader (Ref. 7) proposed trans-
forms over rings of integers modulo both Mersenne and
Fermat numbers that can be used to compute error-free
convolutions of real integer sequences.
Agarwal and Burrus (Refs. $and 9} extended Rader's
Fermat number theoretic transform by using the gc;nera-
tor a = ^ far the transform, rather than a — 2. In this
case the usual FFT algorithm cNa be used to calculate
transforms with as many as 2" ' = points of integer data.
This transform was shown to be over the residue classes
of quadratic integers Ifi ^: {-^, where ^ is a root of
x'' — 2 = 4 and If•^^ denotes the set of integers mad F„{Ref. lay.
McClellan (Ref. 11} has realized recently the hardware
far the Fermat number theoretic transforms, He showed
that the arithmetic used to perform these transforms re-
quires only integer additions and circular shifts. Thc^
primary advantage of the Rader transform is that multi-
plications by powers of two are performed by simple hit
rotations. Of course, this advantage must be weighccl
against the difficulty of the numeric constraints relating
word length, length of sequence cd, and the compositeness
of d, imposed by the choices of iviersenne prime and
Fermat numbers.
Recently, the authors {Refs. 12 and I3} extended the
number theoretic transform (ITT) to a complex integer
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field by taking transforms over a Galois field GF(q^),
where q is a Mersenne prime. This field is analogocs to
the field ai complex numbers. Such a complex number
theoretic transform (CNT} offers more choices in trans-
form length than can be obtained by other methods for
the computing fast transform of the complex numbers.
The arithmetic used to perform this transform requires
integer complex multiplications and additions, mod q. In
Ref. I4 it was shown that the binary arithmetic in GF(q=")
is simpler than complex number arithmetic. For example
the components of the eighth roots of unity in GF(q=) are
fixed powers of ^?. This latter fact was used to develop a
fast radix-8 FFT algorithm over GF{q'). The transforms
over GF^q'} were extended also to operate aver the direct
sum of Galois fields {Ref. 15}. Such transfonna can be
used to compute transforms with improved dynamic
range.
It vas proposed (Ref. 16) also that number theoretic
transforms could be defined in the Galois field GF(q},
where the prime q was of form q = k X 2" + 1, where k
and n are integers. Far this class of primes, the FFT
algorithm can be utilized to realize transforms of integers
that are not quite as fast as the Fermat number trans-
forms. However, such transforms offer a substantial
variety of transform and word ler}gths beyond whet is
possible with the Fermat transforms of Schonhage,
Strassen, and Rader.
The arithmetic used to perfom the FI'"T over GF(q}
requires only slightly modified binary integer additions
and multiplications. It should he noted that in Ref. 1B, a
method to perform arithmetic modulo k X 2° + 1 is
developed specifically for the case k = 3. It was she ,vn
{Ref. X7) that aradix-2 FFT over G;F(q) is slightly faster
than the efficient algorithm {Ref. I8} for the conventional
FFT of real data when programmed on a PDP-IO com-
puter. This speed could be considerably improved on
computer hardware appropriately speeialired to pir{orm
modulo q arithmetic.
Recently, justesen (Ref. 19) proposed drat transforms
over fields of Fermat primes can be used to encode and
decade RS codes. Since ^ eGF(F„) far n = 2, 3, 4 {see
Ref. IO) is an element of order 2"'^ in GF(F„), the RS
code of as many as 2"'^ symbols can be generated in
GF(F„). Hence, using an argument similar to Core s
transform deeocling method, mentioned above, the
Fermat number theoretic transform is used to decade R5
codes. Since tl^e arithmetic in tiffs new transform decoder
is performed in GF{F„), such a number theoretic trans-
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form decoder for RS codes can handle as many as 2"'^
symbols for n = 2, 3, 4. ^ncnding, and decoding can be
accomplished faster and simpler than any other known
standard decoder for RS codes of the same symbol range,
To treat longer ItS codes in GF(F„), the transform is
extended here to the finite field of type I^,^(e^), where
s^ is a roof of the polynomial P{x) = z$ -- 2 over GF(Fn)
and IFt, denotes the set of integers modulo F^, if F” is
a Fermat prime, then I^•„ = GF(F"). The field IF•„( R^} is
obtained by taking the residue classes of polynomials
modulo P(x}. That is,
+ h( e^)7 ^ a, b, c, d, e, f, g, heGF(F")}
it will be shown that 2 is an octadie residue of a
Fermat prime F„ for n = 3, 4. Thus, IF,^( e f } is a field of
F„ elements isomorphic to GF(F„). The transform over
IF"{ E f } extends the length of Rader's original Fermat
number theoretic transform by a factor of 8. The arith-
metic used to perfai^n this transform requires only inte-
ger additions, circular shifts and a minimum number of
integer multiplications by powers of d^.
Ta decade very long RS codes over GF(F„) (from
Refs. 9 and 10}, one can u e the £act that 3 is a primitive
clement in GF(2^” + I). Thus a FFT over GF{F„) can be
used to decode a 2^"-tuple RS code. The arithmetic used
to perform this transform requires integer multiplications
by powers of 3 and integeF additions mod I',,.
Since the Fem^at primes F„ exist only for t: C 4, the
dynamic r^nge of the transforms associated with these
primes is severely limited. To remedy this it may be
possible to use transforms aver the direct sum of Galais
fields, GF(F" ) to decode RS codes with an improved
number of symbols,
A special case of the radix-$ FFT over GF(q-) where
q = 2n --- 1 is a \4ersenne prime is developed in some
detail to encode and decade a very long nonsystematic
RS code tvitll a large number of symbols. Recall that the
8th root of unity in GF(q^) is -±-2' n-"^= (1 + i), svherc P is
a prime. Hence, the arithmetic used to perform $-paint
transforms requires only circular shifts and additions.
This transforn is used to decode a 16 -tuple error cor-
recting RS code faster and simpler than any other similar
code.
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![. A Transform Qver ! ^n (^^} Where F„ is a
Fermat Prime
Let q Ue a prime and Iet GF{q") be the Galois field and
suppose that integer d divides q" — I. Also let the ele-
ment yEGF(q") generate the cyclic subgroup ofd ele-
ments, G,l in the multiplicative group of GIi`(q"}. Then,
by Ref. I2, a transform over this subgroup Ga can be
defined by
a-1
Ah = ^ a"y""	 for 0 < K < d — I	 (la}
n=o
wl^ere d divides q" -- 1 and a„eGF(q"} for n
0, I, 2, - • •, d — 1 and the inverse of transform of A h is
a-,
h =^
where (d) denotes the residue of d mod q, and (d}-^ is the
inverse of (d). In the present case, attention is restricted
to n = 1. Thus, the transform over GacGF(q) can be
defined by
a-^
Ar, --- ^a „yh^°	 for 0 C K C cI -- 1	 (2a)
o,=o
where d ^ q — 1 and a,,, A,; eGF(q} attd tl^e inverse trans-
form of An still holds. That is,
a-,
a^ _ (d)-1 ^A,,.y h ”	 for Q C n C d ^- I (2h)
h =o
where (d) denotes t11e residue of d mod q and (d)- 1 is the
inverse of (d).
it is shown in the Appendix tllat 2 is an octadie residue
of a Fermat prime F,,. As a consequence, a^ is an ele-
ment of GF(F„}. Thus, by the samo procedure used in the
proof of theorem 0 of Ref. 21, Ir , ( a f) for 1^ = 3, 4 is
isomorphic to GF(F„}.
If q = F„ is a Fern^at Prime, the above transform(Eq. (2}) can be defined in GF{F„) - Ir , (A^} for n = 3, 4.
Since Ix,^( a^) is isomorphic to GF(F„) and ("^)""-"''^ —1
mod Fn, then by the theorem I of Rcf. 12, y — R ti^, is an
element of order 2^*^ in I F•„( g^}. Thus the FFT over
IF,^("^) can be defined to compute the ' ^"sform of a
sequence of as many as d = n + 4 points _ ^ ^^. c r data.
It should he noted t11at this fact extend: ! -• ^ ►gtll of
Rader's original Fermat number thcare #ic tI u^torm by a
factor of 8.
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Since y = a^ GF(F„} is an element of order 2"*', it is
well known (see £or examgle Ref. 12) that the Fh'T algo-
rithm over GF(F„} is composed of d = ri -I- 4 stages of
computation. The first d — 3 stages require only multrpli-
cations by the powers of 2, i.e., circular shift. By ReF. 9,
2 = 2^•B"^ — 2=""', Thus, the {d — 2)-st stage requires
integer multiplications by powers of s 2, i.e., circular
shifts. Gnly the last itivo stages require integer multiplica-
tions by pavers of '^ Hence the number of arithmetrc
operations used to perform this transform are d • log cl
integer additions {(d — 3) • log d + 21og d} = (d + Y) lag d
circular shifts and 2 • log d integer multiplications by
powers of ^^. This implies that the FFT over IF„{a^)
for n = S, 4 is faster and simpler than any other number
theoretic transforn.s of the same transform length and
dynamic range.
111. Fast Decoding of Systematic Reed -5olomor^
Codes Using the Transform Uver d^^,{g^)
It was shn^vn in the previous section that the field of
type IFn ( B^) is isomorphic to GF(F„) for n ^ 3, d and
the a = S^ eGF(F„} is an element of order 2 ri+°. A sys-
tematic heed-5aloman code can be specified in GF(F„}
as follows.
Assumc the code length for the RS code is N = 2n+^'
Let a codeword be represented by f (x), a polynomial of
degree ^ — I over GF(F„). The generator polynomial of
f (x) is defined as
.f_1
r_s
where d = 2K C N = 2 r'*;, a = 8^, a= _ ( e ^)", ..., ad =
( e f }^ are the roots of g(x) in GF(Fn). The resultant R5
code with N symbols, which is a multiple of the generator
polynomial, is composed of d — 1 parity check symbols
and n -- (d — I) information symbols. d is the minimum
distance of the RS code. If t is the number of errors the
code will correct, then for an RS code d = 2t + 1.
Suppose that the code f(x) = fo + flx + • • • + f ^•_]x`-1
is transmitted over a noisy cl^aunel. The received code
R(.r) = yr , + y,.x + y,x' + • • • + yv_]x''_1 is composed of
the original code with the addition of possible errors, i.e.,
Y(^)	 f(x) + k'(x)
where e(x} = e^ + e lx -^^ e:x- + • • • ^ e^_ Ix''- 1 is the error
polynomial,
Upon receiving the message y(x), one may decode the
message symbols by first using the FFT over IFn(e^}.
The transform is taksn over the received N-tuple message
(yo>Yt, • • •, yN_ 1), the coefficients of the polynomial y{x).
This transform is
ti•..,
	S h = ^yn (e^}Kn 	 for K = 0,1, ..., N — 1
n=o
s-1
n=o
xr-1 / ^^	 ^'-i
_ ^.rfn18V^')Kn .+. ^ e^(e Vu)xn
n^=or
	t]=o
FK 
-+- Eh
Since f(x) is a multiple of g(x), f(a ;) = 0 for i --
1,2, ..., d — 1. Hence,
,•_,
SK — EK ""_ e((g V `^^`} _ ^ en(s V ^}Kn
re-a
\'-1
	
= ^e„(($^)°)K	 far K = 1,2, ..., d —1
r. -^
(3)
Let Y; and X l be the ith error magnitude and the ith
error location, respectively. Then the syndrome in Eq, (3}
becomes
r
	S h TEh^=^Y i Xh^	 forK=1,2,•••,d-1
;^^
(4)
The error locator polynomial o^(x) is defined as usual by
t
6{x) ^ ^ (1 -- X;x) = 1 — Qlx + Q^x2 -!- ... 1 {—Y)taixs
a-^
where Q^ are the elementary symmetric functions.
It follows that
	
Q(X{ 1) = 0 = 1 -- a,X^	 '- Q^X i-" ^• ... ^ ^.. ( - 1)t^'eX^_i
for i =1,2, • .., t
Multiplying tl^e above equation by Y;X^ l+°, one gets
Y,X,f+^_...Q1yiX^0+t-i +a,y^xti^.e_:.t....^ +(-1}°o•tY,X,^ +e_i
Summing on ^ for i = 1,2, • • •, t, than
^y ; x^^+ r 
_ al^ y^Xii+t-^ + ... (--I) t^] ^ Y,1^{^ = i7
ice]	 F=1
	 i-1
V
r
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Using Eq. (4), we have
	
St+t — v:St+t-i + ••• + (-1) ta t S i = 0	 for j <t
(S)
and
	
El+r " QzEl+t-i + ... -^ (—I)'d1E^ = 0	 for p ^ t
(G}
IF S, = E,, S^ ^ E^, ..., Sa-, = Ea_, are known, the a^
for i = I, 2, • • •, t in Eq. (S) can be calculated by using
Berlekamp's (Ref. 22} iterative algoritlm. If Q i is known,
Eq. (6) is then used to obtain Ep, Ea, Ed+,, • • •, E5^_,, and
the transform of the N-tuple error pattern, i.e.,
(Ea, E„ E^, • • •, E, _,} is obtained. Thus, the N-tuple error
pattern (eb , e,, ' • •, eY_,} is found by taking the inverse
transform over IF"{ 6^) of Ere for K = 0, 1, • - •, N -- I.
Finally, the original N-tuple symbols code can be com-
puted by subtracting e" from received code y,,.
To recapitulate, the decoding of systematic Reed-
Solomon codes using the transform over IF„(e f ), is com-
posed of the fallowing three steps:
{1) Compute the transform aver IFS ( A ^2) - GF{F„) for
n = 3,4 of the received code N-htple, i.e.,
s-^
Sr, _ ^y^^a „a•
„_ ^^
where y„eGF{I'„) and a = b f eGF(F„) is aft ele-
ment of order N = ?"+a.
(^) Use Beslekamp's iterative algorithm (Refs. 19 and
•	 22) to determine ^; from the known S t = E t far
i = I, 2, • • •, t and j = 1, 2, • • •, d -- 1. Then compute
the remaining E, .
(3) Compute the iEn •erse Of the tt'ansfarlll OVE'I' I}•,^{s^)
of (S,^ - E h ) to obtain the corrected code.
An advantage of this decoding algorithm over otlu^r
methods is that a FFT over GF(F„) can be used to com-
pute the syndromes and error magnitudes. Also the
Berlekamp's algorithm can be performed in the arith-
metic of GF(F„}. The arithmetic used to perform fire
FF7' over GF(F„) nnIy requires integer additions, circular
shifts, and a minimum number of multiplications; thus,
such a Fermat number theoretic transform decoder for
an RS code of as many as 2"** symbols can be accom-
plished faster and simpler than other RS decoders. Since
this new transform decoding algoritlun is independent of
code rate, it is more efficient for correcting a large num-
ber of errors in an RS code. The FFT over GF(F„}
becomes more efficient for the longer RS codes.
A disadvantage of this decoding metlaod is that the
Fermat primes F„ exist only for n C 4 and the lengths
and dynamic ranges of the transforms associated with
these primes are often Beverly limited. To remedy this
it is well known (Ref. 9) that such transforms can be
defined over rings of integers modulo a Fermat numbers
F„ _ ^^” + 1 for n = 5, 8, i.e., IF^^, The syndromes can be
evaluated by using transforms over this ring. If one
]mows the S i , the inverse element in the rio t; is needed to
evaluate the ^ i . However, the inverse of an element in
this resulting ring does not exist unless (a, F„) = I. For
this reason, transforms over I F^^ cannot be used directly
to decode RS codes.
It should be pointed out that a ward length of 2” ^- I
bits is required to represent a number in GF(F„). Ho4v-
ever, the word length in the transmitted word is often a
multiple 4 bits. Thus, the values of the symbols in GF(F")
cannot be represented easily as a 2" bit word. To remedy
this, suppose the information symbols are represented in
the range. from 4 to ^''” — 1. After encoding the informa-
tion symbols, the parity clacek symbols may occur in the
range behveen 0 and `?^". If 2''" is observed as a parity
check symbol, deliberately change this value to 0, naw
an error. The transform decoder will correct this error
automatically.
A simple example of the above decoding procedure
for an RS code in GF{F„) is now presented.
Example. Let GF(?=' + 1) be the field of integers
modulo the Fermat prime F: = 17, We consider a 2-error
correcting $-tuplc RS code in GF(17).
Since ?^'= — I mod I7, by (Ref. L theorem I) a - `?
is aft element of nrcicr $ in GF{17). The cyclic subgroup
of $ cic•meuts with generator a = ^ in GF {17) follows:
a=2
a==2'-=4
a'-2^=~1
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^:	 i
a°=27^=I5
d° =2°=I3
ar
 = 2r = 9
a9 29 I
The block length of the RS code is N = 8. It can correct
at most t = 2 errors. This implies that the minimum dis-
tance of the code is d = 2t + 1 = 5. Then the informa-
tion symbols are N — (d --• 1) = 8 -- (5 -- I) ^ 4. The
generator polynomial is defined as
d-1	 u-1
f.1
	 i-x
= xa + 4x9 + 8x- + 9x + 4
Assume the information symbols are I, 2, 3, 2eGF(17), i.e.,
I(x) = lxr
 -F- 2x° + 3x 9 + 2x+. Recall that the code word
is a multiple of g(x}. 13y the division algorithm, one gets
where R(x) is the remainder of polynomial of degree less
than the degree of g(x). It follows that
f(x) = I{x} — R{x) = q{x)g{x)
Hence tl^e encoding of I(x) is the polynomial
f {x} = 5 + 2x -i- 12x3 + 15x3 -i- 2x ; + 3x6 + 2x° + xr
_ (5, 2,12,15, 2, 3, .2,1)
Suppose that two errors occur in the received word, e.g.,
y(x} =S +2x+9x9+15x3+2.r;+I:r'^+2x°+lxr
(Y°, Yh Y2, Y9, Y+, Y^, Y°, Yr)
(5, 2,12 -•- 3,15, 2, 3 — 2, 2.1)
Then the error pattern e(x) is
=a+0•.r'--3x`+0•x3 +0•x'-2x6+0•x^+0•x'
_ {eo, a3, ez, es, ey , e:., a° , er)
=(0,0,14,0,0,15,0,0)
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The syndrome can be calculated, using an FFT over
GF(F„). That is,	 ^'f
8-1
	
Sn = Err = ^ Yn2nn	
i .
„-°
-x
'y ^ (^n + 6n)gnx
n-o
R-^	 s-^
_
 ^ f 2^h + ^ e ^nh„	 ,,.-
a=u	 n=n	 -
Since
-^
^fn2"x = 0	 for K = 1,2,3,4
	 -
n-°
then
-^
Sx - = ER = Y(x) = r ,x) _ ^, en . 2nrs^ _ ^ y^ Xi`
	
v=a	 J_i
£or K = 1, 2, 3, 4
Hence,
S, = e(2} = E, _ --3 . 2^ — 2 . 29 = —8
S 3
 = e(2') = E^ _ --3(23 ) z -- 2(2 3) 6 = Il
The error locator polynomial Q(:^} is
;:^
	
,=,
where
al = Xl + Xa, ^2 A X,X2
It follows that
	
Q(X^^1) = 0 = 1 — ^^X;' ^- ^ X;^	 £or i = 1,2
^^iultiplying by Y,X;{',
	
yf X^+a _ a•,Y;X;'^ ' + ^,^';X;'^ = = 0
	 for i = 1,?
6B
,.
t	 ._.	 -.._
Summing on i far i —• I, 2, one has
i.e.,
5f,^ — Q,S i, I + ^^Si ^ 0,	 for j < 2	 {7)
and
Ei+: — ^:Ei+^ + rr:E1 = 0	 far j ^ n	 {8)
It follows from Eq. (7} that for j = I, 2
ar
-- 5^, + 0^:8 = I1 mod 17 	 {9a}
11a, + Q_5 =1 mad I7	 (9b)
Since
5'8	 ^S--1I.8-6.^Omod1711, 5 , --"
Equation (9) has a solution. To obtain the solution, multi-
ply Eq. (9a) by 11 and Eq. (flb) by 5, then
--550•, + ^^ss = 3a
,55^, + 0,25 = —5
The solutions of above equations are
?, I^ =-3•I1-1--3•I4—^Jmod17
and
v^,= 11g-5•{-3)=2mod17
Equation (8} becomes
Ef^^ — 2Ej ,, -i- 9E i = 0	 for j ^ 2	 {li))
From Eq. (10), one gets the rest o£ the tratisfcrm Ej of
the error pattern, i.e•,
Er = 2E^ — OE, ^ 2(-1} — ^{11} = I mod 17
Eo = 2E^ — 9E4 ^ 2(1) — 9(— I) ^ 11 mod I7
E; = 2Ea — 9E5 — 2{11) — 9(1) —13 mod 17
ES •-^ `?E; --^ JEp — 2(i3) — 9{ll) —12 mod 17
The inverse transform over GF{2 z° + 1) of the E f is
P-1
e„ _ (8)-Y ^ Ent-"^	 for O C n ^ 7
n-o
'^ {-9)(r-`^^`Zo .}.. E,2-n ..F. j^^^ ::n + ^' 3L^-aft .^ E^9--^n
+ E;,2-an + Ea2—Fsn ^.. E-2-rft)
=(--2)(12.2°+rJ•2-"+12.2°-'j +11.2»3n
-!- I(3.2-Fft .}_ 1 • ?-sr+ -}- 11 . 2'an + 13.2-zn)
Using the FFT algorithm, 4ve have iinalIy
(e^f e>> ^., ca, e^, er„ ^u, ar) _ (0, 0,14, D, 0,15, 4, 0)
The corrected codeword is
= {5, 2, ^J, I5, 2, 1, 2, 1)
(a, 0.14, o, ^, Is, o, a)
[V• A Fast 7rarls^Form Dver GF(F„) for tine
f^ansystematic Reed-Solomon Codes
The transform over finite field GF(q), where g is a
prime, can be also used to decade nonsystematic Reed-
SoIomon codes. The nonsystematic Reed-Solomon code is
defined in Ref. 5. Let aEGF(q) be an element of order N.
Consider the information polynomial I(x) with coeffi-
cients EGF(g), i.e.,
The transmitted code tivord is the following polynomial:
f(x) = I(a°) + I(a')t ...^- I(a-)x' + ..,, + I(a''-^}xN-1
= F„ + F,x + F ix= + • • ^, + F.,^_,x`'-'
4vl^ere the I(a') are obtained by using the transform over
GF(F„}, Tltat is,
.1' - 4
I(a'') = F'x = ^ i„{a'`}” 	 for K = 0, 1, 2, ..., N — 1
^, ^^
where
iv = io, iz ; ise ...^ ih_ t = in-t^ in = O, i^c_, = 0, ...^ i^v-i = 0
n
c ^1
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4The inverse transform over GF(q) of Frc is
Suppose the received word in the transform domain is
,•_,
^.a
where a{^) is the transform of the error pattern. Then, the
Inverse trarlSfOrm Of y(x) 15
--,
n ^^
_ {N}-' ^ — f^,a-xn + (N)^' ^ ^, e1a1n a -x^:
h u	 fi n J n
or
S„^i„+e„	 forn=O, I,•••,K-1
=0+e„	 forn=K,•-•,N-1
Thus, tlsc syndrome is
using Eq. (13), We see that a fast transform over GF(q)
for the nonsystematic RS code can be implemented lay
using only one inverse transform. ^Iowever, encoding is
accomplished by a forward transform. Hence for the
nonsystematic IiS codes the FFT over GF(Fn) is both to
encode and to decode the codes.
V. A Transform Oecader Over the Finite Field,
In the previous section, transforms over the field of
type IF•„( P f) were defined to decode RS code. However,
Fermat primes existed only for n < 4, and the lengths
and dynamic ranges of the transforms associated with
these• primes were often severely limited. Also it was found
that a word length, 4m eonld not always be rc^prcasented
adequately in GF(F„). To alleviate such difficulties an-
otlyer approach was proposed recently (Refs, 16 and I7).
High-speed number theoretic transforms ware defined on
the Galois field GF(q), where the prime q was of form
g = K X 2” + 1, where n and K arc integers.
In Ref. 16, an FFT algorithm over GF(q) was ukilixecl
to realize transforms of integers, Such h•ansforms offer
a substantial variety of possible transform lengths and
dynamic r^inges• However, the arithmetic needed tvas
often satncwhat mare extensive than required for the
Fermat primes.
If q is a prime of tlic form K •.?” + 1, by Eqs. (3a} and
(?b), a transform can be defined on GF(K X ^?” -+- i), The
order of the multiplicative: i;roup with generator of GF(q)
is given by
.r_a
i„=(N}-' ^, Fha^"``	 forn=0, 1,...,N--1
ft-u
It follows that
-	 (N)-' f (a ") R i„	 for n -- 0, 1, ..., K — 1
	
=0	 forn^K,•••,N--1 i
r a^
t^q_1_K.^„
S„=e„
	
forn--K,IC+1,•••,N-1	 (11)
Hence t = (N -- K)/2 errors in N-tuple can be corrected
in the nonsystematic RS code. By the same procedure,
used in the derivation of Eq. (S), one gets
	
Sa- _ J — rr , S c
- } - ^ ^ ... ^ ^t(^' I^^S.r• - i -t ^ 0	 (I^)
forl<lCt
and
	
ev
-i — rrlec-i-^ + ... +(_1)^^aev- i -r == 0	 (I3)
forj>t
Using the Berlekamp's algorithm, ^; can be computed for
the syndromes. The error pattern can be obtained by
Since t has the factor 3” the usual radix-2 FFT algorithm
can be utilized to calculate the transforn^ of as many as
rl = 2" points. If d — 2"i, I < rn < n and a is the primitive
element of GF(q), then the generator of Ga is evidently
y = a= " '". Primes of the farm K • ?" ^- 1 can be found in
the table o£ Ref, 23. Tlsus priories of the form K • ^" + 1
can be chosen to fit into the word lengths of different
digital computers.
'I'o fit a transform def^nc•d by Incl. ('?a} in the PI)1'-10
computer, which has a word length of 36 bits, the largest
prime number of the fa•m K X 2" -i 1 was found to be
the prime ^5 X 2 = ° + 1. By Fermat's tlieorum, `?"' • ^'" -=1
mod q, where q == 45 X ^:w + 1. This is cquivalcztt to
(`?''1 =-' .=.== 1 mod q. It eau be verified by a computer pro-
gram that (2' ^}-^ _ --- I mad q. Thus, by theorem 1 of
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in the multiplicative subgroup of GF(q^). The inverso
transform of Eq. {1.4a) is
^-^
an, = {d)- Y ^ A,;y-h"'	 for 0 < m < d — 1 {I4b)
t:-„
where {d)-' denotes the multiplicative inverse of the resi-
due of d modulo q in GF(q°).
It is shown in Eq. 1^ that iF q is a Mersenne prime of
the faun
q=^?t'---1	 fore=2, 3, 5, 7, 13, I7, 19, 31, 6I,In7,•••
then the polynomial
p(x)=x^+I
is always irreducible in GF{q}, a finite field of q elements.
Since every irreducible quadratic polynomial over GF(q}
must split over GF{q^) (Ref. 24}, the existence of a root i
of the polynomial
is guaranteed in the extension field GF(q =). Hence GF{q-}
can be constructed as the set
i
;^	 Ref. 12, 2} G = $5$9933136 mod q is an element of order
208, where q = ^5 X 2"° + 1. It follows that y ^ 29°.-^'`
'^^i	 mod q is an element of order 2h where 0 < K < 2$. A de-
^^	 tailed discussion for finding the index or order of an
element modulo a prime of form K • 2^ + I can be found
in Ref. 16.
Multiplication modulo of the prime number
q = 45 X 2^ 0 -F- I is straighifotivardly performed in as-
sembIy language software in the PIT-IO computer. To
perform addition modulo q, let A ^+ C = A + {C — q),
where (C — q) C 0. Then if A -^- (C — q} < 0, the addi-
tion is accomplished by the add command, othetivise it
equals A + (C -- q} ± q. Another method for perform-
ing addition modulo K • 2" + I was developed for smaIl
K in Ref. 16.
Subtraction modulo q, if A -- C < 0, is accomplished
by the subtract command; otherwise, it equals A — G + q,
For a more detailed discussion for implementing the
transform over GF(45 X 2'' p ^- 1) in sofhvare, see Ref. 17,
It was shown (Ref, 17) that the arithmetic used to per-
form this transform requires cllog cl integer multiplica-
tions mod q and dlog cl fntcger additions mod q. Hence,
using the same procedure described in the previous sec-
tion, a transfotrtt over GF(q) where q = K • `?" + I can
be used to decode a very long RS code with improved
symbol range.
ill. A Transform Decoder Over GF(gz}
Where q is a Mersenne Prime
In the previous sections, transforms were deRtted in
GF(K X 2" ^- 1}, In this sectiott, a transform fs defined on
GF(q-} where. q is a ^Iersettnn Prime. It ^viIl be shown
that the radix-8 FFT over GF(q =) can bN used to decndc
very long RS code tvitlt a goodly number of symbols. Of
special interest is the radix-$ FFT algorithm aver GF(q^),
In Ref. I2, Reed and Truong extended previous trans-
forms of Rader (ReE. 7) by developing aFourier-like
transform over the Galois field GF{q^}, a finite field of q=
elements, where q is a prime, of the form
,r-,
Ah — ^ rt„y^`”	 for 0 < K < d — 1	 (lea)
^^	 ^^
In Eq. (I4a) the transform length, d, divides
q- — 1, a„eGF{q-) and y is a primitive dtlt root of unity
that generates the d-element cyclic subgroup
GF(q^} = {a +ih ^ a, heGF(q}}
Furthermu,^e, since tltc mapping from the complex inte-
ger field C composed of the set
C =_ { v+ Q ^ a, (3 integers and — y^ 1 C cx, J3 C g n 1
wlterr i^— ^, to GF(q-) is one-to-one and onto, cir-
cular convolutions of complex integers can be performed
either in C or in GF(q^}. It is also shativn in Rcf. i2 that
FFTs of as many as 2 r"' points can !}^ carried out :n
GP(q=).
It was shown (Ref. 14) that the arithmetic operations
for performittg tlu^ transform pair, Eqs. (I4a} and (14b},
in GF(q =) rcgttires oi,Iy modulo q additions, modulo q
multiplications, circular Shifts of a p-bit register, and
complement operations. Also because of the symmetry
properties of rho rltlt coats of uttitSr in GF(q^), where d
divides 2," 1 , algorithms analogous to the conventional
twiddle factor FFT algorithms can bc^ use=d to compute
transforms over GF{q=).
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It was sha^vn {Ref. 14) that when d divides 2 p+1, the
components of y k^/ B, where y is a primitive dth root of
unity in GF{q-) and k is an odd integer, are fixed powers
of ^. As a consequence, complex multiplications involvinb
yhd/$ can be accomplished merely by additions and cir-
cu1<^tr shifts of (p — 1)/9 bits in a p-hit register. Therefore,
these new FFT algorithms can be made faster and
simpler than the conventional FFT algorithm. Of par-
ticular interest is a new radix -8 FFT algorithm that
requires no multiplications at all when evaluating the
set of 8-paint discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) before
referencing with tlae twiddle factor. IIence, using apro-
ceduresimilar tothat discussed in Section 3, a radix-8 FFT
over GF(q-) can be developed to decode RS code of as
many as 2n*' symbols.
Observe that the element c = a + ib in GF(q^) can be
used to represent two symbols a, b in GF(q). Thus, the
transfotrrt over GF(q-) can be used to decade a ^?^'+^-tuple
in GF(q) RS code. By theorem 1 of Ref. 14, we know
that an $tli root of unity in GF(q") is -!-2'^''"/^ (1 -f i). If
special interconnections are made behvt:en the inputs
and outputs of the p-bit register, the (p — 1)/2-bit cir-
cular shift could lac performed readily in one clock time.
This fact makes passible an 8-paint FFT over GF(q-),
which requires only circular shifts and additions. This
FFT over GF(q-) can be used to decode a special 4-error
correcting 16-tuple 13S code faster and simpler than any
other code of comparable error correcting capability.
The flow chart (Fig. 1) illustrates transform decoding
over GF(q = ) for correcting this RS code.
Example: Let GF(q-) _ {a +iU'a, IaeGF{q)} be a Galois
field, where q = 2^ -- 1 = 7. The infonn<<tion symbols are
the 4-tuple (1 + 1 + ^ ? + 1 +^a). Encode this
4-tuple into an $-tuple by using the FFT' •over GF(q-).
Tltis code cot •t•ects at most hvo-symbol errors•
From lief. 14, a = 'Z, rp-11/a {1 + ) = 2 f3-'^/= (]. +^ _
^(I + i^ is an element of order 8. That is,
n
a=2{1+i)
,^
rte =2(1+ )=2(—I-+-i)
aj = ^-- 1
a"=—i^
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The information polynomial is
E(x) = ie + i,x + i^x= + i3xg + i^x^ + i5x5 + lax° -^ i,x'
Encoding is performed by taking the FFT over GF(7^) of i„
That is,
e-^
Fh = i„a„x
«-fl
_ (I + } + (1 + `?c?ah + (2 + i)az^ + {1 + a0)a3x
this implies
f (s) ^ FU + Fl:r + F.;z x + Fsx' + F4x' + FSx^ +Fax° + F7x7
_ ({5 + 4c), {3 + 4i), 4, (— 2 `-' i^,1, (4 + 2i),1, (— i — 1)}
Suppose the received word associated with two errors is
Y(ti) = Yn `F' Yix + y^x= + ya:^ + y^x' + yS:C' + yGx° + y,xT
n	 n	 n	 n
_ ((1+i),(3+4i),4,(- 2 —i),1, (2+^,1,(—ti--1))
= f„+e„
	
= ((5+ 4i),{8+4i),4,( - 2 —^,1,{4+2^,1,{--
	
1))
The inverse transform over GF(q ”} of y„ is defined as
R_ 1 	^_,
Sn — 9-' ^ YRa- n6 ^ LJ y tia nh
li -U 	 F -u
Using the FFT algorithm, one gets,
So=2+4a
Sl = —4 --- 3a
S^ _ ^-3
5,=2+5t
S^—e,=-2—^
S.,=e,	 —3--i
S^—efl---3+2i
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Suhstitutin^ Si
 for i = 4, 5, 6, 7 in Eq. (I21, yields
61St " Q. 5q ^ Sa	 r	 (1^}V1sG — 
v2S5 ^ Sz	
`)}
Since
Ss —5.^ _
— — SL + S,Sa
Sa — Sy
—2-i-3i^4
Eq. {J.5) has a solution. Thus
_ — S^S^ + S„SY
al ' 
— S5 -f- S,Sa
2+3i
—].+i
2+3i
_ SrSz —
L+
S9
^^++ 
_ —3 — 2i
6p	
—J^ — S .^Jr1 — 2+3i
To find the inverse element {a +ib} of (2 + 3^ in GI'{7-)
{2 + 3i){a + ib} ^ 1 mud 7
which implies
2a — 3u —1 mcd 7	 (10)
2b +3a^4 mod 7
The solutions of Eq. (X6) are
a = _2
b=3
Thus,
Hence
QE w (-3 -- 2i)(2 + 3i)- 1 -- 5 + 2i
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From Eq. (X3),
el4^ =(—I+2i^ef+^—{5+2^ej 	 fort=8,7,8,9
It follows that
eo = ale, — rr^ea
=(-W1+2i^(--2+3i} —{5+2%)(-3+2^}
I+3i
eI = oleo — v^e7
2+2i
=2-2^
e3 W R,e: — cr^ex
_ —2i -f- 1
Hence the error pattern is
e^ =7.+3i
el^w+2f
ne^=2—t
e3=i-2i
n
e, _ --2 — 2t
n
e^=-3—:
eT=-2+3i
Since S„ = i„ + e„, the coxxected code is
^= Sn—e„
={2+4i ---4-3i --3,2+5i —2-2i
+2i2— —2i+I,-2-2i —3--i
—3 + 2i —2 + 3f)
— (1+i 1+`? 2+z 1+Oa,4+f4,4+^4,
4+t0,0+i0}
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Appendix
A Method for Determining I?ctadic aesidue and Octadic Nonresidues of a Prime
To define the field of type I^„( e^/2}, it is necessary to 	 r 2 ^ .- {—I)bi$ 	if n is evendetermine whether 2 is either an octadic residue or an
	 L q
octadic nonresidue of F,,. Towards this end, the follow-
	
_ 
^_])^n^s^ri	 if n is odding definition and theorems are needed.
De:Dnitian. Suppose m is an integer and q is a prime
	
1'or the Proof of these two theorems, see Ref. 2D.
such that {m, q) = I. Let [m/q]^ be the Gauss-Legendre
symbol. Then [m/q]^” is the symbol, delined ay	 Let q be a Fermat prime, i.e., F„ = 2^" + I = 4.2^"-=
	
L
^^ I Z" = -I- 1	 if X2" gy m mod q has an integer
J	 solution in G^'(q)
	
-- — I	 if X= " ^ m mod q has not an in-
teger solution in GF(q) for which
Theorem 1. Let q = a^ + b^ = 4n + 1 be a prime for a
odd and U even. If [2/q]^ = I, then [W/q] 4 = (--I)b^'.
Theorem 2. Let q = a= -F- b- = Sn + I be a prime, a
odd and b even. If [2/q]^ = I, then
By Theorem I,
2	 n^^ ^
r^^ 
k = { — I) =' " _ + I far n = 3, 4
Also by theorem 2,
,2	 n-, i
F„
_ {-^-1 )=' ` 5 = 1	 for n = 3,4
Thus, 2 is an octadic residue modulo F„ for n = 3, ^#.
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rLS 44 --An Improved Qeep Space Net`rvork Station
Location Set for Viking Navigation
H. M. K+able, G. E. Pease, K. W. Yip
Navigation Systems Section
lmprovecl estimates for the spin axis and lon^itnrle components of tyre Deep
tiprrce \'etcc•ork ,station locaations ]rave beer y obtairred from. post-f1i^Irt procc^ssirt^
rrf radio metric data received from various Mariner planetrrr^ missions. The rrse
of uu rrp^rrrrled set of ionnsplreric ralibratiorts and tlae incorporation of near-L'enras
rand near-.11ercurf radio metric data from tltc Jlrrriner 10 spacecraft are the prin-
cipal carriribtrtUt,^ e$erts^ to the ivapravc^»tent. These rteac estimates, desifinaterl
I ncr:tion Set (LS) 4sF, have supported Vikinh navigation activities in the c%icirritrt
of ,Mars. .^s strc •h, the station locations have been determined relcrtrce to the
plunetarrt pnsitiorrs inherent i ►t JPI. Decelopnrent ls'phenteris {I7E} 8^, which Ita.s
been teserl tlrrau^;hout the Vikinh rttission. The amide also presents and rli.sctt.s.ses
ra vr:rsinn of L5 ^^ laasc >rl trpvn the latest planetarrt ephemeris, D^ 9G.
r
^. introduction
This article primarily faouses on an update ^^^hiclt has
recently bean made • to t}rer location estimate=s
 for thc^
lleep Space \ehvnrk (I^5\) tr'acl:iu^ stations, The uc•u^
solutions, desifinated I,acation Set (L5? -I4, fir]fiIl , ► re-
rtuiremcnt to pra^ide the f'iking tnissiott with a "Ix^st'•
scat of estimates to suplrort critical rr.tt •igatian operations
in tltc ^ •icinitr of \la ys. As such, they replace LS ^3
^ti •ltieh had supports=d 'ire launch and rrtuelr of the • inter-
planetary cruisa •
 jrlt,tses of the mission.
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The etlx}ate ^i •as obtained by eombinin^ tftc a}rsnlutc•
station location infetrnratie}n inherent in rarlin tnetric data
arcs received from fi^ •c I^r'c^^ •ic}us cicep space prol7es l\Ittri-
ners -1, 5, ^, 9, and lUl r^ •ith relatit•e position information
from I;codctic sur^^c^}'s at the ^'^r,^„us cnntlrlc • xc^s. Acljust-
nu^trts ^^-et •e made only
 to the• I.S ^3 estimates e,F cac^h
station S geocentric distance From th c^ earth's spin t► xis r•:
arlel ^f'OCCItt]'!e' ies*tgitude ,t. Thr^ cictta under corrsidcra-
tiun, ;ts e^^pected, Biel not pro^ • ide a sufficic •utly accurate•
absolute detc>rntinatiott of the third coordinate, the gen-
79
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il. Background on Station Location
Devetopmes^t Procedures
The locations of the DSN tzacking stations are com-
puted in a geocentric coordinate system whose axes are
defined by the Earth mean pole (axis of rotation), equa-
tor, and prime meridian of I9Q3,0. A variety of coordinate
parameters may be used to locate a given station within
this system. At JI'L, the cylindrical triplet re y
 A, and Z is
mast often used,
where
rp =distance from the axis of rotation, km
^ =longitude as measured east from the prime me-
ridian, deg
Z =height above the equatorial plane, km
Figure 1 depicfs the coordinate system and location
parameters far one station.
Current station Iocation development procedures are
guided by a simpli#led, yet quite valuable theoretical
analysis of the information content in tl^e available radio
metric data (primarily two-way dopplex plus a relatively
small number of range paints}. Details may be found in
Refs. 1 and 2. The following discussion summarizes the
general conclusions contained therein.
A. Spin Axis Determination
In these references it is shown that uncertainties in the
probe's absolute position (more precisely in the probe's
declination) will degrade the spin axis estimate. Analysis
reveals that if data are processed from either or both of
tva specific geometries, this correlation effect can be
circumvented.
The first favorable geometry is one from which the
probe's absolute gosition can be inferred independent of
Earth-based parameters such as station locations. In the-
ory, this can be done from data taken during the period
of a 1}robe's closest approaeli to a target body other than
Earth—the so-called planetary encounter phase, During
this period, a complete; orbit estimate can be indepen-
dently made because of the bending effect exerted on the
probe's motion by the #argot planet's gravitational Geld.
Processing the data only provides an accurate estimate
of the probe 's position relative to this planet. I^'owever,
the necessary absolute reference is provided by the plane-
tary ephemeris in usage.
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centric height above Earth's equatorial plane Z, to
warrant an update to the LS 43 values.'
Herein, emphasis will be placed an the differences be-
t4veen LS 43 <<nd 44 with tho intent of justifying why, in
our view, the latter represents an improved spin axis and
longitude determination. In brief, there are ttvo principal
reasons. First, the processing of radio metric data used
to determine LS ^I3 has been improved, particularly in
the area of calibrating the data to account for ionospheric
charged particle effects. Second, new radio metric data
have been incorporated into the combined data set solu-
tion thereby permitting the f rst accurate absolute deter-
mination of the locations for Deep Space Stations (DSS)
d3 and G3. The new data, which are from the Mariner IQ
mission, also enhance the estimates far other stations in
the network.
Any set of DSN station location solutions is associated
with some particular JPL planetary ephemeris. Both LS
43 and 44 are referenced to JPL Development Ephemeris
(DE} 84. The second portion of the article will briefly
discuss some results in .connection with determining the
effect of a planetary ephemeris update on the station
location estimates, LS ^.
At present, if a new ephemeris is adopted during a
mission, a complete reprocessing of tiie radio metric data
must be performed in order to determine a set of station
location estimates relative to the new ephemeris. A re-
search project is currently in progress to develop aaa
analytically based procedure tltat will enable us to adjust
a set of station location estimates for ephemeris changes
and circumvent the need for expensive data processing,
Preliminary results have indicator? 4hat the Brouwer and
Clemenee Set III ephemeris pvc •tial derivatives can rep-
resent ephemeris differences :o a level of accuracy com-
m.^n yurate with required station location accuracies.
Therefore, a linear correction scheme using those partial
derivatives appears promising. No matter what procedure
is eventually developed, it will be necessary to test its
accuracy against the complete reprocessing approach.
Anticipating that this test will be made in the near futum,
the LS 44 data set was reprocessed using JPL Develap-
me^rt Epl^t,me:ris 96, and a combined data solution was
once again obtained for the spin axis and longitude can^-
panents. The final portion of this article will compare
the individual and combined solutions for DE 84 and
DE 9G.
1The coordinate system in ctuestion will be more fully descried at
the beginning of Section II.
$tlj}	 ,
^r C^
^^. .
Upon more careful study of the simplified, theoretical
model used in this analysis, it can be noted that when
the probe is at zeta declination, an uncertainty in its
position does not Have an appreciable degrading effect
on the information content of radio metric data for esti-
mating r8 . Consequently, an absoluto determination of
the station's spin axis component can also be made if a
short span of radio metric data is processed which in-
cludes aperiod when the prabo's declination passes
through zero degrees.
B. 1-ong-nude Determination
In Ref. 2 it was demonstrated that station longitude
accuracy depends heavily an the observability of the
spacecraft's geocentric range rate, and. the precision in
the longitude estimate markedly improves as the range
rate determination becomes more exact. Again, a plane-
tary encounter geometry spanning a period of roughly
encounter ^!-5 days should be useful for longitude work
because the spacecraft absolute velocity can also be
determined itadependent of E1rth-based parameters. Un-
fortunately, in practice, the; probes encounter orbit veloG
icy estimate may be degraded due to incomplete usable
doppler tracking coverage, particularly from the post-
encounterperiod. For example, if a Iarge ^V is required
for orbit insertron. (as in Mariner 9 and Viking}, the post-
insertion data cannot be combined with pre=insertion
data to improve station location estimates, Ta reduce the
velocity uncertainty and thereby improve the station
longitude determination, n useful tactic is to supple-
ment the usable doppler data with range measurements
taken neat•
 the planetary encounter, This follows because
range measured over time determines the mean range
rate.
The Hamilton- ivlelbourne simplified, tllcaretical anal-
ysis (Ref. 1) indicates that the zero declination arc is not
useful for determining accurate absolute longitude esti-
mates. 1'` Iowe-vat, the relative difference in longitude be-
hveen various stations will be preserved if solutions ate
obtained from this type of data arc.
C. Z Height Determination
The Z eamponettk of station position is not well de-
termined by doppler data, In order to . produce a com-
plete set of location estimates, it has been necessary to
rely an data provided by sources outside rPL, Currently,
eve are using the results of geodetic surveys (Ref. 3) made
at the various complexes and geocentric-geodetic dif-
ferences. prepared by Wolf Research Corporation (Ref.
4) using optical and Iaser data to obtain Z values. The
Z height estima+.ces were not changed from LS d3 to LS
d4, and the values in current usage at JPL are displayed
in Table I. The use of existing- Mariner range data and
near-simultaneous range data from the Viking orbiters
is currently being contemplated to improve the Z height
determination.
D. General Guidelines
Based on this theoretical analysis and past experience
processing radio metric data, we can establish some
geiiet^ll guidelines for determining the spin axis and
Iongitude estimates.
(1) Deface trael.-ing arcs from the various missions that
reflect the planetary encounter ar zero declination
geometry.
(2) For each arc, obtain the best set of calibrations
for ionospheric charged particle effects, tropo-
spheric refraction, attd timing and polar motion
which are currently available. OF course, our
ability to obtain high-quality station spin axis and
longitude estimates depends on minimizing the
errors introduced by each of these sources.
{3) For each arc, obtain as accurate a spacecraft tra-
jectory as possible.
(4) Given the best trajectory, obtain estimates for the
spacecraft state at the initial epoch of each at^c
and estimates for the D5N stations which partici-
pated in tracking the given spacecraft during the
defined time period. In this regard, it is usually
necessity to simultaneously estimate one or more
atlter parameter types such as solar. pressure,
planetary oblateness, range biases, attitude-control
accelerations, planetary mass, etc.
{5) Combine tl^e individual arc absolute station loca-
tion determinations and any relative information
from ground surveys to obtain a final set of esti-
mates. Historically, the pracedurc^ used to perform
this last sleep has varied, and we will defer any
additional commentary until LS 43 and ^ are
discussed.
{Il. Location Set 43
The previous best set of station locations, Location Set
43, was announced in 1^Iay 1975 and used to support tltc
Viking mission during the launch -and interplanetary
cruise phase.
Table 2A and 21i summarizes the tracking arc geometry
and radio metric data that provided the basis for the
i
r;.
.:^
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spin axis and longitude estimates. As indicated, encounter
arc data were used from the Mariner 4, 5, B, and 9
missions aloe; with a pre- and post-encounter zero decli-
nation phase pf the Mariner 5 trajectory. The asymmetry
relative to planetary encounter for Mariner B was due
to unusable data caused by egos-venting cooling opera-
tion; for Mariner 9 it was due to the Mars orbit insertion
maneuver.
Each arc was processed using the orbit determination
.program of the Mariner 10 mission (l3c£. 5}; the same
planetary ephemerides, JPL Development Ephemeris 84;
the same sourer for UTl!_ (universal time) and Earth polar
motion, the Bureau International de I'Ileure (I3IH); and
the same model for tropospheric refraction calibrations.=
Ail doppler data were calibrated for the effects of
ionospheric charged particles uitli the exception of the
Mariner 4 data. Unfortunately, at the time of radio metric
data processing far LS 43, calibrations were available
only for a data set that was too small to provide reliable
station location solutions. It was estimated that the errors
introduced into the Mariner 4 solution by ignoring the
ionospheric effect would be no more iltan 0.5 X 10-^ deg
(approximately '/z m) in longitude and 1.6 m in spin
axis. The actual longitude error 1>roved to he slightly
larger than this prediction (see Table 8, right-mast
column}.
Once the final individual arc solutions were obtained,
LS 43 was produced by combining those six determina-
tions in a least squares fashion. The final solution in-
volved simultaneous estimation of 72 paranaetsrs^ a sic-
dimensional spacecraft state vector for each arc (36
parameters}; athree-dimensional solar pressure model
vector for each arc {18 parameters); one range bias pa-
ramcterfor the ivlariner 4 and 9 missions (2 parameters);
and spin axis and longitude parameters for each of the
eight statious, DSSs 11, t ry , and 14 at Goldstone, 41 and
''-jPL ?le^^e]apmcnt Ephemeris 84 was announced by E. M• Standish
anc; ivi. S. w. Keeney of the Systems Division, Tracking System
and Apph^ations ^ ection in an internal document, lnteraf&ce
^lemorandmn 3fl^..5-553. The document is entitled, "Dn^ •elop-
ment Ephemeris 84 — Announcement," uud was published on
August 22 1^J73.
A descrii,tion of the data-l;athcring and data-processing system
by which file timing and polar motion calibrations were obtained
may be found in (Ref. ii).
Details concerning the mntiicmatical model £or tropospheric c^li-
bn3tions may be found in (Ref. 7). The "dry" and "wet" trapo-
splieric zenith range error polynomials for each data arc were bawd
on results discussed in u jPL document, Engineering Memorandum
3fl1.-508, prepared by F'. B. Winn, C. C. Chao, and M. j. Richter,
42 in Australia, Sl in South Africa, and i31 and G2 in
Spain, which provided tracking coverage during the
time periods in question (16 parameters).
In determining this final estimate, a priori information
on station locations was incluted based on relative coor-
dinate differences determined from ground-based geo-
detic surveys at the various camplsxes.^ The geodetic
data were transformed to the geocentric coordinate
system defined in Fig. 1, and the results are presented in
Table 3. The a priori spin axis and Iongitude absolute
values conformed exactly with these differences, and the
statistics on these values were defined hy: standard
deviation of the spin axis a priori values for survey-
constrained stations, 100D m, and for stations not con-
strained, .50 m; standard deviation of the longitude
a priori values for survey-constrained stations, 1000 X
1D-^ deg, and for stations not constrained, 50 X 10- G deg;
correlation coefficients determined to reflect a survey
accuracy of 0.3 m and 0.3 X 10- G deg, respectively.
The final spin axis and longitude estimates are given
in Table 4, and the differences behvecn the individual
data arc solutions and these values may be found in
Table 5.
To provide a complete set of estimates for all stations
in tltc Network, values for those which did not track
{DSSs 13, 43, 44, and 83) were computed by adding the
relative differences shown in the later portion of Table
3 to the LS 43 solutions for the base stations at each site
(DSSs 12. 4^, and 61}.
Using the data from Table 5, we conclude that for
stations whose solution was based on more than one data
arc, the consistency in spin axis estimate's range from
IA90 m for DS5 51 to a ^varst case of 4.545 Yn for DSS
4i. Tlie Mariner 4 spin axis solutions are low because
calibrations far ionospheric charged particle effects were
not included.
The scatter £or the encounter arc longitude estimates
range from 1.200 X 10-u deg (^1.2 m) for DSS 41 to
4 X96 X 10-° deg for DSS 51. The reade, will note that
the absolute longitude determinations From the zero-
declination arcs are oat consistent with the encounter arc
solutions, particularly for the Mariner 5 postencounter
case. These solutions, were included in the final LS 43
^^Thr sun•ey data was obtainer! Pram (Ref. 3) and subsequent private
communications between the DS1V and N. A. Mottinger of the
Systems Division, Ititrvigation Systems Section.
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determination; however, their formal uncertainties as
compufed by the orbit determination program are three
to four times 1<arger than the encounter arc statistics for
comparable amounts of data. When LS 43 vas prepared,
the final estimates were interpreted to mean that these
zero-declination longitude solutions would have minimal
infiuer_^ on the combined data estimates. Recent analy-
sis has confirmed this hypothesis.
IV. Location het 44
Location Set 44 was announced in late April 197(3 and
has Veen used to support Vikini; mission activities since
that time. This new set of station locations represents an
update to the LS 43 spin axis and longitude estimates
discussed in Section III. The differences behveen these
solutions are primarily due to t<vo factors: (I) the inclu-
sion of radio metric data for t<vo new encounter arcs and
(2) an improved processing of the four encounter and
two zero-declination arcs used to deterrnine LS 43.
A. New Radio Metric Data
Post-fiiglst analysis of encounter arc data from the
Mariner 10 mission had not been completed at the time
the bulk of data processing far LS 43 was performed.
A preliminary determination of station location estimates
from the Venus and first Mercury encounters revealed
that tlxis new data would have a significant effect. By
including it, the number of radio metrse points on which
a combined data arc solution would be based would
mare than double. Furthermore, since DSS 43 and 63
provided tracking coverage during these encounter arcs,
the previous geodetic survey-based solutions Could be
augmented by absolute infarmntion from radio mchic
data.
The preliminary solutions for Uoth encounter arcs indi-
cated that a correction of agproximatcaly 3 m was war-
ranted Far the spin axis component of both DSS 49 and
43. This was due to the fact that the LS 43 value for DSS
was based an a paucity of ionospheric calibrated radio
metric data from that station. As indicated in Table nB,
358 points were incorporated; However, 276 of these
from the Mariner 4 mission were uncalibrated. Since
the LS 43 estimate for DSS 43 was obtained by adding a
sw•vcy difference to the DS5 ^ spin axis coordinates,
we can say that the DSS 43 value was also based on
primarily uncalibrated radio metric data.
A summary of the Mariner I4 data incorporated into
the LS 44 solution is provided in Tables GA and BB.
Range data were available for the Venus en^unter arc,
but analysis of a range +doppler based solution could
not be completed in time to include in the LS 44 deter-
mination, Analysis subsequent to the generation of LS
44 revealed that if the doppler-oirly solution were re-
plaeed by this range +doppler solution, the effect on
LS 4^ would be to perturb the values by at most O.Q9 m
in spin axis and- 0.3I X I4- 6 del; in longitude. An effort
vas also made to include data from the third encounter
arc with Morcury, Unfortunately, examination of the
residuals associated with £ltering this data revealed that
the quality of the fit was not very goad and that further
analysis and clata processing would be needed before the
Mercury 3 encounter could be included.
The doppler-only solution from the Venus encounter
and the range +doppler solution from the first Mercury
encounter will be discussed shortly.
B. Improved Processing of LS 43 Data
The mast significant factor which prompted a repro-
cessing of the radio metric data used to develop LS X43
was an upgrading of the set of calibrations for iono-
spheric charged particle effects. A complete discussion
of these calibrations may be found in (lief. 8). In sum-
mary, the following changes were made to the LS 43
data sets.
I. Mariner 4 mission. As noted in Section III, the radio
metric data which were processed to obtain station loca-
tion estimates from the Mariner 4 encounter arc were
not calibrated for the ionospheric effect. For the LS 44
determination, calibrations were prepared directly from
ionospheric total electron content (TEC) data wherever
possible. Other radio metric data paints were also cali-
brated by averaging available TEC data and mapping
the resultant values to the appropriate time intervals
and tracking stations-spacecraft lures of siglrt. Whereas
IOI5 uncalibrated doppler paints were used in the LS 43
solution for the ivlarincr 4 mission, only 899 of these
could be accurately calibrated for use in an L5 44
solution.
2. Mariner G mission, An analysis of the calibrations
used for DSS 6^ data revealed that the underlying TEC
data were noisy and of poorer quality than data far other
stations which tracked during the encounter arc period.
It was decided to replaco these calibrations with a new
set prepared by averaging the availablo TEC data - over
the period from 7/^B/339 to 7/30/69 anal applying these
averages to all of the radio metric data for DSS 62. These
data were taken an 7/26 and 7/28. By using averaged
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rather than actual TDC values, an additional 15 points
could be calibrated.
3. Mariner ^ mission, At the time the Mariner 5 en-
counter :ire data were processed for the LS X13 solution,
calibrations lucre unavailable for one pass of data from
DSS 4I taken on lI/l.1/71. A set of calibrations were
prepared by averaging the total electron contents fox
the week including this data. In so doing, 3^J additional
points caul a 1ZC calibrated.
No modifications were made to the LS 43 ionosplterie
calibrations for any o£ the three M€uincr 5 tracking arcs,
In Table 7, we summarize the modificatior^^ ;vhich were
made to the data sets used in preparing L5 43 (c.f.
Table 2I3),
Some minor modifications were made to the tropo-
spheric calibrations, but the same planetary ephemeris
DE $4 and timing and polar motion decks described
previously for L5 43 were used in preparing LS 44.
C. Procedure and I]iscussion of individual Data
Arc 5oiutions
V^Vhereas the LS 43 solutions were obtained using the
orbit determine#ion program far the Mariner 10 mission,
it was decided to use the corresponding program. for the
Viking mission to perform the data processing for LS A4.
This was logieaI because LS 44 would be used to support
the critical navigation activities for both Viking space-
craft in the vicinity of Mars.
As a Hirst step, an effort rues made to reproduce the
individual data arc solutions of Table 5 (which vvcre
generated by the Mariner 1(} orbit determination pro-
gram) using the Viking software. That is to say, the
upgraded calibrations for fiopospherie and ionospheric
effects were not initially used and internal constants
from .the Viking program were overridden by the cor-
responding Mariner values, In general, reproduceability
was achieved to a very high accuracy (on the average,
Iess than Q.2 meters in spin radius and 0.2 X I{?-A degrees
in longitude) with the notable exception of the Ivlarincr
i3 data arc. I;xkensive analysis (Ilef. $} revealed that the
models for gas leaks dzd not correspond between tl^e two
programs, and that the Mariner 10 t•rogram riid not
handle the integration of its model in an entirely accurate
manner, The discrepancy behveen tl^e solutions from
the two programs was as large as 0.26 meters in spin
radius and 0.72 X 10-'i deg in longitude.
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In Table 8, we present a summary of tlao improved
individual station location solutions which resulted from
reprocessing the LS 43 data using the new software,
upgraded calibrations £ar ionospheric and tropospheric
effects, but same planetary ephemeris . and timing and
polar motion models. The left-hand columns contain the
differences behveen these solutions and -the L5 43 values
of Table 4. The right-hand columns contain the dit..
ferences betvvecn these solutions and the corresponding.
solutions from the original processing (i.e,, the results
of Table 5).
As anticipa#ed, the .average change in the solutions for
the three Iviaiiner S da#a arcs is much smaller than the
adjustments to the Mariner ^-Ei-9 solutions. The sizeable
increases in the spin radius and longitude estimates for
Iviariner ^, the dramatic change in the DSS 62 longitude
estimate for Mariner 0, and the decreases in longitude
estimates fox Manner 9 are, hotvover, consistent with the
ionospheric, #^•opospheric, and sofhvare gas Ieak model
modifications discussed earlier.
The t<vo Mariner 10 encounter arcs defined by Table
BA-B were also processed using the Viking software; tl^e
same ephemeris, rPL Development 1phemeris 84; l3II•I
data for universal time and polar motion; and calibra-
tions for ionosphere and troposphere generated by the
same models which provided calibrations far the other
data arcs. Table 9 summarizes the Nlarincr 1G solutions.
The most significant effects are; (x) a large positive
correction to tl^c LS 43 spin axis estimates at DSS 42
and 43 and (2) a negative correction to the LS 43 longi-
tude estimates of more than one meter. The apparent
anomalies in the Mariner ZO Mercury %encounter soIu-
tions for r^ at DSS 12 and ^ at DSS 42 are compensated
by comparatively large uncertainties in these estimates
(Table 9}.
D. Final Combined Solution
Once the final individual arc solutions were obtained,
LS 44 teas produced by combining these eight determina-
tions in a direct, least squares fashion, The final solution
involved estimation of: spin axis and longitude param-
eters for each of the ten stations, D55 11, 12, i4, 41, 42,
43, 51, 61, tit, and G3 which provided tracking coverage
during the time periods in question and the following set
of parameters from the individual data arcs (these were
the parameters which were simultaneously estimated
with the participating stations in determining the indivi-
dual arc estimates};
Mariner 4 encounter—a six-parameter spacecraft state
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Iviariner 5 preencaunter asix-parameter spacecraft
state and a three-parameter solar pressure model
vector
Marinc;r 5 encounter—same as Mariner 5 preencounter
Mariner 5 postencounter same as Mariner 5 preen-
counter
1blariner i3 encounter—a six-parame#er spacecraft state
and one range bias parameter.
Mariner 8 encounter—a six-parameter spacecraft state
and one range bias parameter
Mariner 10 Venus encounter—a six-parameter spaca-
craftstate, Venus oblateness, and mass of Venus
Mariner ZO Mercury 1 encounter—a six-parameter
spacecraft state, yleraury oblateness, mass of
^^Iercury, a nine-parameter solar pressure model
vector, and four range bias parameters
In determining the final estimates, relative coordinate
differences based on geodetic survey information were
again included as a priori data, The a priori spin axis and
longitude absolute values confotTrzcd exactly with the
results of Table 3, and the statistics on these values were
defined by: standard deviation of the spin axis a priori
values, 50 m; standard deviatiaa of the longitude a priori
values, 50 X 10~' deg; correlation coefficients were deter-
mined to reflect an assumed survey accuracy of 0.3 m
and 0.3X].0-` deg, respectively,
The final spin axis and longitude estimates appear in
Table 10. Since DSS 13 and 44 did not provide tracking
cnverafe during the time periods in question, their esti-
mates were computed by other means. For DSS 13, the
geodetic survey-based relative spin axis and longitude
differences {Table 3) were added to the LS 44 estimates
far D5S L. However, a different strategy was employed
for DSS 44. This station provided tracking coverage for
the Pioneer 10 spacecraft during its interplanetary cruise.
Estimates for DSS 44 were obtained from this radio
metric data, and it was found that they were not con-
sistent with a spin axis and longitude determination
based on the survey differences between DSS 42 and 44
as shown in Table 3. When solutions based on inter-
planetary cruise arc data from the Viking spacecrafts
tended to. confirm the Pioneer values, it was decided to
abandon the survey information for DSS 44 minus DS5 42
in Favor of this radio metric based solution. Consequently,
the LS 44 values are the Pioneer absolute estimates.
Earlier we discussed the various factors which con-
tribute to the differences between the I S 43 and 44
station location estimates, In Tahlc ZZ, these differences
are documented quantitatively. For each station in the
nehvoxk, rve have computed the spin axis and longitude
changes between the ttivo location sets. These values
appear in the left-most column of this table. In the center
column, rve show the effect of reprocessing the LS 43
data, A combined solution was obtained from the im-
proved individual determinations documented in Table $
using techniques identical to those for computing LS 44.
The result was then differenced with the LS 43 solution.
Finally, the rigltk-most column of Table Z1 sltarvs the
effect of adding Mariner IO data to the combined solution
resulting from the improved processing of LS 43 indi-
vidual arcs. In other wards, these values represent the
di[erence between the left and center columns.
The most significant change bchvicen the LS 43 and 44
spin axis estimates occurs at DSS 42 and 43, Appraxi-
mately 80% of this large positive increase is due to the
A^Iariner 10 data, As nofed earlier, this is not surprising;
it had been predicted in preliminary post-flight analysis
of this data, Mast of the changes at the Goldstone com-
plex (DSSs 11, 12, and 14} and South Africa (DSS 51)
are due to reprocessing of LS 43 data, ,^ glance at Table $
reveals that the principal .contributing factor was the
addition of ionospheric calibrations for tho 1Vlariner 4
data arc.
The longitude changes from LS 43 to LS 44 are can-
sistentIy negative. From #lre results of Table 9, it is clear
that the Mariner 10 solutions rvauId force the combined
estimates in this direction. Harvever, it is a little sur-
prising to see that the reprocessing of LS 43 data also
led to a negative skiff in longitudes. Examining the
Table 8 data, it rvauld appear that the positive correction
to the \Iarincr 4 estimates due to the ionospheric effect
has been swamped by the large negative corrections in
Mariner 9 resulting from proper handling of the gas Ieak
model by Viking software and also by the very large
change in the DSS 62 estimate for Mariner (3.
Recall thak Table 8 and 9 also displayed the differences
between the individual data arc solutions and the LS 43
estimates. We have represented the di[erences behveen
these same solutions and the LS 44 estimates pictorially
in Figs. 2 and 3. These differences are plotted against
the number of Julian days past 1950.0. The time axis is
an exact scale, and rve have endeavored to center the
results far each encounter arc about the encounter date.
The Mariner 5 pre- (labeled 1!I5C in the #'figures). and
postencounter (labeled hI5P in the figures) results Itave
been placed in close proximity to the encoun#er arc
i
t
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solutions for that mission. The horizontal line in the
middle of each vertical bttr represents the actual difference
between the individual data arc solution for the indicated
station and the LS d4 value, The size of the vertical
bars reflect the formal I.-v (standard deviation) uncer-
taintiesfor each individual solution wlticlt were produced
by the Viking orbit determination program.
The longitude residuals appear to be drifting in a
negative direction with time, although the slope seems
to change following the IVlariner 5 encounter. Although
further analysis is needed, the spin axis residuals may be
exhibiting a sinusoidal behavior.
V. Effect of an Ephemeris Change orl
15 44 Values
The set of station location estimates which eve have
designated as Location Set 44 were computed relative
to the absolute planetary positions inherent in JI'L
Development Ephemeris $4. These estimates will not be
valid if changes are made to the relative position of the
Earth with the various encounter planets during the time
periods specified by the data arcs used to obtain LS X14.
A raugF^ estimate of the changes in station locations due
to an update of the adopted planetary ephemeris can lac
obtained from the differences in the respective geocentric
right ascensions and declinations of the target planets
at the times of spacecraft encounter. These numbers
translate into equivalent changes in the D55 spin axis
and longitude estimates according to
arA ^ 20g^85 rA tan S
^A = Da
where orb is the change in spin axis for a given station
dur^ to the ephemeris change, oA is the change in Iongi-
tude far that station, r, is the spin axis estimate relative
to the old ephemeris, b is the target planet declination in
degrees as defined by the old ephemeris, oS is the change
in target planet declination behveen the old and new
ephemeris in seconds of arc, and ^a is the change in
target planet right ascension between the old and new
ephemeris.
To illustrate this rough approximation scheme, let
us assume the old ephemeris is DE $4, and the netiv
ephemeris is JPL Development Ephemeris 96 (Ref. 9).
The spin axis estimates re relative to the old ephemeris
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wiII be rho LS ^.4 values of.Table IU. DE $^ based target
planet declinations S and the changes in planet declina-
tion .4S and right ascension ^S behveen the oId and new
ephemeris appear in Table 12A. These were computed
at the various spacecraft encounter times.' Using this
data and the expressions far Ar fl and eA defined above,
the approximate effect of this ephemeris change an the
LS 44 spin axis and longitude values has been computed
and appears in Table 12B,
However, a precise evaluation of the induced changes
requires the "brute force" approach of reprocessing the
individual arc tracIang data to obtain station lacatinn
estimates relative to the new ephemeris and combining
the individual determinations to obtain a final location
set, This has been done to the da#a which defines LS 44.
)i or each arc, the inputs to the orbit determination pro-
gram were not changed with the exception of repIaeing
the DE $4 eplte7teris and planetary partial derivative
files with the corresponding ones for DE 96. Target
planet centered initial conditions were used far the space-
craft state vector an each of the six .encounter arc solu-
tions. Heliocenhic initial conditions were used for the
IVlarincr 5 pre- and post-encourt^ •r solutions.
In Table 13, we show the actual differences behvecn
the individual data arc solutions for the DE $4 and
DE 96 eas::s. Notice that for each data arc subsequent to
and including the Mariner 5past-encounter, the changes
in spin axis and longitude induced by the ephemeris up-
date are very nearly constant as the predictions of Table
2213 suggest. However, there is no consistency to rho
changes in spin axis and longitude for each data arc pre-
ceding the Mariner 5post-encounter, At present, we do
not have a satisfactory explanation far this phenomenon.
The DE 9{i based individual solutions have been com-
bined using a procedure identical to the formation of
LS 44. The resulting spin axis and longitude estimates
appear in Table 1^, and their differences with LS A^
arc shown in Table 15.E The changes in spin axis are seen
to be statistically insignificant. Consequently, from a
station location viewpoint DE 96 induces a pure rotation
of approximately 2.5 X XQ-^ deg East relative to D>^ $4
values.
a The I]); 9(i based station loc,^tion solutions discussed herein have
been computed using a value for tiie sped of llght of 299792.5
km/sea. In tl^e export version of DE 9 g (Ref. 9) nn updated value
of 299792.458 kin/s has been adopted. If the reader uses tl^e up-
dated value in all computations, we recommend that the Z values
of Table .l and the ra values of Table I4 be multiplied by tlic ratio
299792,458/298792,5 to obtain a DE 9(3 based station lacativn set
that is consistent with this new speed of light constant.
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VI. Summary
A preliminary determination of spin axis and longitude
estimates based on radio metric. data from the Viking 1
spacecraft indicates perturbations to the LS ^ values of,
on the average, l m or less in r8 and 3. X IQ-^ deg or less
in ^. This tends to confirm our belief that the LS ^4d spin
axis .and longitude values appearing in Table la represent
an improved station lactation estimate, Previous de&cien-
cies in calibrating the radio metrio for ionospheric charged
particle effects have been minimized and new, useful
data from the Mariner IO mission have been incorpo-
rated. As summarized by Table II, the net effeat vas
been to increase previous spin axis estimates, particularly
for DSSs d2 End X13, and to shift the Iongitude estimates 	 '
westwaxd.
Our stExdy also reveals that if the latest planetary
ephemeris, JPL Development I;phemerls 9Q is adopted,
the effeat on station location estimates, as summarized
in Table 15, will be to rotate the system approximately 	 r r`
2.5 X 10-L degrees eastward,
1 1!
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Tahte 1. Current z Heights estimates LS 43 and L5 4A-
D5S	 Z, km
Il	 3673.705
22	 3005.029 ^-^
13	 30G0.957
14	 3047.053 r
41	 •^^ 3302.189 I
42	 --3074.589
43	 —3874,750
^t4	 ^-3691.410
51	 --2708.744 ,:	 .__..
Ol	 4114.879
02	 4116.902
03	 4115.105
Table 2A. Summary of tracfsing arc geometry, L5 4S t
Tracking	 Encounter	 Target	 a u aMission	 me	 lake	 planet
htarin t 4	 1905	 1905	 Mars	 12 h 31 min 1.45 —3
encvenrer	 7/8--7/28	 7f 15
Mariner 5	 1907	 _	 _	 _
_ ^-- 8 to $
preencounter	 7/°Z-9/18
Mariner 5	 1907	 29G7	 Venus	 10 h 46 rain 0,53 0	 ''
encounter	 10/14-10/5	 10/19
Mariner 5	 1907	 ^	 _
_
— 2 to —2
pvstencounter	 20/28--11/21
\'Iariner 0
	
1909	 19G9	 hfars	 '0 h 10 n,in 0.04 —24
encounter	 7/25-7/31	 7/31
141ariner 9	 1971	 1971	 MATS	 Z2 h 27 min 0.81 — 22
encounter	 11/9-11 / 13 	 11/14
3
"Apparent right ascension of target plane at encounter date, JPL Development Ephemeris 84
^ FTrue distaucv front Earth tv target planet at encounter date (ACJ}, JPL Development Ephemeris 84
Spacecraft declination (deg)
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Table 2B, Number of data points for each statbn, LS 43
	 Table 4. Spin axis and longitude values, LS 43
Mlsslan PArticipatiag I\TUmber of data DSS r8, I,zn x, deg East
DSS goints by type
lI 520(1,340339 243,1505977
h4nriner4 11 501 F2 12 5212.052093 243.19452(18
encounter 42 27{1 F2 14 5203,p07323 243.1104843
SI 238 P'2 4I 5450.203049 136,8874971
htariner 5 II 104 F2 42 52A5 ,344548 14$.9812787
greencnunter 12 44 F2 5I 5742.939590 27,6854314
	 f
14 101 T^'2 fil 4862.608422 355.7509$5342
fiI
82 r2
504 F2 02 4960 .818264 355.63217E8
62 ISI F2 13 5215.484943 243.2051266
hZuriner S 12 I4$ F2 43 5205.248448 148.9812787
encounter 14 386 F2 44 5193 .977698 148.9778029
4I 48 F2 fi3 4892.451302 355.7519995
62 175 F2
_
Mariner S 12 242 P'2
postencnunter 14 121 F2 'Cahie 5, individual data arc solutions minus LS 43 values
41 99 T^ 2
(i2 212 F2
Manner 6 12 283 F2 DSS Mission Ar m	 A^'B'	 IO-^ deg
encounter 14 531+2	 34°Tau
41 201 F2 lI Mariner 4 encounter
-0.972	 2.04451 26 I '2 Mariner 5 preencnunter 1.403	 1.85802 64 F'2
12 hlarIner 5 preencnunter 1.750	 L939Mariner 9 I2 152 I'2	 $ Mu Mariner 5 encounter 0,672	 -L322encounter 14 29 I+2
4I 155 F2 Mariner 5 postencnunter C,?74	 9.192
62 423 P '2 Mariner 6 encounter -2.562	 0.202
Mnriner 9 enc unter --1,035	 -° 1.090
FA. ^ two -tray doppler, 5-band I4 htariner 5 preencaunter 0,470	 2,807
Tau =Tau ranlye dntn Alnriner 5 encounter - 0.127	 -1.833
?ttu = h [u range date Mariner 5 postencnunter - - 1.361	 9.699
Mnriner 6 encounter - 1.302	 0.257
i^tariner 9 encounter 1.997	 -1.703
4I Mariner 5 encounter --2,373	 -0.332
Table S. Relative coardfna#^
 di{{erences based ,4iariner 5 postencnunter -- 1,985	 1D.692
on geodetic survey in{ormation i4{nriner 6 encounter - 1.r58^1
	 - 0..195
htariner 9 encounter 2.1'x2	 -1.395
5tatian pair ArR, ]nn 47t, del; 42 h3arinar 4 encounter 0,042	 L295
Mnriner S preencnunter 1.733	 2.3681I-12 -5.71166 -0.0439311
51 hiarinc^r 4 encounter 0.174	 1,64114-•12 - 8.D5467 - 0.0840455 A{ariner a encounter 1.264	 -2.655	 s
62-61 -1.79030 -0.11$8472 fil Jlariner 5 preencnunter O.D6D	 2.127
13-12 3 .43285 0.010599$ 62 Mnriner 5 preenrountcr 0.091	 0.441
43--42 -- 0,10110 0.0 Mariner 5 encounter --0.482	 -1.563
Mnriner 5 postencnunter -- 0.$4D	 9,91844-42 -11 .371$5 -0,003475$ Mariner fi encnunt^ r 0.060	 2.215
63--81 - 0.15712 --0,0010142 Mnriner 9 encounter 1.$18
	 -1.507
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Table 6A. 5ummary of tracEcing a^ c geometry from the Manner 10 mission used In I.S 4^
Tracking ^n:aunter	 Target	 bMission data
n	 ^
Sate	 planet
Mariner 10 1974 1974	 Venus	 191151 min	 0.29	 --13
Venus encounter 1/28-2/14 2/5
Mariner 10
1st Mercury Ivlercury	 22 li 52 min	 0.96	 —9
encounter
3/2 —4/10 3/29
pApparent right ascension of target planet at encounter slate, JPL Development Ephemeris 84
eTrue distance from Earth to target pinnet at encounter date (AU}, JPL Dovelopment >;phemeris 84
^Spaceoraft declination (deg}
..
i
i ifrl
Table 66. Number of data paints far each station
Mariner 10 encounter eras
Mission ParheipatingD5S
Number of data
points by type
hfariner 10 12 384 FZ
Venus encounter 14 934 F2
42 121 F2
43 1415 F2
82 347 F2
83 981 F2
Mariner 10 12 181 F2	 3 Plop
1st Mercury 14 425 P'2	 43 Mug
encounter 42 82 P2
43 57S F2	 30 Plap
82 84 F2
83 584 F2	 35 Plop
k2 =two-way dop^ler, S band
?^fu2 = \lu2 range data
Plop =planetary operational ranging points
Table 7. Modifications to the number of data points
for each station, LS Q^3 vs. L5 Ml•
Partici-	 Number of data paints
Alissian	 gating	 by tYC7e
DSS	 LS A3
	
LS 44
\+[ariner 4 it 541 F2 473 F2
encounter 42 278 F2 245 F2
S1 236 F2 181 F2
14lnriner 8 12 ?38 F2 2$3 F2
encounter 14 53 I'2 332 Tau 53 F2 322 T&^:
41 201 F2 241 F2
51 28 F2 28 F2
62 84 F2 79 F2
Mariner 9 i2 152 F2 $ Mu 152 P'2 8 Mi:
encounter 14 29 F2 29 F2
41 155 F2 I94 I'2
(i2 423 F2 4231'2
^^
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i'ahle 8. Changes due to improved processing of LS data
~^ Comparison a£ improved solutions Comparison of improved solutions with
1'arheipating with LS 43 valuesa individual solutions used in L5 435A'fission DSS
'--'
9ra, m
	
^^, lf}-^ deg drA, m	 Da, 10° a deg
Mariner4 lI 0.522	 2.940 1: X94	 D.898
encounter 42 0.485	 2.1D7 0.443	 0.812
51 0.$46	 2.376 0.872	 D.735
Mnriner 5 II 1.549	 1.952 0.14(3	 0.09!3
preencounter 12 1.988	 1.$50 0 .218	 0,089
I4 0.888 2.939 O.I96 0.132
42 1.844 2.515 0. ilI O.I47
BI 0.292 2.228 0,232 0.099
82 0,377 0.799 D.288 0.358
hlariner5 I2 0.700 -1.488 D.D^B -0.188
enconnter 14 -D,082 -1.715 0.065 D.IIS
9i --2.196 -0.363 0.177 ^--0.031
62 --D.393 -1.708 D.089 -0.145
A4ariner 5 12 0,2L7 9.396 -O.D47 0?04
postencounter 14 -1.427 9.94$ --0.088 0,249
41 °-I.976 ID.6@4 Q.009 --0.028
fit -0.749 1D.I00 0.091 0.1$2
Mariner B I2 -2,199 -0.183 0.383 -0.445
encounter 14 -1.203 -0,078 O.I58 ~0.335
4I -1.SI1 -0.58D 0.089 -0.385
5i 1.192 -2,$9S --0.07 --0.240
02 --0.234 0.270 -0.300 -1.945
h4ariner9 i2 °-1.D93 -1.760 --0.058 -0.67D
encounter 14 L73I -2.431 --D.260 -D.728
41 2.120 --°1.731 -O.D52 -D.33(i
62 1.707 -2.343 -O.ilI -D.798
ogre = re (improved) - r^ (L$ 43) gars = r, (improved) -- ra (original )
^^ m a {improved} - A (LS 43) DA -= h (improved) - ^ (original}
i
s'^:1
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Table 9. Mariner It) station location solutions used in I.S 4^F
i
i
b'lission	 ParticipatingDS5 Gr maB' Std Dev m^
Q^'>
10-5 degb
Std Dcv,
10-5 deg
Mariner 10	 12 0:571 0,618 ^-1.723 0.755
Venus eneounttu
	 14 0,2A4 0.550 --2.206 O.G97
42 2.815 1.243 -- I.G73 1.040
43 3.212 0.305 -1.460 0.600
62 0.4{38 0.651 --2.539 0.837
63 0.961 0.403 W-1,48{3 0.712
Mariner IO	 12 2.685 2,093 ^-2 ,770 1.240
1st Mercury	 14 0.628 0.488 --1.881 0,30$
encounter	
42 4,848 1 ,555 4.$08 1.413
43 3.443 0,322 --0.274 0.275
G2 1.132 1.035 - 0,677 0.817
(33 0.282 0.352 -2.230 0.292
a.^r^ ^ r8 (individual solution) -- re (LS 43)
b^^ _ ?^ (individualsnIution) - ^ (L543)
'These are the formal standard deviations (1-a) of the non-consider parameter estimates of the station locations as produced by the
Viking orbit determination program.
i
i ^^
..__
Table 17.. Analysis of ttte spin axis and [angitude vgdate
Table l0. Spin axis and longitude values, LS 44
DSS re, iun r, deg least
I1 5200,340852 243.1505848
12 5212.052472 243.1945123
14 5203.947735 243.1104678
41 5450.203703 136.8874855
42 5205.352165 148.9812708
43 5205.251047 14$.4812726
51 5742,94D1G0 27,6854256
61 4802.608$49 355.754971D
62 4$60.818670 355.6321{331
$3 4862.451845 355.751984D
I3	 S2I5,4$5322	 243.2051121
44	 5193,98679D	 148.9778162
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Infect of
Partici- improved Effect of
prating LS 44-L3 43 process- Mariner 10
DSS ing of L5 data
43 data
Spin axis, 11 0,51 0.44 0.07
m 12 0.38 0.28 O.iO
14 0.41 0.28 0.13
41 U.05 0.12 --0.07
42 2.02 O.SG 2,06
48 3.15 0.40 2.04
5I 0.57 0.83 --O.OG
61 0.43 0.23 0,20
62 0.41 0,14 0.28
63 0.56 0.28 0,28
Longitude, 11 -1,29 -0 .64 -0,65
IO- 5
 deg 12 -1.45 - 0.70 --0.75
14 -L65 -0.05 -1.00
41 --1.10 --0.47 -0,69
42 -0.79 -0,58 -0.21
43 -0.61 --0.58 -0.03
51 --0,54 -0.46 --0.13
61 --1.43 --0.75 -0.08
62 -^I:57 -0.80 -0.77
G3 --1.58 -0.77 --0.81
93
,,
^^
Table 12A. Target planet ephemeris parameters
Target
planet	 D8,	 Da,
	Mission	 declination,	 arc-sec	 Ara-sec
DI; $4, deg
	
Mariner 4	 --3.1$97	 -0 ,0265612	 O,OG$4338
encounter
	Mariner 5	 B.24G4	 ^-- 0,0301313	 0.0727104
encounter
	Mariner 6	 -24.4210	 -D,OS30366	 0,0708131
encounter
	Mariner 9	 -11,505	 -0.02G7841	 O,11D378G
encounter
	
Mariner 1D
	
-13.22$4	 -0,0492917	 0.109137
Venus
encaunter
	
Mariner 10
	 ---9.3958	 D,03089$G	 0,0905302
1st Mercury
encounter
Target planet declinations are relative to spacecraft encounter
times.
a =target planet right ascension, S = target planet declination.
Aa ^ a(D); 9G) - a(DP 84), at spacecraft encounter time,
A8 W s(D^ 9G) - S(D^ 84}, at spacecraft encounter time.
7'aBfe 128. Predicted effect of an ephemeris updafa an station i.00ation Set 44
(178 96 minus ^)= 84 indiuldual data arc solutions)
Mariner 10
Participating Mariner 4 Mariner 5 Mariner 6 Mariner 9 Mariner 10 Mercury 1
DSS encaunter encounter encounter encounter encounter
encounter
Spin axis, m I1 0.04
12 -0.08 O,GI 0.14 p,29 --0.13
14 -0.08 O.GI 0.14 0.29 --0.13
41 -0,09 0,64 0,14
42 0.04 0.29 --0.13
43 0.29 -L`,13
51 O.D4 O.ti7
81
G2 -0.08 0.57 0.13 0.27 --0.12
03 0.27 -0.12
Longitude, 11 1.50
10-n def 12 2.02 1,97 3,07 3.03 2.51
14 2.02 1.97 3.07 3.03 2,51
41 2,02 1.97 3,07
42 1.90 3,03 2.51
43 3.03 2,51
51 1.90 1.97
81
G2 2.02 1.97 3.07 3,03 2,51
(33 3.03 2.51
44	
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Table 13, True effect of an ephemeris update on station Location Set 44
(DE 96 minus AS 84 individuaE data arc solutions)
Mariner 5 Mariner 5 Mariner 10 hfnriner 10ParticipaEing ?Mariner ^ are_ Mariner 5 post_ Mariner G Mariner 9 genus Mercury 1
DSS encounter
encounter encounter encounter encounter encounter encounter encounter
Spin axis, m 11 -0.585 D.204
12 O.I51 -0.410 0.040 0.284 0.278 0.279 --0.184
14 -0,005 -0.250 O.OD4 0.328 0.234 0.281 -0.119
41 0.598 --4.040 0.395 0.254
42 0,33D 0.054 0.284 --0.188
43 0,272 ---0.122
Sl --4.D94 0.398
Gl 0.018
G2 0.178 -0.052 D.004 0.407 0.218 0.284 -4.141
G3 0.287 --0.101
Longitude, 11 3,502 1.937
10-5
 deg ^ 2,681 1.848 2.345 2.141 3.412 3.142 2.537
I4 1.943 1.495 2.339 2.168 3.390 3.121 2.498
4I i.82G 2,292 2.148 3.350
42 2.354 1.615 3,152 2.434
43 3.107 2.543
51 2.634 2.213
G1 1.921
tit 3.333 1.728 2.338 2.1$7 3.404 3.188 2.498
G3 3.111 2.493
f
1^1
^:
--
Table 14. Spin axis ant[ longitude values -
comhined solution for OS 96
DSS	 r^, Icm
	 T, deg Enst
11 5206,344775 243,1508103
12 5212.052461 243.1945377
14 5203.997723 243.1104930
41 5450.203863 136.8875110
42 5205.352285 148,9812947
43 5205.251765 148,9812975
51 5742.940200 27.6854493
iii 48G2.6D8409 355.75099{34
62 4880.818730 355.6321890
G3 4862.451921 355.7520093
13 5215,485311 243.2051375
Table 15. Sffect of an epiemeris update on station locations
(combined DS 46 solution minus LS 44 values)
D55 .^rA, m ^a, 10-5
 deg
11 -- 0.077 2.55
12 ..- 0,011 2.54
14 --0.412 2,52
41 4.16D 2.55
42 0.120 2.39
43 0.068 2.49
51 0.040 2,37
G1 O.OG4 2.54
82 0.060 2.59
63 0,078 2.53
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HighwEffic^enc^ Sour Concentrator
F'. L. Lansing and J. Darman
DSN l=ngineering Section
A new trype of solar concentrator is presented using liryuid leases and sf^nple
translational tracking mechanism. T'he concentrator achieves a 100:1 nominal can-
centration ratio and is^compared in performance u;itlr a flat-plate collector having
two sheets of glazing and non-selective coating. The results of the they real analysis
show that I:igTrer temperatures can be obtained with the concentrator than is pos-
sible w•itl: the non-can^^entrator flat-plate type. Furtltermare, the thermal ef fi-
cfencry far exceeds that of the cnrnparatiUe flat-plate type for all operating can-
ditians.
Introduction
One of the fundamental problems associated with the
effort to replace conventional energy sources by solar
energy is to achieve high-temperature collection at very
Ia^v cost, High temperature is feasible if the solar energy
is concentrated and delivered to a collecting medium such
as a gas or Iiqui^. Tile greater the energy concentration,
the greater the temperature of the collecting medium and
the more useful the energy collected €or heating, aircondi-
tioning, and electric power generation. Unfortunately,
low-cost flat-plate solar collectors cannot operate effi-
ciently at temperatures a gave 100°C, and presently avail-
able higher temperahtre concentrators are very expensive
(approximately 5 to 10 times the cast of flat-plate col-
lectors).
This article describes a Iow-cost method of manufac-
turing ahigh-temperature solar concentrator• There are
two main features of the design that are unique; (a) a
liquid lens construction of optimum shape with 100:1
nnminal concentration ratio, and (b) a translational rather
than rotational tracking mechanism. There is a resem-
blance between the construction of this design to that of
a simple, non-concentrating flat-plate solar collector hav-
ing t^vo sheets of glazing, and it is estimated That it will
cost only approximately 25 percent more for the liquid
lens construction.
Description
The main features of the solar concentrator are indi-
cated in rig. ].. The major elements of the device are the
lens assembly, working medium tubes, and the tracking
mechanism, The Iens assembly forms a series of individual
lenses arranged side by side and is fabricated from trans-
parent plastic or glass, as illustrated in P`ig. 2. The curva-
ture of the upper and lower smells of the lens assembly is
designed for minimum focal length and optimum concen-
tration ratio, The space between shells is filled with
liquid. The initial design used water as the filling medium
a
for its low cost, The refraction index of water (I.33)
cIoseIy approximates that of glass (f.5) so tI^at the lens
optical transmissivity closely approximates that achieved
by a solid lens manufactured Pram glass. Tt is foreseen that
other .#ransparent liquids or additives may enhance. the
performance of the concentrator for different applications.
The Iens assembly design also includes compensation for
expansion and the contraction of the liquid filler in addi-
tion to means for filling, draining, and cleaning. (not
shown in figures}, The outer sheIIs of the lens assembly
are inexpensive to manufacture and light in weight for
easy shipment and site installation.
The working medium tubes can be made of capper,
steel, or aluminum and are placed an a thermal insulation
layer at the focal lines of the individual ]enses. There is
no fin or plate connection of the tubes as is normal with
flat-plate solar collectors. The tube surface is coated with
a mat-black paint for maximum absorption. ^, nominal
concentration ratio of 1.00:I was demonstrated experi-
mentally on the single lens shown in 7^"ig. 2, The resulting
high temperatures can . lead to a feasible application in
electric power generation through solar-Rankine power
cycles.
The function of the unique tracking mecliauism adopted
in this concentrator is to maintain tl^e focal line at the
working medium tubes independent of the Sun's incidence
angle as indicated in Fig. 3. A simple drive system con-
sisting of a fractional harsPpo^ver electric motor, reduc-
tion gear and an eccentric disk moves the tans assembly
on °ts rollers in a translational moHan with simple har-
monic motion at a frequency of one eycIe per day. Com-
pensation for differences. between summer and winter
solstice and intermediate seasonal variations is achieved
by eccentricity adjustments of the disk.
An important feature of the design is the absence of
environmental impact. If water is chosen as the liquid
filler for the Senses, it represents little or no hazard in case
of leakage failure.
Ill. Thermal Analysis
This is performed by applying the first law- of thermo-
dynamics and the I^eat rate equations at steady-state con-
dition to the unit concentrator. shown in Fig. 2, which is
composed of one 2-dimensional lens, a single tube at the
lens fecal line and the working fluid, tlfter manipulating
the energy balance equations far the Iens, the tube, and
khe working fluid, the fluid temperature difference be-
tween the inlet and the outlet sections can be written. as
(Tou: — T in)i = [« r1ZR—Uc^ (Tin—Tn}^
I r	 ^	 `" UeiUnJl	 ^^
Uet	 I' — exp RGJCJ(Ue^-l-Up1i)
	
(f)
where UAJi is the tube surface -to -fluid eanductanoe coeffi-
cient expressed by Whillier (Ref. 1) far laminar water
flow in tubes in then form
O.osS^ ^ mJ
_ 2.^I$^
	
Ldi
UpJ,	
cl, . +
	
mr ^,g	
(2)
^. + o.oss^ ^ L
The concentrator thermal efficiency is then given by
GJCJ(Tocit"Tin)1
For comparison,. the performance of a flat-plate type col-
lector is given, based on analysis by W1iiIIier (Ref. 1). The
comparative flat-plate design is shown in Fig. 4 and
includes double glazing and a metallic plate integral with
.the tubes. The tube's dimensions, lateral spacing, and
the optical properties of their coating material are taken
the same as for the concentrator. The resulting fluid
temperature difference can be written as
(To^^c-7'ln}^ = [ar2I _" Ue2( Z'i^—Ta)l
where UpJ, is the "equivalent" conductance coefficient
behveen the fluid and the combined fin and tubes, given
by the following relation
	
UpJ^ ^ ^rdr Un,l	 U^.ldq + 2i?F)
where I^' is the fin efficiency determined from
tank .^	 U``H
r— xs	 (s)
	
1?	 U°°^^
V Kfi
The corresponding therrnal efficiency is then expressed as
GJCf{Tout ~- Ts n)^	 (7)^f t8x	 I
l0a
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Table 1 presents the results of a numerical comparison
behvecn tl^e concentrator and the double-glazing toI-
iector, and is constructed from the following assumed
operating conditions:
Solar radiation intensity I = 7C0 ketii/(i. • rn^}
Ambient air temperature Ta = 20 ° C
InIetfIuid temperature T,,, = 30°C
Tube surface absorptivity a = 0.9
Tube surface emissivity e = 0.9
Water-lens transmissivity' r, = 0.78
"Effective' transmissivity of . r_ — 0.$3
double glazing-
Water specific heat cr ^ 1 kcal/kg°C
Tube length L = I.2 m
Tube inner diameter dr = 0.007 m
Tuba outer diameter d° = D.OZO m
Ilalf width of fin ^ = 0.075 m
Plate thickness S = O.OD15 m
Tube material conductivity K = 45 kcal/(h • m°C)
(galvanized steel)
Lens/tube area ratio R = IB (ach^al concen-
tration ratio)
Number of lens/collector
	 ZS
panels
Heat loss coefficient
	 Ur, = 7.33 kcal/h • m=°C
behveen tube (or piste)
st,rfate and ambient air y
	Uri = 3.42 kcal/h • m^°C
The above operating conditions were abstracted From
the experimental results of flat-plate solar collectors to
yield a practical evaluation of their comparison. The effi-
ciency results are plotted as shown in Figs. S and Ei.
^CaIculated based on a lens average thickness of 3.81 em, a refrac-
tion index of 1.33 and on extinction inefficient of 0.08 em-1
"-13ased on 0.32 cm thickness for each panel, an extinction coeffi-
cicnt of 0.08 rim r
 and a refraction index of 1.520
9 Up^ is based on an average temperature of 1;20°C and U e,, is based
on an average temperature of 70°C.
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rv. Con+^lusions
(1) The improved efficiency of the concentrator Com-
pared with the double-glazing collector at a given
radiation intensity and a wide range of fluid mass
flux is plotted in Fit;. 5. The percentage improve-
ment in efficiency is also ineIuded for comparison
iri Table I, It appears #hat the thermal efficiency
obtained from the concentrator exceeds that of tl^e
comparative double-glazing collector far alI operat-
ing conditions. As an example, for a high tempera-
ture application where the fluid is heated by 175°C,
the corresponding mass fItzx is 2.5 kg/(h • m=) and an
improvement in the thermal efficiency of 76 percent
is obtained, On the other band, for a IZiglt efficiency
operation, Table 1 indicates that a large mass flux
of IOD kg/(h • nn =) gives an efficiency improvement
of 13 percent over the double-glazing collector,
which is still considered a useful gain in collector
performance.
(2} The performance curve expressing the thermal effi-
ciency vs. the variable (T,n — T^}/I at a selected
mass flux of 34 kg/(h • m=) is as shown in Fig. G, The
straight line relationship is evident from the fluid
temperature rise expressions given by 7jgs, (1) and
(4). For the concentrator, the thermal efficiency
can be written as
r Trn — Ta
^
^]rr„ = D.6$4 — 0.447 ` 	 I	 ($)
and that far the double-glazing collector as
^T1u 
`T n^
^]rrrs = O.t3I9 — 2.835	 r	 (9)
The "zero-efficiency" condition, with a radiation
intensity of 70D kcal/(h
 
• m^), corresponds to an
inlet flteid temperature of 2072°C for the concen-
trator and I53°C far the double-glazing collector.
This result shows that the maximum temperatures
that can be reached by the concentrator are much
higher than is possible with the comparative double-
glazingtype.
(3} The slope of the performance curves of Fig, ti,
►which is a measure of the heat loss, is shotun to
have a smaller value for the concentrator com-
pared with the datFble-glazing collector. This is due
to the fact that in the cast of the concentrator the
Boat loss Coefficient between the #ube and the
ambient air per unit area of the collector is given
IQI
^.
f
I
's
II
t.'.
1
	
^^.
by U°,/R, while dirt far the double-glazing type is
Ue^. This means that the reduction in heat losses to
the surroundings, brought by focusing die incident
energy on a smaller area, auhveiglis its increase duo
to higher temperatures obtained.
(^) I'raetical examples of die utilization of the present
concentrator in airconditioning and/ar power gen-
eration applications, are taken from Talale ]. as
follows:
(a} For an electric-power generation application, a
mass flux aF 2.5 kg/(li • m") is chosen for each
concentrator panel (1.2 X 2.^ m) which results
in an exit fluid temperature of 20.7°C. If a
atankine paver cycle is operated between
244.7°C and an ambient temperature 20°C as
its temperature limits at 54 percent relative effi-
ciency to the Carnet cycle, it will give a thermal
efficiency of I CJ percent. This means that one
concentrator panel can produce a mechanical
work equivalent to 0,2$ k«^ per panel far Query
hour of operation.
(b) It appears feasible for the aireonditioning load
of a normal: residence {3 tons of refi•igeration}
to be carried out totally by solar energy. For
example, if the airconditioner used is a rneclian-
ical vapor compression refrigeration unit that is
_driven. by asolar-Rankine cycle it will consume
about 3.G k^V. Tn this case, 12,8 concentrator
panels are needed with n total area of 37 m=
{100 ft=).
On the other hand, if the airconditioner used is
of die absorption type, a collector temperature
in the order of 100°Cis sufficient. A mass flux
of 5 kg/(h • m-) from Table I will result. in a
fluid temperature of 121.3°C, which is adequate
far full-load operation (coefficient of perfar-
mance is about O.G5). In this case, only 10.G
concentrator panels are needed for aircondi-
tioning the house tvillt a total area of 30.G m=
(328 ft-): Both cases indicate tlxat the required
collection area for airconditioning is adequate
and does not exceed that of a south^facing roof
in most houses.
Definition of terms
cl 	 i:luid specific iaeat, kcal/kg • °C
cl^	 inner tube diameter, m
d° outer tube diameter, m
r	 fin efficiency
G^ fluid mass flux (flaw rate-per unit collector area),
kg/h • m^
I	 solar radiation intensity, kcal /(h • m=)
K	 conductivity, kcal/(h • m° C}
Q	 half width of fin, m
L -tube length, m
att^ mass flew rate per tube, kg/hr
R	 lens area/concentrator tube projected area
T,^ .inlet fluid temperature, °C
T°„^ outlet fluid temperature, °C
T4 ambient temperature, °C
U^ "effective” heat loss coefficient between tube (or
'plate} surface and ambient, kcal/(hr • m° • °C)
Unf tube (ar plate) surface to fluid conductance coeffi-
cient, kcal/h • m° • ° C)
a	 absorptivity
r	 transmissivity
S	 plate thickness, m
E	 emissivity
^rr^ thermal efficiency
Subscripts
1	 concentrator
2	 double-glazing collector
r
^_
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Teble 3.. Numeric comparison between solar concentrator and analogous flat-plate double•glazing collector
Fluid temperature rise, (To,^^--T{„) °C '1'hermnl efficiency ^, 5bGr, FIo^vrate per ro Improvement
kg/(h • m= ) tulle, kg^h Concentrntar	 Double-glnzing Concentrator Daublc-glnzing in efficiency
0 0 1062.6	 142.9 00.0 00.0 0
2.5 OMB 174.7 	 99.1 {i2.4 35.4 TB
5 0.90 91.3	 ti3.8 05.2 95.0 43
10 1.92 40.7	 36.(3 00.7 52.4 27
20 3.$4 23.6	 19.7 {37.5 56.4 20
30 5.76 15.8	 13.5 67.8 57.9 17
50. rJ.e 9.5
	 8.3 BS.I 59.2 15
100 19.2 4.8
	 4.2 08.4 00.5 13
i '^1
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Pig. 1. Overall view at the solar concentrator
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Fig. 2. Working principle of a "liquid" lens
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ATwo-Dimensional Finite-Difference Solution
for the Transient Thermal Behavior
of a Tubular Solar Collector
F. L, Lansing
DSN Engineering Section
A numerical procedure was established using the finite-di$erenee technique in
the determination of the time-vanfing temperature distribution of a tubular solar
collector under changing solar radiancy and ambient temperature. Three types of
spatial rliscretizatian processes were considered and compared for their accuracit
of computations and for selection of the shortest computer time and cost. The
stability criteria of this technique was analz^zed in detail to give the critical time
increment to ensure stable computations. The results of the numerica! analr^sis
were in good agreement with the analytical solution previously reported. The
numerical method proved to be a powerful tool in the investigation of the collector
sensitivity to two di$erent flow patterns and several flow control mechanisms.
^^
1. Introduction
The need for an accurate prediction of the thermal
behavior of solar collectors, to be used as a basic tool for
their performance comparison, has become increasingly
important with the rapid development of solar energy
technology. For example, imposing changes on a specific
solar collector such as introducing a new geometrical
configuration, having a different control mechanism for
its working fluid or developing new optical properties for
the glazing and coating, require a sufficiently general
analytical model which is both an adequate idealization
of thr physical system and capable of reasonably simple
mathematical description.
The common procedure in analyzing the time-varying
response of solar collectors has been based on a sequence
of events of equal time intervals that range from 30 to
80 minutes, at the end of which the solar collector is
assumed to have reached a quasi steady-state condition.
This procedure cannot be generalized for all types of
solar collectors and is restricted to those which possess
very small thermal capacitance or very short response
time (approximately 10 minutes) to the solar radiancy
changes. The procedure would fit most flatplate collec-
tors.
The solar collector under study has been selected as a
candidate for C^Idstone DSC(; rmer^• conservation pro-
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jeeps. The time taken by this colIectar to reach quasi
steady-state condition, measured experimentally by the
solar simulator team at NASA Lewis Research Center,
vas approximately one hour. Accordingly, a new investi-
gation was required for an accurate procedure to study
its transient thermal behavior.
The passibility of finding an exact analytical saIution
was not exelu.ded from the investigation and was reported
in a previous article (Ref. I). The first results indicated
tliat the problem can be solved by a closed algebraic
form, but it is highly complicated. To faeiIitate floe com-
putations, numerical solutions are preferred. Tlae finite-
difference method vas Haan selected for the transient
thermal study to supplement the analytical methods for
additional coverage for this type of solar coIIeetar at alI
operating conditions.
ll. Numerical Analysis
The numerical solution using thefinite-difference meth-
od has become more popular in solving heat-transfer
problems with the availability of high-speed digital com-
puters and their associated technology. This method is
Lased if a high degree of accuracy is required. or ff floe
problem is of considerable size and complexity.
In the finite-difference method, space and time discreti-
zation processes lead to a set of algebraic equations
(nodal equations) instead of floe partial differential equa-
tions that characterize the system. The nodal equations
can be derived by purely mathematical methods ar by
energy consideration at the node of each spatial segment.
A. Collector description and Flov^ Patterns
Tlae tubular collector unit, as shown schematically in
rigs. I and 2, is composed of three concentric tubes; an
inner .tube, an absorber tube, and a cover tube. The
annulus space between the absorbor and cover tubes is
evacuated to minimize convection and conduction losses.
The absorber tube surface is coated with a selective
material to reduco the ouhvard long-wave radiation
losses. In flow pattern O1 , as shown in rig. I (a), the
circulating fluid starts from the open-end section of the
inner tube. At the closed end of the collector, the fluid
reverses its direction and passes in floe annulus spacing
behveen the inner and absorber rubes. Tn flow pattern
0, as shown in rig, l (b}, floe fluid path is reversed from
the above. Each collector module. consists of 24 collector
units formed from fi.sw patterns ^ and ^ in an alter-
nate series as shown in rig, 2. For more irradianey
augmentation, the set of coD,ectars is mounted with later-
al spaces separating diem fi •om each other with a highly
reflective back reflector.
l3. Program Procedure
Figure 3 illusizates one axisymmetrie segment of the
collector tube and floe nodal and edge temperatures used
throughout tlae analysis, The segment has ^ a thickness
oX and is bounded by sections {j} and {j -}- ].} perpendic-
ul•zr to the axis of symmetry. The nodal temperatures of
floe Jtla segment are located at the midsection of tho seg-
ment and are denoted by TMi. Four nodal temperatures
are assigned to each segment, one for each of the fallow
ing: the inner fluid pass, floe outer fluid pass, the absorber
tube surface, and the cover-tube surface temperatures.
Because of floe constrained boundary conditions at the
open end and the closed end of each colIectar unit, as well
as between the different flow patterns in series, the nodal
temperatures of the fluid in the inner and outer passes
only are converted back to the edge temperatures, after
each computation process with an increment of time D8.
This results in a ttva-dimensional temperature distZibu-
tion for floe axisymmetric colIectar unit; in floe axial direc-
tion and in the radial direction. No alIowanee is made for
circumferential temperature differences bchveen the
upper tube's surface of the collector unit facing the Sun
and the bottom tube's snrface facing floe back reflector.
This means that the temperatures are uniform circum-
ferentially.
Tlae energy baIanee equations are listed in Appendix
A for convenience. The present set of nodal and edge
temperatures at time 8 are then grouped together in a
matrix format, and the corresponding future set of tem-
peratures at time (B + oB) is then computed and up-
dated using matrix multiplication algebra. The com-
putations proceed in the above sequence after preas»
signing an initial set of temperatures. The latter can be
arbitrarily deteranined based on past experience or can
be given as a result of measurements,
Ifl. Results and Conclusions
One of the obstacles that is met during floe execution of
the computations is the numerical instability. In Appen-
dix B, the necessary stability criteria arc derived and
presented for each flow pattern. This shows that the in-
cremeni time ^B and the spatial increment OX cannot
be arbitrarily chosen, but must be calculated from the
above criteria to ensure stable computations. It can be
shown from the critical stability condition Eq. {13-2}, that
I
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the smaller the size of each segment, dX, leads to a
smaller allay- able increment of time dB and a larger
program e^.ecution time. This is due to the doubling of
camplexity; first due to the tnereased size of the matrices
with larger number of segments, and second to the in-
creasednumber of repetitions with smaller time intervals.
Several program rues were made and the results are
Iisted as follows:
{I} The time-varying temperature distribution of the
working fluid in a unit collector at some given operating
canditian is plotted in Figs, ^ and 5 for flaw patterns O
and O2 ,respectively. The collector fluid temperature is
assumed to be uniform at 70°C before a sudden step of
solar radiancy of 0.75 kW/m = is imposed and remains
constant thereafter. In bath flow patterns, the steady-state
exit fluid temperature reaches the same value of 78°C as
shown in frame (d) of Figs. ^ and 5. It is clear from the
time frames {a), (b) and (c) of Figs. 4 and 5, the distinct
difference in responding to changes of the solar radiation
behveen the different flow patterns. The exit fluid tem-
perature of flaw pattern OI responds by a much faster
rate in the early stages since the fluid leaves the collector
as soon as it absorbs tl^e useful energy from the annulus
area facing the Sun. On the other band, the exit fluid
temperature of flow pattern O2 is not significantly in-
crcased until the relatively colder fluid in the center tulle
is discharged. This results in n much higher fluid tem-
perature at the closed end of the collector which may
cause some Iocal degradations of the selective coating
for this type of flow pattern,
(2} The exit fluid temperature obtained from the nu-
merical results of floe previous unit collector runs is
plotted in Fig. 6. Superimposed an Fig, G is the analytical
solution previously reported in Ref. (1) for the same
operating conditions, optical and geometrical properties,
Although the analytical solution was made with the as-
sumption of zero tube thermal capacitance, it is in goad
agreement with the numerical solution which considers
such a thermal capacitance with only a maximum devia-
tion of ± 0.5°C, The deviation between the numerical
and analytical solutions in the first 5 min in Fig, G is
due to the different estimates of the initial temperature
profile. The analytical solution consfclers an irritial steady-
state temperature profile with inlet fluid temperature of
70°C, which results in an exit temperature a£ G9.2°C,
{Ref. I}, vvliile the numerical solution arbitrarily assigns
a uniform fluid temperature of i0°C in the t<vo fluid
passes.
(3) The finite-difference numerical solution is then
applied to t^vo collector units connected in series as
112
shown in Fig, 2. In this case, the following hvo impor-
tant criteria have been studied;
(a) The effect of changing the diameter of the inner
tube on the rate of temperature growth is plotted as
sha^vn in Fig. 7, The manufacturer's specification of fine
inner diameter, D i , is I0.5 mm, which makes the fluid
velocity in the inner fluid pass seventeen times larger
than the fluid velocity in the annulus pass. The reason
for that selection is to shorten the residence time inside
the center tube for faster extraction of the hot fluid,
tlaouglr it causes an excessive impulse force at the cIosed-
end of the collector, On the *:Sher hand, the minimiza-
tion of these impulsive forces requires that the velocity
in each fluid pass should be equal and.the inner diameter
in this cast would be 29 mm, It is clear Pram Fig. 7 that
reducing the diameter D^ willfasten the response of the
collector after about 20 min, though it has no effect an
the steady-state temperature that could be reached.
(b) The rats of cooling of the collector at zero solar
radiation is illustrated in Fig. 8. The fluid in the hvo
collector units is assumed uniform at 87°C when a sud-
den drop of the solar radiation to zero value is imposed
and remains constant thereafter. The rate of cooling
amounts to 2.9°C/h to an ambient temperature of 30°C,
This shows the very Iow Beat loss coefficient that this
collector possesses over fiat plate types. This is mainly
due to the vacuum employed and the use of selective
coatings•
(4)The application of the numerical solution has been
extended further to study a complete module, consisting
of 2^1 collector units connected in series with alternating
flow patterns. Three different computer programs have
been written corresponding to three different space dis-
cretization processes for N = •4, 2 and 1. This results in a
substantial reduction. of computer time and cost as the
number of segments per tube is reduced. Far example,
the computer time is approximately in the ratio of
16:4:1 as the number of segments N goes from 4:2:I, re-
spectiveIy. This is due to the squared-reduction effects
of matrices size and the number of time loops required.
Regarding accuracy, it has been found that increasing
the space segments ]zas an insignificant effect as shown in
Fig. 9. The temperature deviation is shown to be -!- 1
percent as the number of segrrrents N is reduced from 2
to 1 which was done to obfain a 75 percent reduction of
the computer time and asst.
(5)The praciacal use of the tubular solar collector has
indicated that the maximum end-to-end temperature rise
across one rnadule can reach as high as 50°C or apr"^xi-
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mately 2°C for each collector unit. This Iow tempera-
i-uredifferential of the working fluid results in an insignif-
icant temperature gradient across bath the cover and
absorber tube ends. Several module runs with tluee
types of spatial divisions (four, t^vo and one-segment
per tube} indicate that the one-segment solution is more
than adequate for the temperature profile prediction
without sacrificing accuracy..The four-segment solution
is not recommended as it consumes excessive computer
time (at least 1G times .that of cone-segment solution}.
The two-segment solution may or may not be used for
further studies, depending on the aIlowable program
funds.
({3} - The coIIector circulating fluid may be stopp4d
during operation at i ^e folIo^ving two time periods as a
temperature vs. flow control technique: (a) from mid-
night to about $:00 a.m. when the sun starts to rise, and
(b} from the sunset at about 7:00 p.m, to midnight. The
control system is designed to conserve what is collected
during the sunshine hours. The actual hours of operation
vary from day to day, depending an the type of applica-
tion and the solar radiation time,
To allow far this, the numerical analysis program is
provided with t<vo extra computational controls. Tl^e first
handles the periods of shut-down rvlien all the 24 collec-
tor units behave as a single collector unit regardless of
flow patterns, as accur^ when the module end-to-end
temperature diifere^^cc ^^ zero or 2°C at the maximum.
The second computational control deals with sudden
diurnal shut down after operation with a module end-to-
cndtemperature difference exceeding 2°C.
(7) In Fig, 10 the results of six different flow control
processes are plotted far a collector module {24 units in
series) under variable solar radiancy and ambient tem-
peratures. The total incident solar radiation falling an
a plane surface at 24°C with the horizontal and facing
south is registered and plotted far June 2, 1975 at the
Goldstone DSCC, California. The accumulated solar
irradiancy for that day was 10AG5 kWh/m^ and with a
collector module projected area of 2.G0^ rn^, the total in-
cident energy amounted to 27.22$ kWh. The numerical
analysis provided a valuable assistance in exposing the
transient thermal behavior of the collector under several
flow controls and tl^e understanding of its important fea-
tures. The flow control processes are as follows:
(a) Flora Control 0: The fluid is left stagnant starting
at midnight with a temperature of 20°C equal to the
ambient temperature. During the sunshine period, the
temperature rises and reaches a maximum of 230°C at
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around 4:40 a.m. under the given solar radiancy. Tl^e
slow rate of cooling as discussed in item {3} b, will keep
the fluid hot mast of the time, and the temperature will
reach about I30°C at the following midnight, Since no
drainage of hat water is assumed in files coritxol, file over-
all thermal collection efficiency will be zero,
(b) I'Ivw Control 20: This is simiLnr to flow control
OI except that the fluid is left stagnant starting midnight
at a temperature of 70°C. At about 6:00 a.m. the fluid
temperature drops by 13°C due to night cooling, and
then starts to pick up some heat as the sun rises.. The
maximum temperature is found to be 244°Cat 4:00 p,m,
and it drops to 130°C at the following midnight as in
flow control ^1 ,The overall thermal collection cif ciency
is 1Lso zero with this control. The results from flaw con-
trols 0 and ^ indicate that the no-flaw maximumfluid temperature, though not significantly varying with
the temperature of the residinf; fluid at mitjnighf, can
reach. excessive values that cause severe thermal stresses
and coating degradation problems.
(c) Floto Control 03 : This is a modification of flow
eontral 0 whereby the fluid is left stagnant starting
midnight with 20°C temperature and after reaching a
temperature of 70°C at about 9 a.m., a fluid circulating
pump is turned un and a uniform flow rate of 22 kg/h
from the storage tank flaws into the collector, The fluid
temperature oscillates around 130°C for 5 1^  hours (10;30
a.m. to 4:40 p.m,) and then drops to 70°C at about 7:00
p.m, The peak of the accumulated thermal energy for the
day occurs at 7:00 p.m. and reaches 36.23 percent of the
total incident solar energy.
(d) Tlow Control ®: This is the same as flow control
3 except that the pump is rated at 33 kg/li, The $uid
temperature thus oscillates about 110°C far 5 1/z h (10:30
a.m. to 4:00 p.m,j; a temperature and a range most
suitable for running an absorption type of air conditioner.
The peak of the accumulated thermal energy for the day
occurs at G;30 p.m. and reaches 37.39 percent of the total
incident solar energy,
(e) Flog; C^ntrnl ^: Tl1is is a modification of flow
eontral 0 whereby the fluid is left stagnant starting
midnight with 70°C temperature and after reaching a
temperature of 70°C at 8:00 a.m., a fluid circulating
pump is turned on and a uniform flow rate of 33 kg/h
from the storage tank Sows into the collector. The $uid
temperature oscillates around lI0°C for about 7 h (9;I5
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. which is longer than the range given
by flow control L1' The peak of the accumulated thermal
].I3
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energy for the day occurs at 6:30 p.rn, and reaches 42.34
percent of the total incident solar energy.
(f) Floip Control ^: This is a continuous pumping
operation for 24 h with a flow rate of 33 kg/h of the fluid
at 70°C starting at midnight. The temperature drop far
the period from midnight to 5:00 a.m, is only 5°C, As
the Sun rises, the fluid temperat^ue starts to increase and
matches the temperatures xeaehed by flow controls
and O. The peal: of tha accumulated thermal energy
occurs at 6;30 p.m- and reaches 42.72 percent of the total
incidci.t solar energy.
It is .cIo<2r from the above six trials of flo^v control that
flow control S^provides the^lugl:est accumuIated'tliermal
elficieney (42.34%a) as well as Clio required hot tem-
perature (110°C} for an airconditioning application
aver a peiYOd of about 7 li (^J;I5 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.),
1+^^
Def'rn^^ion of Terms
C Specific heat of tube material, kWhlkg • °C
Cf Specific heat of flowing fluid, kWh/kg • °C
D Tube diameter, m
F Augmented radiation factor, >1
Gmn Thermal Conductance, kW/m3
I Direct solar radiancy, kW/m^
L Tube length, m
m^ Fluid mass flow- rate, kg/h
N Number of space elements per tube,
Qi„ Nadal internal heat generation, kWh
r Reflectivity,
T Edge temperature, K
TNI Nodal temperature, K
Tern Sky temperature, K
TQn,^ Ambient temperature, K
U°C Radiative heat transfer coefficient between .the
absorber and the cover tubes, kW/m^ • °C
U°n Overall heat transfer coefficient between the ab-
serber tube and the outer fluid in the annulus,
kW/m= • °C
rlry Convective heat transfer coefficient behveen tl^e
cover tuba and the ambient air, kW/m^ . °C
Uo , Overall heat transfer eoef!'icient behveen the outer
fluid and tho inner fluid, kW/m° • °C
U*d Radiative beat transfer coefficient behveen the
cover tube and sky, kW/m' • °C
V Volume, ma
X Distance measured from the inlet- tube section, m
8 Timc, h
a Absorptivity
^ Emissivity
r Transmissivity of cover tube
S Tube thickness, m
p Density, kg/m^
A Increment
Subscripts
a absorber tube
° cover-tube
f fluid
i inner fluid, in the center tube
° outer fluid, in the annulus area
^^^DD^GT^ILI^ Dli r^:::..
r^^^^^^ pL^.GE L^ ^'G^ : -.
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Fig. 2. Two collector units in series
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ZS
24
23
22
21
20
191
161
171
161
19
111
131
121
lu
la
90
80
Fig. 10. Complete day performance of a collector module (24 units) under variable solar radiancy, ambient temperature and six flow control mechanisms
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Appendix A
Nodal Energy Equations
1. general Remarks
The first step in obtaining the nodal equations is to
subdivide the collector tubes into spatial segments by
sections. as shown in Fig. 3, Iocate a node in the center
of each segment and then calculate the conductances
between adjaeenfi nodes. The energy balance for the
mth node wl^ieli is surrounded by n adjacent nodes, is
then considered during a small time interval fl8. During
this time interval, the temperatures of the n nodes are
assumed to remain constant. Accordingly,
pm Cm vm 
QBm 
= ^i CTma^ [Tn(B} ^' Tm(B)] -^- Qin
{A-]^)
where V,,, is the volume assigned to the segment whose
node is m, G°,„ is the thermal conductance between nodes
m, n, and Q;,, is the rate- of heat generation in the node
if any. The difference aT,,, may be expressed in terms of
either a forward, a backward or amid-difference (Ref. 2)
which will yield different forms of Eq. (A-I). The sirtt-
plestfarm is obtained using the "forward" difference and
is chosen for the present work, i,e.,
In this case, the future temperature Trn {B -}- AB) is ex-
plicitly obtained from the knawIedge of the present tem-
peratures T,,,(B) and T„(B) at time B. Combining Egs.
{A-^) and{A-2) gives the future temperature Ta„{B -!- AB)
as f allows;
T,,,{B + eB)
Tm( B) + ^^' CTmn [T„(B) ._ Tm(B)^ '^' Q+a^ prn ^+'m V,^
(A-3}
It is important to Hate that the conductances Gm„ include,
in general, the energy conducted across the tube bound-
aries of floe elements as well as the energy transported
between neighboring Hades in case of an opon system
node with a fluid $owing across the segment (Lagrangian
control volume approach).
11. Boundary Catzdi^io^s
(1) For both $ow patterns the closed-end temperature
of tl^e inner and the outer fluid must•
 be equal.
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(2) Far flow pattern (^, the open-end temperature of
the $uid in the inner tube is a known valuo.
(3) For $ow pattern 0, the open-end temperature of
the $uid in the annulus area is a known value,
(^4} Far a collector composed of two- tubes of $ow
pattern^andOin series, the open end-to-end
Temperatures must be equal.
11A. ^nergy!"q^ations
Tl^e application of Eq. {A-3) of the inner $uid, outer
fluid, absorber tube and the cover tube segments yield
the following;l
A. Inner i=fuid
TM^.^ (B) + LG°^ [TM°.^ (a) -- TaI;,^ CB)l
Y;
Pt Cf N
	
(A-4)
where the (+) sign is far $ow pattern O2 and the (—)
sign is for $ow pattern O.
Expressing the inner fluid nodal temperatures in terms
of the edge temperatures as
TM;.J{B} -- T+.i(B) -i- Ti.r^l(B)2
(A-5)
2
Then
TM;, f{B + AB) = Ti , f(B) [t).5 — (0.5 G° ;AB; -^- G»GB;)]
+ T;,1+i{B}[0.5 -- Q.5 G°;oB; 
-±- GuoBsl
lSee Appendix A of Ref. (I) for the explanation and tl;e deriva-
tion of the heat iEux distribution.
X23
^	 .. .
.-^
iwhere
^DiL
G° i = U°j N
G!! ` ^1t'f
V^=^D';L
eB•N
^Bi
and the {-!-) sign is £or liow pattern Q and the (--) sign
'	 is for ilow pattern O.
B. Outer fluid
+ ^ Ua° ^ NL ^ [TNI° .i(B) — TN!°.i(B)1
TD,L^ [T1Ylo. i(B} — TM^,i(B)]
— U°; N
ArCr N
(A-S)
where the {+} sign is for flow patte^ •n IO and the
(—) sign for flow pattern O.
Expressing the outer fluid nodal temperatw•es in teizns
of edge temperatures as
(A-^)
Tcll^,^{B) ^- TIT, f_1(B)
Then
TM ° , i(B + oB) = T°.i(B} {0.5
 -- (0.5 G°oaB°
124
wlzere
aDaL
Gqo = Uae • . N
G°i = U°^ nD^L
Gtr = ni^C f
_	 oB•N
{A-X1.}
and the (-€-}sign is-for flow pattern OI and the (•--} sign
is for flow pattcin O2 .
C. Absorber'Fube
Tltila.i(B + ^B) = T^!°.i(B) + ^ ! • ^ • ^	 uar°	 ^ , 
DCL
I -- r°r°	 N
— [ r7^^^ '^ 
NL
`
[Tl1l,^.ttB} — TM°. ►(B)I1
--^ i U°^^ `` NL 1 [T^bl°.i(0} — T2llc.o(8)l^
^	 aB (t1-I2}
P°C« N°
Expressing the outer fluid nodal temperatures in terms
of edge temperatures as
TN!°.i(B} ^ T°.i(B) ^T °,t+x( B)	 {A-15)
Hence
TM°,i(B -I- 4B) = TM°,^(B}{1 — GQ°^B° 
-' Cac^Ba}
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i
1=
^'	
-— _—
or
VQ — ^DaSaL
a4.1V
^^a
paCa • (vrDaEaL)
D. Cover Tube
n^rar^	 DAL
+^^I• F'•^a^+I
— rare' N }
{
— U^ }, • ^ 
N L 
[T^ti:fa, i (d} — TaA,h]
7rD^L .	 j 4B
	
--- U,.1
 • N [TNI^,i( B) — Tekv^ r	 V^
1 R ^Ca ^y
(A-16}
TNl^. i(D'+DB} ^TNI^,i(^)I1— Gay • ^8^ — G^bOBc — Gcs^Qca
(	 l	 ^.araTa DAL
+^0^ jI•r•( a^ +
^—rare} N
+ (G^v ' Taa^b} + (C*'^e • TBnu) ^	 (A-17)
where
V^ = aD^SCL
A8•N
Qer = ^cCet^DcSeL)
L
Gin = U^^. ^ N
_ U„^ • ^D^L
Gca ^
	 N
(A-I5)
(A-Z8)
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The mth node temperature can be expressed in terms
	
For the absorber tube temperature stability
of the surrounding n nodes in the format:	
1— (Goo + Gay) ABa
 > 0
T,,,(B -^ ^B} = Kmm7'n,{g) + ^, Knen7'n(B}	 (B'7-)n For f1^e cover tnbe temperature stability
Appendix B
Convergence and Stability of Computations.
I. General Remarks
In the numerical computations, tho term error refers to
the difference behveen the approximate solution obtained
Uy the finite difference scheme and the exact solution of
the original partial differential equations. Accordingly,
there ek7ists hvo types of errors.
(Y) Truncation error due to tlxe replacement o£ tlae
derivatives by finite differences. This depends on
the given initial and boundary conditions,
(2) Round-off error caused by canying out the compu-
tations to a finite decimal place.
For the outer fiord temperature stability
0.5 - 0.5 GapoBo -- 0.5 Gp ioBo -- Gpr^Bo — 0.5 GoiaBi > 0
(B-3)
For tlxe absorber tube temperature stability
Z — {Gap + Gay) oBQ ^ 0	 (13-4)
For the cover tube temperature stability
1-- (Gay + Gib + G^8) ae^ ^ 0	 (B-5)
III. Case of Flow Pattern
For the inner fluid temperature stability
0.5 — G»oBi — 0.5 Gp ioBi — 0.5 Go;QBp ^ 0 (B-Ei)
For the outer fluid temperature stability
Apart from the above errors, the most serious problem
associated with the finite difference scheme is the phe-
nomena of instability. This means that the temperatures
oscillate with an increasing magnitude as the computa-
'^	 tiara progresses. Therefore, the space and time increments
' oX, oB, respectively, cannot be selected arbitrailly but
rather constrained to satisfy certain stability criteria• For
practical applications, the following elementary argu-
meat (Ref. 2} ]xas been used for obtaining simple and
I	 adequate stability conditions.
(B-2)
	 or
where the coefficients K,,,,, are set to be positive. If the
coefficient Kim was negative then the higher temperature
^',,,(B) at the present time B, the lower the temperature
T,,,(B + ^B) at the fixture time {B + ^B), This would be in
violation of the thermodynamics principles. Therefore,
the increment of time oB for a given space subdivision
oX should be chosen sa that the coefficient K,,,m is posi-
tive or at least zero. Applying the above simple rule
to tho finite difference equations developed earlier for
each node, the following critical stability conditions are
established,
II. Case of Flow Pattern Q
1~ ^,r the inner fluid temperature stability
0.5 -^ 0.5 Goioei -- Gjfos, ^ 0
0.5 — 0.5 GQp^Bp — O,S Gpi^Bo — GrrABp > 0
	 (B-7)
(B-8)
^—(Gay+G^b+G^,)oB^>0	 (B-9)
!V. Case of a Series Connection of Flow Patterns
and ^2
The foregoing conditions are combined and listed as
follows:
For the inner fluid temperatures stability, a comparison
of conditions (B-2} and (B-3} shows that condition (B-4)
predominates, thus leaving
0.5 --^- G ffo8i -- a.5 Gp;48i -- O.S GG^^Bp ^ 0
.,
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_
o(4U°^/D^} -h ($N C^rnt/^D^L) + ^4U°^/(DQ/D^)^1— ` ^Q
1
 }^
For the outer $uid temperature stability, a comparison of conditions (B-3) and (B-7) `shows/that condition (B-7)
predominates, thus
0.5 — 0.5 G°°o9a — 0.5 G°sA84 — GttABo — 0.5 G°;AB! > 0
or
t-^1^•s	 B- )AB < ^U°;
	 8N mtCt	^U°{	 ^Ua°	 { 13.
D; ^ + ^(DR — D^)L + 
D^ , (D° , `1 — D! F ^ D° 1 — D; `1
\D;^ 4 ^D°! l	 ^ ^DQ^ J
For the absorber tube temperatures stability
1 —(Goa +G°c) ABa^ O
or
AB < PaCaSa	 (B-12)(Uao ^- U°c)
For the cover tube temperature stability
1 — {Gac + Gcs -F G,.B} ABc ^ 0
nr
ABC	
p`C^°	 (8-13}D
V. example of Computations for the Critical
Time Increment
To determine which o£ the above four conditions,
Eqs. (8-10), (B-11}, (8-12) and (B-13) yield the mast
critical time increment AB to ensure stable temperature
computations the Following numerical values are as-
signed from a typical running condition:
Di = 0.0105 m,	 SA = S^ = 0.004 m
D° = 0.041 m,	 Ct =11.{i34 X 10^ kWh/Kg • °C
(water)
D° — 0.051 m,	 C° = C° = 2.094 X 10-, kWh/Kg • ° C
(glass)
L = 1.007 m,	 pf =1000 kg/mg (LVAtCr)
N -- 4	 p^ = pa = 2A68 kg/m s
 (glass)
mt = 5 kg/h
Ua; - 56.53 X 10-3 kW/m= • ° C
U„o = 113.00i X 10-3 kW1m^ • ° C
UaC = 0.80 X 10-3
 kW/m = • ° C
Uri = I8.G2 X YO -3 kW/m= • °C
Ur.! = 4.rJ9 :C 10-3 kW/m^ • °C
Condition (8-10) yields AB < 0.0022 h (7.8 s)
Condition (8-11) yields ABC 0.0166 h (59.7 s}
Condition (8 -12} yields ABC 0.0182 h (65.4 s)
Condition (B-13) yields AB < OA852 h (306.7 s}
The above indicates that Condition (B-10) is the mast
critical condition that must be satisfied in order to ensure
stable computations. It can be seen from Condition {B-IO}
that the resulting minimum increment of time is inversely
proportional with the mass @overate. in the limit, with
zero fluid flowrate, Condition (13-10) yields ABC 0.0505 h
(181.5 s) and in this case Condition (8-12} will impose the
minimum time required for stable computations.
With regard to accuracy, the round-off errors have
Iittle or na effect on the solution if the restrictions a£
stability are observed, while the truncation errors de-
crease as Lve select smaller time and space increments.
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Radio-Frequency Boresight Analysis of the
Low-Cost 64-l^leter Antenna
M. S. Katow
OSN Engineering Section
Two configurations of the ref{eetor-only assemblies, using different widtic
backup cones, are analyzed far IMF horesight direction changes and wind
distortions. The wider backup cane is best for minimum weight; haweuer, there is
an optimum weight which minimizes the RF boresight errors for a wind load
tl:at produces the maximum pitching moment of hat?: configurations.
Introduction
One of the important performance charttcteristics of a
large ground antenna is the pointing accuracy of its RF
baresight with respect to the indicated positions on the
axes angle measuring devices. As the beamwidth of the R)a
pattern decreases with increases in operating free;uency
and antenna diameter, the painting changes due to the
environmental {gravity, wind, temperature) load changes
must be limited to a fraction of the beamwidtlf to prevent
excessive gain loss•
The. DSN ground antenna must operate continuously
through day and night and, on occasions, in wind gusts up
to 84 km /h (55 milt,? ,^_ S-band frequency. Uperation
under a limited envirpnr:^^ent is considered to be satisfac-
tory for X-band as a b:ilancecl requirement to the frequent
occurrences of large gain loss. of X-band through a
moisture-laden atmosphere.
The use of the conical scan pointing system relieves the
pointing requirements but "blind" painting again becomes
important when - very-Iong baseline interferometry (VL13I)
is activated.
Radio-frequency boresight errors due to gravity loading
can be calibrated and compensation applied by many
means, such as the future minicomputer in the pointing
equipment, so these errors will not be considered here.
errors tram wind loads will be diffleuIt to model and
calibrate; hence, minimizing by design would probably tae
the best solution.
Since the connections between the symmetric reflector
structure and ilre alidade under consideration are at only
two paints with the forces ar reactions determinant, the
reflector can tre analyzed by itself and. its reactions
applied to the alidade. >3y this method, the complete
antenna can be analyzed.
^. , ,^
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This reporting will be on the anizlysis of the wind load
resulting in the maximum pitch or yaw moments on the
refleckor-only configuration. The follow-on reporting will
describe the overall effects of the selected wind land on
the complete antenna.
The asymmetry of the maximum pitching moment wind
load, 6(l-deg elevation angle ^vitla wind from the back,
results in the maximum distortion of the reflector as well
as the Rr boresight deflection. A design that can minimize
and compensate for the RT' boresight error may be
adequate to cover other operating conditions where the
gain loss is less and accurate boresight compensations are
thus not as critical.
It should be noted here that largo gain losses can. occur
al high Rr frequency use with symmetric winds, winds
directly into or back of flee reflector, as a result of axial
Rr phase center offsets to the best-fit paraboloid.
The reflector structural confguration and its backup
structure is a follow-on of that described in lief. i.
The Jl'L-TOGAS (Ref. 2} computer programs and special
programs, as described in Ref. 1, were used to generate
mast of the computer data which saved both generation
and verifleation time.
Il. Antenna qescriptian
A. Reflector Structure
As s}aOWn in rig. 1, the radial distances to the hoops
were made up of four increments of 3.05 m {I20 in.), one
of 3.56 m (140 in.) and four of X1.06 m {160 in.}. These
spacings can. be changed slightly and not affect the
distortion characteristics of the reflector. equal distances
along the parabolic arc might be in order to reclure
tooling costs of the surface panels.
Two alternate backup cones were used. The standard
configuration attached to the fourth hoop and the wider
cone attached to the fifth hoop.
A diaphragm or plate flexture-type structural member
savors only the bottom of flee center bay, and, with the
center conneckion to the backup structure, only lateral
reflector support is provided. at the center. The axial as
welt ins the second lateral support paint is provided by the
apex of the backup cone. a5semlkly. A torsion constraint
link would be required for the actual antenna, but far the
one-half symmetrical computer model, constraints on the
symmetry plane prevent dais torsional motion. Diagonals
in at least one hay or space berivePn two ribs would also
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be required in the actual antenna or constraints would
have to be gravided by the surface panels.
The center bay is hollow to provide for easy access to
the c^ssegrain cone mounted on hoop 1. i^'ace diagonals
are used between hoop Z and hoop 2 on iaotla top and
bottom surfaces to essentially form a torus structure.
Otherwise, no other . face diagonals are used except
between hoops 5 and B to tie the intermediate ribs to
flee main ribs.
As stated previously, the reflector-only configuration is
analyzed fn this reporting with two different backup
cones. Other configuration changes, such as a sleeper
reflector and thicker outer edges, have been computed,
but not completely analyzed at dais point.
Since dais reflector--cone assembly is connected to flee
backup structure with the statically determinable two
paints, the reflector-only configuration can be analyzed by
itself, and the reaction Ioads can then be applied to the
backup structure and alidade assembly in order to obtain
the total system deflections.
B. Backup Structure and Rlidade
The backup structure and alidade is shown in isometric
view as rig. 2. The four-point azimuth wheel supports at
Q^B O7 and ®provide a wide support base which
insures stability against overturning from the survival wind
loads. At the same time, the four wheel loads are about
equal for gravity load because Ehe alidade lacks torsional
rigidity about the elevation axis, The rigidity is supplied
by flee wheels. Loads in the elevation axis direction on
elevation bearings O and ®are transmitted to the
center radial bearing by diagonal bars a3 -^ and ®-
The reflector is attached at paints O and O2 .
111. Analysis q escriptian
As stated previously, the wind direction producing the
rnaacfmum pitching moment occurs with the antenna at [iD-
deg elevation and the wind from the back. Since the
quadripod is protected by the reflector, no wind loads will
be assumed on it. The reflector surface is 50-percent
porous in the outer 50-percent radius, the same cotafigura-
tian as the present Mars 64-m antenna.
The pressure difference coefTicients were developed by
the method described in Ref. ^.
ia^
	 ,
,^
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The JPL-IDEAS program first minimized the gravity
distortions, mainhlining the structural integrity for tl^e
stow wind loads of dd.70 m/s {100 mi/h}. $y multiplying
the resulting bar areas by 2 and again input to the JPL-
IDEAS program using a rltio of 0.2, tl^o autpuk resulted in
weight reduction steps with the gravity distortion fgures
remaining substantially the same, just slightly above the
minimums resulting from tixe first computations. In this
way, the data for structural weight vs. the distortion rms
far the 31.29-m/s (70-mi/h} wind velocity were developed
as well as parunoters of the best-fit paraboloid.
The above follows from the theory that, if tl^e surface
panels and the cassegrain cone Inads are not considered,
fixed percentage changes of all of the bars of the reflector
structures result in no change in the gravity distortion rms.
lV. Analysis Results
The outputs from. the JPL-IDEAS progrfuns related to
the GO-deg elevation back-wind load input are detailed in
Tables. i and 2 for the standard and the wider backup
cones, respectively.
Offset r figures were calculated from tl^e lateral motion
required of the 1^ phase center in order to maintain the
original undefiected Iir baresight direction. I3adio-
frequency ray tracing was used with a reflection factor of
0.85 applicable for a uniformly illuminated reflector as
illustrated in rig. 3.
rigure 4 shows the results of Tables 1 and 2 platted
with respect to the reflector structural weight variations.
The rms rand offset r curves are almost identical by
chance.
V. Conclusions
It must be concluded that Elie lir boresight direction
error for a particular wind load .is a function of khe
structural weight of the reflector.
The wider backup cone decreases both the offset r and
the distortion rms for the ma^cimum. pitching moment
wind Ioad.
The other factors that must be taken into account are:
(a) displacement of the ltr phase center at the paraba-
Ioid's focus, and (b} the deflection characteristics of the
reflector's backup wheel and alidade that affect the
differences behveen the indicated positions of the axes
angle transducers and the true pointing directions. These
factors will be discussed in follow-on reporting.
1 ^^
a^
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T'abie I. Parameters of the best-fit paraboioid (Fig. 3) retlector anly with standard backup cone
Structural focal A 13 C D la >:Rms, mmSequence	 weight, length, Y-caord, Z-coord, X-rotation, Offset, Offset, Offset,
kg (kips)	 (ln') m (in.} em (in.) em (in.) rod em (in.) em (in.} em (in.}
i	 482,100	 2.21 27.1041 4.472 0.053 0.002001 5.585 4.387 2.1$4(1063}	 {0.0$7) (10(17.0811) ;3.920) {0.021) (2.199} (1.727} (0.8ti0)
2	 380,40D	 2.74 27.1018 ,_ A{3li 0.080 0.002576 0.983 SA84 2.731(853)	 {0.108) (10(17.0} (4.908} (0,026) (2.749} (2.159} (1.075}
:3	 310,700	 3.4D 27,1011 15.583 0.084 0.003220 8.730 0.853 3.414((385}	 (0.134} (1D'd©.474) (8.135) (0.033} (3.437} (2.098) {1.34(1)
4	 280,800
	 4.01 27.1000 15.583 O.ID4 0.003001 9.921 7.572 4.100(575)	 (P.158} (10+?(1.927} {p.887} (D.043} (3.400) (2.481) {1.814)
5	 241,300	 4.34 27.0989 19.444 0.107 O.OD4I22 11.171 &.773 4.3{39(532)	 (0.173) (106(1.884} (7.882) (0.042} (4.398) (3.454) (1.720}
tilfind toad ^ 60° elevation bacl: wind
Dyna^mQn pressure = 84.9 kN/m2 (12.3 psi)
^^Vind velocity = 31.3 m/s (70 mi/li }
^^ - {DjU.^5) - E
dims =distortion in one-half pathlength errors
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Table 2- Parameters of the best •flt paraboia3cE (Ptg. 3) reflector only with wider k^ackUp cane
Structural Focal A B C D ^ E+'
^	 5equence	 weight,	 Rms, mm length, Y-caord, Z-caord, X-rotation, Offset, Offset, Offset,
^	 kg (kips}	 ( ^a.) m (in.) em (in.} cm (1n.} rad cm ( in.) em (tn.) em (in.)
1i	 1	 525,SOD	 1.37 27.10(13 4.702 0.001 0.001031 2.794 1.946 1.3713{ 1180 }	 (0.054) { 1067.175 } (1.851) (0.024) (1,100 } { 0.751) { 0,543 }
2	 423,600	 1.70 27.1D55 5.873 0.076 0.001288 3.493 2.380 1.730(835)	 (0.007) (1087.14(1) (2.312) {0.0;10} {1,375} (0.937} (0.881)
I	 3	 338,400	 2.11 27.1046 7.338 0.097 O.00l0I0 4.304 2.974 2.159{ 747)	 (0.083) (1067.104) { 2.884) { 0,038) { 1.718) { 1.171) { 0,850 )
4	 271,800	 2.77 27.1031 8.649 O.I27 OA01941 5.260 3.368 2.799(640)	 (O.lO^J} (1D67,OSI} {3.405) {0,050) (2.071) (1.334) (1.102}
Wind load = B0^ elevation back wind
Dynamic pressure - $4,9 kN/m= (12.3 psi)
Wind velocity = 31.3 m/s (7D mi/h)
Rms = distortion in one-h11f pnthlength errors
A, B, G, D, >;, F .- Fig. 3
i
^^'R4D^TCIBII,^^y 0^' ^N,
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1
i
E
32 m --	 —	 ^(1250 En.)
4
^^
3.81 m ^
(150 ln.)I
I
1.G8 m	 ^(^6 in.)	
_	 _	 ,C	 ELEVATION AXIS
I
15.24 m
(600 En.)
'^ WIDER BACKUP CONE
^^	 (AT ALTERNATE MAIN R18S)
/\
STANdARD 9ACKUP CGNE
(AT ALTERNATE MAIN BIAS}
Fig. 1. Reflector structure with backup cone
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The Pioneer ll 1976 Solar Conjunction: A Unique
Opportunity to Explore fine Heliographic
Latitudinal Variations of the Solar Corona
A. L. Berman, J. A. Wackley, 5. i -. Rockwell, and J. G. Yee
DSN Network Operations Secttan
T']te 1978 Pioneer II Solur Conjunction proiided the opportunit+J to accumulate
a substantial quantitf of doppler noise data over a dynamic range of signal closest
approach point heliographic latitudes. The observed doppler noise data cuere fit
to the (previous2^ deaeloped} doppler noise model "ISED," ar^d the deviations of
the observed doppler noise data from the model ccere used to construct a (multipli=
cati.ve) function to describe the effect of heliographic latitude (^8}:
^^
Phis expression acas then incorporated (back) into the ISED model to produce a
necc doppler noise marlel — "ISIJDB."
l^	 ^. jI]^YOLIUCtI0I1
I^ 	 In a p^•evious report {Ref, 1), A. Berman and J. Wackley,
', after extensively analyzing the 1975 solar conjunctions of
Pioneer 10, Pioneer 11, and Ilelios ]., concluded that oh-
served doppler noise {rms phase ji#ter) was directly pro-
portional to integrated signal path electron density. As a
direct consequence of that hypothesis, it teas possible to
construct a geometrical model far observed doppler noise
---ISI'^,D (Integrated Solar Electron Density)—as follows;
IS1aD = A„	 a i.^ I'{a, (3) + A,	 1{sin a) ^	 C (sin a)^
sas
F(a^R) = 1 — 0.05 }S 
(a — 2 -!- a)3 ... ^a ,.... ^ )'
r	 (3
--0.00275 {R ^ ^ + 
IX)a — 
Ea	 2 
\n
a	 ,
« =Sun—Eartli—probe angle {SEP), radians
a = Earth-Sun-l,robe angle {115P},radians
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	A best fit of this model to the combined Pioneer Z0, 	 quantities labeled. One easily obtains the fallowing rela-
	
Pioneer 11, end Helios 1 1975 solar conjunction doppler 	 tionships:	 `'
noise produced 'the following fit parameters:
X = rasina
A°
 = 9.65 X 10-'
A, = 5 X 10-10
Additional information concerning the development of
the ISED model can be found in Refs. 2, 3, and 4.
If 1975 could be considered as a bountiful year far
collection of solar conjunction data, then 1978 must be
considered nothing sl^art of a bonanza: six spacecraft
undergoing a variety of solar conjunction phases, crowned
by a Helios 2 tkiple oceuItatian. On the face of it, the
Pioneer ll solar conjunction would definitely appear to be
least interesting of the lot, ^^ the SEP only reached a
minimum of about 12 deg, which in turn results in only
weak to moderate solar plasma effects on the spacecraft
signal. However, during the period when the SEF was
small enough to allow solar plasma effects to be seen in
the doppler noise, i.e.,
SEP C 50 deg
the heliographic latitude of the signal's closest approach
point to the Sun varied slowly from approximately 10 deg
to a maximum of approximately 78 deg, and then back to
10 deg again, thus allowing a Iarge amount of noise data
to be accumulated over a dynamic range of heliographic
latitudes. Figure 1 presents the heliographic latitude of
the Pioneer 11 signal closest approach point as a function
of day of year (DOY}, 1976. A similar curve for Pioneer 10
is included by way of comparison. At this point one is led
to consider the following opportunity: why not fit the
Pioneer 11 observed doppler noise with the ISED model,
and then attempk to correlate the residuals (= IO logs°
(N,,/Nt.)) with the heliographic latitudeP If correlation is
evident as expected, the variation with heliographic lati-
tude can be modeled and further incorporated (back) into
the ISED madeI. In this process the Pioneer 11 observed
doppler noise formed the bulk of the data base; however,
a (much} smaller amount of data was available from the
Pioneer 10 {1976) solar conjunction, and hence vas addi-
tionally included.
II. Caict^lation of Signal Closest Approach
Point Heliographic Latitude
The Sun-Earth—spacecraft geometry referenced to the
ecliptic plane is shown in Fig. 2, with the appropriate
Z = Te Cps «
Y = Z sin cpe
= r^ cos «sin ^^
^,, =sin-' (Y/X)
= sin-1 (r° cos «sin ^c/r^ sin «)
= sin- 1 (cat «sin ¢^^}
Now the ecliptic Iatitude {¢a} is dofined in terms of tl^e
spacecraft right ascension and declination as follows;
sin $ e = — cos Sa sin «ra sin a -f- sin Sd cos e
where
xm =right ascension
Sa ^ declination
^ =obliquity of ecliptic (23.445 deg)
sa that
^e =sin -1 [cot a( — cos S,: sin ar° sin a -i' sin Sa cos e)]
The above derivation assumes that the pole of the Sun
is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane; however, in fact, the
pole of the Sun is inclined approximately 7.2 deg from
the perpendicular to the ecliptic, sa that the heliographic
latitude ^, as defined will include an error A:
0 deg C ^^j C 7.2 deg
However, because of the already large spread in the
observed doppler noise data, it was felt that this in-
accuracy in the computation of heliographic latitude
would not substantially degrade any correlation present,
and hence {the inaccuracy) was not worth eliminating
for the purposes of this study.
r'
'I
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III. Garrelaticn of Observed Doppler Noise
With Heliographic Latitude
Observed doppler noise (pass average, good two-way,
80-second count doppler) from the 197(1 solar conjunctions
of Pioneer 14 and Pioneer i1 was compared to the ISED
model, and the residuals, in "d13" (^ 10 log la Nn/NP)
were plotted against the heliographic latitude, as seen in
Fig. 3. A very strong correlation is immediately apparent.
It was assumed that a multiplicative factor f(¢a} could be
constructed for ISED such that;
^{0} = 1
"I'he simplest expedient was to fik the (Iogaritltmic} .
residuals as a linear function of heliographic latitude, ar
This function was appended to the ISED formulation and
the standard deviation of the combined Pioneer 10 and
Pioneer 11 residuals was minimized by choosing:
A = 0.9
ar
1 \'pA/ — 1{^ -^.SII^
B /fl0 deg}
Since it has been assumed that doppler noise is pr^-
portional to (integrated) electron density, this relationship
can be used to obtain a rauglt measure of the ratio of the
(signal path integrated} polar corona] electron density to
the (signal path integrated) equatorial corona] electron
density, as follows:
Polar density	 1
.^ l0 ^^,U ^ ^.Equatorial density 	 8
IV. Comparison With Other Models of
Latitudinal Variation in Electron qensity
In Ref. 5, C. C. Cour_selman III indicates that goad
results ^vere obtained with the term:
COs' ^e
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when modeling electron density as a function of helia-
grapltie latitude, In Ref. 6, K. Saito presented a complete
expression for electron density as follows:
3.09 X 10a
Ne {r, Bpd) =	 ria	 {1 — 0.5 sin ^a)
1.58 X lOs	)
-1-	 a	 {1 — 0.95 sin ¢er
0.4251 x 10.E
-{-	 (1 °-	 sin ¢,^)
r-•a
For this set of Pioneer 10 and pioneer 11 data, only the
lowest order term is significant, so that one is interested
only in the term:
	
{1 —	 sin ¢,)
A. comparison o£ the three functions is gresented in
Fig, 4, and Fig. 5 presents the ratios:
	
cos= ¢,	 Z — sin ^,
IO -0.9t¢^,/90 deb 
IO
-0.6(Q R/U q dCs
An examination of Figs. 4 and 5 reveals that the expres-
sion determined from the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 data
is a good compromise behveen the hvo referenced expres-
sions up until about ^^ ^ 60 deg, but from that point on,
both of the referenced expressions fall off far more
rapidly than the determined expression. It must be borne
in mind, however, that both of the referenced expressions
must be considered unrealistically low as ^, approaches
90 deg, since they both are exactly zero when ^g -- 90 deg.
V. The 1SEDB Model
Two changes were made to the ISED model to obtain
the "ISEDB" model; these are described in this section.
A. Incorporation of Irunctionai Variation With
Heliographic Latitude
The previous IS1^D model is multiplied by the expres-
sion determined in this report, or
ISEDA = lI5ED] IO ^ fll^e /QU deg]
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R. Incorporation of Small, Ion-Plasma-Related raise
Sources
Obviously, a conglomerate noise value due to non-
piasma-reIatedsaurces should be added (rms) to the ISED
model to obtain more realistic ^ •esults under low plasma
conditions. The noise value adopted here for this purpose
is 0.0015 Iiz, so that
ISEDB = [{ISEDA)^ + {O.OgI5)-] ^
or
ISEDB = ^^ Ao (sin )i.s^ F(a^ Q}
+ ^^ ^	 ^ ^ 1 f 1D —dgf^r's/90 deg) ^^
(51n a) J!I}
+ (0.0015}^
where
3	 g
A	 ^ }
^— 2 +a — a-- 2 fP(a, R) = 1 -- 0.05
—0.00275
	
2	 2
R
and
A^=9.65X3.0-'
A1=5X10-"'
AA-9x10-'
The observed doppler noise accumulated during the
Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 197G soar conjunctions can be
seen and compared to the ISED and ISEDB formulations
in Pigs. G and 7.
Vl. Pioneer ^.^./Saturn Encounter Doppler
Noise Prediction.
To illustrate tine effect of the correction for heliographic
latitude, the I^ ED and ISEDB models have been com-
puted for the :,acorn encounter period, and are presented
in I+ig. 8. 1?or instance, for the planned encounter- day
{DOY 244, 1979) and for the minimum SEP point (DOY
254, 1rJ79), the reduction due to heliographic latitude is
as follows:
DQY,1979 ISED, Hz ISEDB, Hz reduction, %
244 0.031 0.024 23
254 0.221 0.048 78
Vll. Summary
The i97G solar conjunctions a£ Pioneer iD and particu-
larly of Pioneer 11 allowed a large data base of observed
doppler noise to be accumulated over a dynamic range of
signal closest approach point heliographic latitudes. These
data were processed with a previously developed doppler
noise model (ISED), and the residuals are shown to cor-
relate strongly with heliographic latitude. An expression
for the heliographic latitude affect is constructed as
follows:
10 `o,oc^„ /no aes^
and this term Is then (multiplicatively} applied to the
ISED madeI to produce a new model — I5EDB, I'inaily,
the substantial effect of the heliographic latitude effect is
illustrated by comparing ISED to ISEDB during the
Pioneer 11/Saturn encounter period.
r`
^_..
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Viking 1 Planetary Phase Tracking Operations:
IVlars Orbit Insertion Through Landing
A, L. Berman and J. A. Wackley
11SN NetwarEc Operations Section
This article describes tracking operations during the Viking I pIanetar^ please.
Particular attention is paid to special planning for critical phase tracking operations,
and to the degree of success subsequentlq achieved by these special plans during
the actual operations. In-depth coaerage is provided f or t^?ars orbit insertion (MDI),
periapsis passage tracking, and Lander direct links. The article concludes that au
aalarece, trackinn operatia.ns during the Viking I planetary phase (to date) have
been e f fectduel^ irreplemented ar^d quite successful.
i. introduction
On June 19, 1976 at 22;20:35 GMT the Viking 1 space-
craft initiated a 3$-min matar ignition that subtracted
sufficient velocity from the spacecraft to place it in a
highly elliptical orbit about the planet Mars. The Viking i
spacecraft had been launched from the Air Force Eastern
Test Range {AI'ETR) almost exactly 10 months earlier
(Aug. 20, x975, at 21:22:00.6 GMT), and the successful
completion of the Mars orbit insertion (MOI) motor burn
dramatically marked the ending of the long (relatively)
dormant cruise phase and the beginning of the intensely
active planetary phase.
The initial stage of the planetary please consisted of a
photographic exploration of the Martian surface by the
Viking 1 Orbiter spacecraft {VOl) in an attempt to find
148
a safe haven for the Viking 1 Lander spacecraft (VL1).
The successful landing on the Martian surface of the
Viking 1 Lander on July 20, 1976, at 12:12:07.1 GMT,
marked the initiation of the second stage of the planetary
phase--a detailed all-encompassing scientific exploration
of the Martian surface and atmosphere.
The complete success of the Mars Orbit insertion was
an absolute requirement for realization of the central
Viking mission objectives. The criticality and difficulty
in establishing and mainfaining the telecommunications
links to the spacecraft by the Deep Space Network during
the MOI phase were second only to the launch phase,
and hence a very intensive effort was jointly mounted by
the Viking 1?roject and the DSN to devise various tracking
strategies to optimize tracking operations and attain all
mission goals during the critical MOi period.
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This report will detail the preplanning for the MOI
period, as well as for the subsequent orbital operations
and the direct Lander links. The performance of the DSN
during the tritieal planetary periods will then be an-
alyzed; in particular, the report will focus on the success
of the various tracking strategies devised for these periods.
II. 11101 Overview
In order to properly align the Viking 1 spacecraft so
that its 38-min MOI motor burn would place it into the
correct Mars-centered orbit, the spacecraft was pro-
grammed to undergo a sequence of three turns: a roll
turn, a yaw turn, and a second roll turn. The combination
of the resulting geometric orientation (unfavorable cane
and clock angles) and the use of the law-gain antenna was
expected to cause the Ioss of both the uplink and downlink
signals from shortly after the start of the yaw turn until
the end of the second roll turn and return to the high-gain
antenna. Following the burn, the spacecraft was to go
through the same turns and undergo loss of signal in
reverse order to restore it to its original orientation.
In view of the above, it was considered necessary #o
design uplink and downlink strategies which would:
(1) Give the best opportunity for a fast uplink reacqui-
sition prior to the start of the MOI burn
{2) Allow quick acquisition of the downlink prior to
the start of the burn
{3) I•Iave the overall effect of allowing the burn to be
observed in the two-way mode with undisturbed
radio metric and telemetry data.
{4) Enable reacquisition of the uplink and downlink
as soon as is practical following the turn unwinds
During April I97B, a series of meetings was held be-
tween representatives of the Orbiter Performance Analy-
sis Group {OPAG), I''light Path Analysis Group {FPAG},
and the DSN to work out the specific details of the uplink
frequency strategy. As a result of these meetings, the key
features of the Viking 1 MOI were formulated as follows:
(I) The ground transmitter would be maintained {nn}
throughout the critical MOI period.
{2) Uplink ramping would be performed during the
preburn period of low uplink signal level.
insure an uplink in the contingency of the uplink
being lost during the ramping period.
{^) The reacquisition of the uplink during the post-
burn period would be delayed (by approximately
IO min from the earliest opportunity) so that FPAG
could clearly gauge in near-real-time the end of the
MOI burn and the beginning of the post-burn roll
turn in the doppler data (earlier uplink tuning
would have disrupted the doppler {ground) refer-
encefrequency).
The downlink strategies for the MOI period were devised
by the DSN Tracking Network Operations Analyst (Track
NOA}.
A detailed description of both uplink and downlink
strategies is presented in Sections III and IV.
III. MOl Uplin[c S#ra^egy
A. Preburn Upll>zk Strategy
The pre-MOI burn uplink strategy, in accordance with
the Section II guidelines, was designed with the intent
of acquiring the spacecraft receiver at the earliest pos-
sible time, perhaps before the switch lack to the high-
gain antenna with its subsequent return of the downlink
signal.
During the course of the yaw and roll turns, the up-
link signal strength was expected to gradually decrease
and a series of antenna nulls would then be encountered.
Near the end of the roll turn the signal strength would
begin to gradually increase. To take advantage of dais
situation, Deep Space Station (DSS) I4 at Goldstone
DSCC would ramp the uplink frequency in a linear ap-
proximation of the change of XA (spacecraft receiver
hest lock with doppler accounted for), starting at the be-
ginning (ground transmit time} of the yaw turn. By doing
this, the spacecraft receiver would receive a constant
frequency and could be expected to be reacquired when-
ever the signal rose above its threshold. Ta insure reac-
quisition, an "insurance" sweep covering appraxirnateIy
50 IIz (at voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) level)
around XA tvas designed to be executed coincident with
the switch to the high gain antenna. The result of either
(or bath) of these sweeps would be the reacquisition of
an ^upIink and good two-way data approximately five
minutes before the start of the burn.
	
(3} An "insurance' sweep would be performed im-
	
Figure 1 illustrates this tuning strategy as compared
	
mediately after the uplink ramping {in item 2} to 	 to the significant spacecraft events.
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iThe detailed tuning instructions for DSS 14, based on
a nominal burn start time of 22:03:0$ GMT, (DSS trans-
mit time), were as follows (with frequencies at digital
controlled oscillator (DCO} level):
Start tuning 21:27:00 GMT
Tuning rate +0.0275 Hz/s (DCO)
Start frequency 43993800 IIz (DCO)
Start insurance sweep 21:57:00 GMT
End insurance sweep 21:59:25 GMT
Sweep Iower limit 43993750 Hz (DCO)
Sweep upper limit 43993940 Hz (DCO}
Tuning rates +2.00OU Hz/s (DCO)
—1.9900 bIz/s (DCO)
B. Post-Burn Uplink Strategy
Approximately 4 min after the end of the MUI burn
the turn unwinds (the mirror image of the turns) were
to commence, with their associated losses in uplink and
downlink. It would not be possible to ramg the uplink
in a manner similar to the pre-MOI burn strategy as these
ramps would have to occur during the observation of
the burn itself, thus perturbing the radio metric data. The
Flight Path Analysis Groug (FPAG), in order to ac-
curately assess the burn in near real-time, required that
the hvo-way radio metric data have an unperturbed refer-
ence frequency. Additionally, FPAG desired to observe
the start of the first roll unwind. Thus, the post-MOI
uplink reacquisition was to be drlayed until one minute
after observing the start of the roll unwind, thereby
simplifying the acquisition procedure.
The post-MOI burn uplink strategy, as designed to ac-
commodate the above constraints, consisted aE a single
sweep from the pre-burn Track Synthesizer Frequency
(TSF2) to a new tracking synthesizer frequency (TSF3)
at a rate of I Hz/s (DCO), This s^veep would effectively
encamgass the XA frequency plus 100 Iiz and minus
SO IIz (VCO), accommodating any trajectory uncertain-
ties as a result of the burn, Start time of the sweep was to
be one minute after the start of the roll turn unwind in
>aarth return time (ERT}, and coin: ident with the loss of
downlink due to turn.
The post-burn uplink tuning instructions for DS5 14
were as follows:
Start tuning	 23:22;00 GMT
Start frequency (TSF2)	 43993940 Hz {DCO)
Tuning rate	 -^-]..0000 Hz/s {17C0)
End frequency (TSF3) 	 4:S993fi40 Hz (DCO}
Sweep duration	 5 min
The above described tuning can be seen in Fig. 1.
!V. MO[ Downlink Strategy
A. Preburn downlink strategy
As described earlier, because of unfavorable antenna
orientation, the downlink signal level was expected to
gradually degrade to approximately —186 dBm during
the yaw turn and further decrease during the second roll
turn. It would be necessary then to quickly acquire the
signal after the end of the roll turn in order to have
solid telemetry lock throughout the ground data system
before the start of the burn.
To accomplish this, the station was to sweep the
prime receiver {Receiver 3, Black IV) at a high rate
(2000 Hz/s 5-band} using the acquisition (ACQ} mode
with the acquisition-trigger-at-zero-beat {ATZ) signal
enabled. The sweeping 4vas to start five minutes before
the end of the rnIl turn in order to ensure receiver Iock
as early as possible. In order to accommodate any trajec-
tory uncertainties and the contingency of a missed uplink
acquisition, the receiver sweep would be wide enough
(frequencies corresponding to two-way doppler (D2} ±^
kHz) to detect both the one- and hvo-way signals. Ad-
ditionally, since there would be the possibility (however
remote) that glitches between the nne- and hvo-way mode
would be seen on the ground before the end of the roll
turn, the receiver operator was to be prepared to restart
the ACQ mode receiver sweeps if the signal was lost.
The actual tuning instructions given to DSS 14 for this
downlink acquisition were as follows:
Sweep start 22:25:00 G1lIT
Sweep upper limit 44678710 Hz (DCO}
Sweep Iower limit 44877510 Hz {DCO)
Sweep rate 100.0 Hz/s (DCO)
+ l^
.,J
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g . Postburn Downlink Strategy
Sinco the uplink acquisition sweep was required to be
delayed {as described in Sec, III, Paragraph B.}, there
would be a period of one-way tracking following the
end of the yaw turn unwind. It would be necessary then
to sweep the receiver through a range of one-way fre-
quencies large enough to account for the high doppler
rates due to periapsis passage, trajectory uncertainties
introduced by the insertion burn, and auxiliary oscilIatar
frequency uncertainties.
During the yaw unwind following the burn, the down-
link signal level was expected to gradually increase from
threshold (-175 dBm in 10 Hz RF filter) to approxi-
mately —1G2 dl3m. The strategy to secure a reasonably
fast downlink acquisition under these difficult conditions
was composed of two .elements as follows:
{1} The receiver to be set at the predicted Dl when
tie signal Ievel reaches --170 dBm, in the hope
of allowing the signal to "walk through" the re-
ceiver.
(2) If this fails, the receiver to be swept in the ACQ
mode at a time when the signal level reaches —1G7
dBm, and at a sweep rate calculated far a signal
Ievel of —165 dBm. Specifically, the receiver was
to be swept through frequencies equivalent to
DI ± 500 Hz (S-band) and at a rate of 100 Hz/s
(S-band) while in ACQ mode with ATZ enabled,
and in a radio frequency (RF} bandwidth of 10 Hz.
The specific receiver instructions given to D5S 14
are as fellows:
Receiver set to	 44G7815I.5 Hz
Start sweep	 23:44:1.0 GMT
Upper limit
	
44G78195IIz (DCO)
Lower limit	 44G78145 IIz {DCO)
Rate	 5.0 Hz/s (DCO}
The change from one-way to two-way mode was ex-
pected to occur approximately 15 min after the end of
the yaw turn (ERT}.
The instructions given to DSS 14 for this t^vo-way
reacquisition were as follows:
Frequency upper limit	 44G78335 Hz {DCO)
Frequency lower limit 	 44678].35 Hz (DCO}
Sweep rate	 25.0 Hz/s (DCO)
C. "Fast" X-Band Acquisition
A concern of the OPAL during the MOI sequence
was the possible loss of Campus Iock. One of the con-
tingencies advanced in response to this concern was the
use of X-band to determine the spacecraft orientation.
Basically, this entailed having the DS5 able- to acquire
an X-band downlink within a few seconds a{t;:r its ap-
pearance, and, at a time when the signal level would
be in the area of only --155 to —1G0 dBm. To meet this
objective, tl^e Track NOA proposed the fallowing ac-
quisition sequence, to be tried at the end of xoll unwind
2, fallowing the hIOI burn:
{I) Block IV X-band receiver to be used in ACQ
MOD);, ATZ enabled, and with an RF bandwidth
of 10 Hz
{2) Sweep to start 5 min before end of roll turn
{3) Sweep to be D2 -!- 850 Hz (X-bend)
{4) Sweep rate to be 850 Hz/s (X-band)
(5) Data rate to be 1/s from sweep start to end of roll
turn plus 5 min.
If successful, this procedure would be expected to
lock the X-band signal some 6 or 8 s prior to the end
of the roll turn.
V. MOi Burn Profile
The actual MOI burn parameters are as follows:
Burn start	 22:3$:03 GMT (1±,RT)
Burn stop	 23:15:52 GMT {1;RT)
Magnitude {oV)	 405 m/s (radial component)
A profile of the two-way doppler rate of change {DD2)
during the burn is seen in Fig. 2. Additionally, Figs. Z 	 i
and 3 illustrate the effect of the burn and subsequent
periapsis passage on the XA frequency {in D5S transmit
time) and the two-way doppler {)3RT}. Figure 4 provides
an overall time line for the significant MOI events.
V!. Periapsis Receiver Ramping
A. i^troductian
During the Vikin;^ 1 orbital phase, X band radiometric
data are being used as an important data typo in several
radio science experiments including studies of the Martian
gravity field, atmosphere and ephemerides as well as
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Parameters for this sequence are:
Start ramping
Frequency
Ramp rate 1
Start ramp 2
Ramp rate 2
Start ramp 3
Ramp rate 3
End rampinZ;
Ramp duration
C. Phase Error Analysis
OB;55:00 GMT
41388020 Hz (DCO)
--0.3035 Hz /s (DCO)
08:06:00 GMT
0.0000 Hz/s (DCO)
08:14:00 GMT
0.2173 Hz/s {DCO)
09:32:00 GMT
157 min
i
Of prime consideration in designing the ramping stra-
tegy is the need to minimize phase error, consistent with
the minimization of operational difficulty. Figure 5 illus-
trates the dynamic phase error of a typical ramping
sequence. As can be seen, the dynamic phase error gen-
erally Iies within the IO deg desired limit. Figure 8
shows the static phase error for the same sequence. It
can be seen here that the SPE remains well under the
IO deg desired maximum.
The total phase error is shown in Fig. 7. Here, it can
be seen that the dynamic and static phase errors interack
in such a way as to generally keep the total phase error
below the 10 deg desired maximum. This limit is exceeded
slightly for approximately I5 minutes during the period of
highest (positive} two-way doppler rates.
Finally, all phase error was computed for a bandwidth
of 10 Hz, and a receiver margin of 15 dB. By increasing
this bandwidth, it would be possible to further reduce
total phase error.
VE1. Lander TracKing Operations
A. Introduction
On July 20, 1978, approximately sixteen hours after
the first Viking Lander was to touch dawn on the sur-
face of Mars, D5S 43, Australia, was to commence the
initial direct Iink with the Iander. This acquisition, as
e
relativity and solar corona experiments. It was and con-
tinues to be important. therefore, to maximize the quality
of the radio metric da^.r especially at periapsis.
To assure good data, it is necessary to ramp the X-band
receivers. Ramps were designed, therefore, with an em-
phasis on:
(1) Minimizing receiver phase error, with the intention
of keeping please error less than 10 deg
{2) Minimizing the number of cycle slips { < 19 in a
12-h period)
{3) Keeping the receivers in lock during the periods of
high frequency rates and
(4) Operational simplicity
lay executing the designed ramps, it was hoped that goad
quality X-band radio metric data through the periapsis
period could be attained.
D. Receiver Ramp Design
During the period near periapsis the nominal X-band
two-way doppler frequency rates extended from a maxi-
mum positive excursion of X40 Hz/s {X-band) to a
maximum negative excursion of ^ —40 Hz/s {X-band).
This region of high rates Iasted approximately four hours
starting at 2 h before periapsis.
A sequence of receiver ramps, spanning this time
period, was designed that would allow good X-band
radio metric data to be acquired. Generally, each ramp
was to start and stop when the doppler rate was one-third
of its maximum positive ar negative excursion. The ramp
rate was to be equal to two-thirds of the receiver fre-
quency change rate. Starting frequency for the ramps was
to be tho frequency at the start time of the first periapsis
ramp. lay choosing the ramps in this manner, there
would be three ramps, the optimum number since this
would require no reprogramming of the rate and fre-
quency registers of the programmable oscillator control
assembly. For rates above 40 Hz/s {X-band), additional
ramps would have to be added. These ramps would be
chosen in a manner similar to that of the initial three
ramps.
A kypical X-band receiver ramp s.quence (with ramp
frequency inverted for better comparison to D2 fre-
quency) is shok•n in Fig. 5. The receiver frequencies for
this periapsis .ce shown in Fig. B.
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well as subsequent acquisitions would have the following
characteristics:
B. Uplink Acquisition
Frequency estimates specifying the uplink tuning
pattern were provided to the DSN by the Lander Per-
formance Analysis Group (LPAG). The choice of fre-
quencies to be swept became quite complicated when nne
considered that the Lander radio frequency subsystem
(RFS) would be undergoing temperature {hence, fre-
quency} changes due to:
(1} The Martian atmospheric effects, such as wind and
diurnal temperature cycles.
(2) The turning an and off of the traveling wave tube
amplifier (TWTA}.
Using models of these effects, LPAG wauId determine
an estimate of RFS temperatures and frequencies. The
large temperature uncertainties combined with rather
large frequency uncertainties for Lander 1:
3Q XA receiver 1.-^ 123 Hz (VCO)
3Q XA receiver 2 .^-^ 116 Ilz (VCO)
resulted in the need for a very large uplinl: sweep range.
The nominal Lander uplink acquisition sweep {until in
situ measurements of the temperature and frequency
measurements allowed for change) was to have a range
of channel 13 center frequency {22,010,119 Hz} plus and
minus 470 Hz.
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The starting frequency of the sweep would be chosen
such that the start frequency and channel center fre-
queney tvere in the same direction away from the receiver
best loc',c frequency {XMTRFF}. Thus, for example, the
initial acquisition sweep was to start 470 Hz above the
channel I3 center frequency (or 22,010,589 Hz), since the
XMTRI♦;r teas approximately I6 Hz below the center
frequency. Upon completion of the sweep, the station teas
to tune to a tracking synthesizer frequency (TSF} chosen
to minimize ^e SPE of the primary command receiver
(Receiver 1) during the remainder of the direct communi-
eatian systena (DCS) Iink.
Information supplied lyy LPAG indicated a frequency
tuning rate region (at S-band) of:
44 Hz/s < frequency rate < 219 Hz/s
The choice of a sweep rate was influenced by:
(1) The desire to allow no more then 20 deg phase
error due to both dynamic and static effects
(2) The need to complete a large sweep in a limited
period of time
(3) The need to acquire receiver 1 through the low-
gain antenna
Thus, the sweep rate {conservatively) chosen was 44
I^z/s or approximately 0.15 Hz/s (VCO).
Finally, the transmitter on-time was to be chosen to
accommodate an expected 25 deg elevation landmask for
the Lander and the time necessary to slew dte high gain
antenna (HGA; a 0.78-m-diem, az/el drive antenna) from
its stowed position to its tracking position, Combining all
of the above mentioned parameters, the uplink acquisi-
tion procedure was planned to be as follows:
(1) Transmitter on at the HGA at "track" position time
minus acne-way light time and at a power level
of 20 kW.
(2) Tuning rate to be 0.451-Iz/s {VCO).
(3) The sweep to cover, at most, Channel 13 center
frequency ±470 Hz.
(^) The duration of the sweep to be approximately 51
minutes.
The uplink sweep pattern in terms of spacecraft received
frequencies is shown in h'ig. 9.
I53
(1) The uplink acquisition would be made in the
"blind; ' that is, with no downlink signal from the
Lander.
{2} Two receivers, each connected to a different an-
tenna and with a IS- to 20-dB difference in signal
IeveI, were to be acquired.
(3) There would be, initially at least, large frequency
and temperature uncertainties.
{4} The total acquisition time would be Iimited.
In order to accommodate these characteristics, very eon-
. servative uplink and downlink acquisition strategies
were devised. These strategies were also to be used on
aA subsequent Lander direct links including those of the
second Viking Lander. A typical timeline far the Lander
direct link is seen in Fig. 8.
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C. DawnIink Acquisition
Due to t^^cz,perature and power constraints the Viking
Lander S»band transmitter was to be turned on for at
most 42 min (for long DCS links) starting approximately
70 min after the completion of the uplink acquisition
sweep. It would therefore be necessary to sweep the
receivers in such a manner as to quickly acquire the two-
way downlink and to allow for the acqui^i^-ion of a one-
way downlink as a contingency.
The following information concerning the one-way and
two-way downlink frequency was available;
(I) The frequency uncertainties for the lander auxiliary
oscillator frequencies were quits large:
3a AUX OSC 1 frequency ,-- 8200 Hz
3a AUX OSC 2 frequency .-- 220D Hz
(2) The two-way doppler frequencies were expected to
be highly accurate.
(3) The difference between one- and two-way doppler
was to be approximately I2,000 Hz with one-way
doppler {D1) at the higher frequency, i.e.,
— TFREQ + 96 22Q XMTREF = I2 kHz
This information, as well as the fact that the station
configuration (configuration code BI) called far a Block
IV receiver as prime with a Block III receiver as backup
led to the choice of an easily workable, albeit unique
receiver sweep strategy that had a high probability of
acquiring either the one- or two-way downlink.
Basically, the Block IV receiver would be swept at a
very high rate (2000 Hz/s, (S-band) through the range
of doppler frequencies defined by
{DI — X) -!- (.12000 + X} Hz
where X would, in general, equal ^ 2 kHz.
Thus, the sweep was to encompass both the one- and
two-way downlink frequencies. The sweep was to be ex-
ecuted with the receiver programmed oscillator control
assembly in ACQ mode with the ATZ signal enabled.
This would automatically terminate the sweep upon de-
tection of the downlink signal. Additionally, the sweep
was to start approximately 5 min before the time that the
2^4
downlink signal was expected to be seen. Using this high
sweep rate, the entire range of frzqueneies would be
swept approximately every I2 s.
The downlink acquisition procedure planned was there-
fore:
(1) The receiver DCO programmed to be swept at
2000 Hz/s {S-band) or I00 Hz/s {DCO) through
receiver frequencies corresponding to the range:
D1 — 16 kHz C frequency < DI -}- I2 kHz (where
DI > D2)
{2} At expected downlink minus 5 min flag doppler as
two-way data and start receiver using ACQ mode
with ATZ.
D. Lander Tracking Predictions
Since the ephemeris of Mars is fairly well known, pre-
dicts were expected to be highly accurate, with the ex-
ception of the observables Dl and XA. These frequencies,
as mentioned earlier, would have quite large uncertain-
ties, Thus, to accommodate these uncertainties, predicts
were to be generated hvice a week during the early
tracking period. As mare experience was gained, the
predicts would be generated on a weekly schedule.
E. Ranging
Approximately 2 h after the start of the short downlink
lander pass and after the period of real-time imaging, a
short period (---ID min) of time was to be allocated for
ranging to the lander.
The ranging accuracy requirements supplied by LPAG
were quite liberal, calling far i5 m acceptable one-•vay
Lu range jitter and I5 components to resolve range am-
biguity; these under conditions of —2 dB carrier sup-
pression and an expected ranging power to noise ratio of
1.75 dB. Additionally, since a precise lander location
needed to be determined quickly, pipelining of the range
code to acquire multiple range paints was considered.
Pipelining is a previously unused option of the planetary
ranging assembly (PRA) which simply allows sequential
retransmission of the ranging Cade, thus making possible
many repeated acquisitions within a Iimited time. With
the additional help of an option to transmit immediately,
it vas felt that three range points of good accuracy could
be acquired in less than IO min.
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The xanging, parameters chosen larder the guidelines of
project requirements were: Tl, 38 s; T2, 9 s; and 15 com-
ponents, for a total integration time of 2 min, 44 s. An
additional 20 s would also be added before the start of
transmission to allow the Iander ranging subsystem to
settle into normal operating condition,
V!!!. Viking 1 Planetary Phase Operations
Analysis
A. MOt Uplink Acquisition Performance
1. Preburn period. As mentioned in Sec. III, paragraph
A., it was expected that the uplink would be lost during
the yaw and roll 2 turns; in anticipation of this circum-
stance the uplink was ramped to closely match XA and an
"insurance" sweep was performed immediately after the
end of the roll 2 turn. Subsequent to the event, Viking
Project {OPAG) analysis showed the uplink was main-
tained throughout the ramping period, attesting to tl^e
efficacy of the ramping procedure and thus additionally
having rendered the insurance sweep unnecessary.
2, Postburn period. The postburn uplink acquisition
Subsequent to the conclusion of the yaw un-.vind turn
(described in Section III, Paragraph B.) was successful,
and the uplink was maintained routinely from this period
forward.
In summation, MOI uplink acquisitions were exactly
according to plan and completely successful.
B, MO1 Downlink Acquisition Performance
can be seen in Fig, Il. The signal passed through the
receiver at 23:42:26 GMT, and at a signal level of ap-
proximately —I6$ dBm. One can see in Fig, Il that at
the expected acquisition time, d:ree receiver frequency
"spikes' occurred, which might easily explain the aborted
acquisition. Upon careful examination, almost alI of the
spikes seen in Fig, lI have a value very clas p to: -±-n X20},
S-band I:Iz (n =small integer). 20 ]:Iz S-hand is exactly
equal to I Idx DCO, so it would appear quite passible
that the misacquisition vas ultimately due to an erratic
5yntlleSi^er.
The second phase in the acquisition plan was to place
the Block IV Receiver (3) in the ACQ mode at 23:44:10.
Goldstone DSS I4 elected (at their option} not to use the
ACQ mode, but instead to try and lack the Block IV
Receiver using the lockup frequency from the Block III
S-band receiver. Black IV receiver lock to the downlink
was not achieved until 23:46:41 GMT, and (with hind-
sightt) the ACQ mode plan far 23:44:10 might have
achieved a quicker acquisition. The I31ock III S-band
receiver lack-up time was 23;43:40 GMT,
3. Postburn ttivo ^vay downlink acquisition. At 00:00:22
GMT, the ground receivers were thrown out of lack by
the one-way/two-way downlink transition. The Block IV
S-band Receiver (3) was put in the ACQ mode according
to plan (and as described in Seetian IV., Paragraph B.)
and acquired the downlink very rapidly -- at 00:03:12
GMT, well ahead of the block III acquisition at 1}0:04:42
GMT.
C. Fast X-Band Acquisition
^^
1, Preburn acquisition, According to plan, the Block
IV 5-band Receiver (No, 3) was placed in the ACQ mode
(ATZ enabled} 5 min prior to expected signal xeappear-
ance after roll 2 turn {at approximately 22:32:00 GMT}.
The Receiver 3 sweep pa#tern and acquisition is seen
in Fig, 10. The expected time of signal reappearance was
22:31:52 GMT, and Receiver 3 locked the do^Nnlink at
22:32:00 GMT, which can be seen in Fig. IO to be the
first zero crossing after signal emergence. The 131ock III
S-band receiver lock time was 22:31:58 GMT.
2. Postburn onc•^vay downlink acquisition.As described
in Section IV., Paragraph B., the first phase in the attempt
to acquire the one-way downlink shortly after its emer-
gence at threshold was to allow the doppler to "walk
through" the receiver (which was set at a constant fre-
quency}. This plan was unsuccessful, and the receiver
"tuning' (i.e., referenced to the predicted doppler value)
As previously mentioned {Sec. IV., Paragraph C,}, the
DSN would attempt to lock the X band signal within
seconds after its reappearance at the conclusion of roll 2
unwind. The Orbiter Performance Analysis Group pre-
dicted a roll 2 unwind time of 40:23:03 GMT, June 20,
with the X-band sisal crossing (above} threshold same
10 to 24 s prior to that time. The instructions given to DSS
14 were as follows:
Start sweep time	 Ofl:18:00 GMT
Frequency upper limit	 41368122 PIz (DCC?)
Frequency lower limit 	 413661021=Iz (DCQ)
Sweep rate	 10.0 kIz/s (DCO)
The Vil.-ini; 1 Fast X-band acquisition results are seen
in Fig. 12. Acquisition of the X-band signal occurred at
00:22:52 GMT, a full Il s before the end of roll 2 unwind.
I
'j
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Since the OPAG criterion for a successful fast acquisition
was an acquisition at Ieast several seconds before the
end of the (roll 2} turn, the procedure as demonstrated
here must be adjudged a complete success.
In summation, except far the {relatively insignificant)
failure to lock at a very law signal level during the one-
tvay signal reappearance post MOI burn, all BIock IV
receiver acquisitions were extremely rapid and successful.
The failure to lock during the one-way signal reemerges^e
is attributed to an erratic synthesizer.
D. Periapsis Receiver Ramping
The periapsis receiver ramping strategy described in
Sec. VI was predicated on usage of the high-gain antenna
(HGA) during the periapsis pass. Ho ►vever, because of
photographic requirements, many of the periapsis passes
utilized the low-gain antenna (LGA), and in fact, the
LGA orientation on some passes caused the signal to
degrade from anominal --161 dBm to threshold (-175
dBm) or below. During the LGA periapsis passes, it was
found that the receiver ramping scheme {appropriately
translated from X-band to S-band levels) was very helpful
in just keeping the S-band Block IV receiver in locks The
receiver ramping strategy was thus amended to;
HGA passes; Ramp Block 1V X-band receiver
LGA passes: Ramp Block IV S-band receiver
The tffP^tiveness of the S-band recei^ ar ramping has
been d:tested to by the DSS receiver operators, while
Viking Radio Science has to date been satisfied with the
X-band receiver ramping operations.
E, Lander Operations
1. Uplink acquisition. At 05:1U;D0 GMT on July 2I, DSS
43 turned on its transmitter and began the initial uplink
acquisition with the Viking Lander precisely as described
in Section VIL, Paragraph B, This strategy translated to
frequencies for July 21, had the following parameters:
Transmitter on DS:lO:UD GMT
Start tuning D5:10:40 GMT
Starting frequency 22011247 Hz (VCO}
Tuning rate —0,45I•Iz/s {VCO}
Tune to 22014302 Hz (VCO)
Start tuning to T5F 05:45:40 GMT
TSF	 22014770 Hz (VCO)
Tuning rate	 +0.45 Hz/s {VCO)
Stop tuning	 06:03:00 GMT
Sweep duration 	 52 min 2D s
Tlto acquisition sweep was executed with precision and
without complication. However, following the acquis_tion
a^E the Lander downlink signal approximately one hour
after the end of the^sweep, it was found that Receiver ].,
the primary (and emergency) command receiver con-
nected to the low-gain antenna, had not been acquired
during the sweep. In fact, this receiver was actually ob-
served to "lack up" in telemetry received several minutes
after the downlink was acquired. This anomalous be-
havior became the subject of much study by the Lander
Performance Analysis Group, including lengthy (up to
eight hours in one case) sweeps attempted in order to
acquire the receiver and has not, as of this writing, been
fully explained.
2. Downlink acquisition, At 07:10:00 GMT, following
the guidelines of the downlink acquisition strategy, Aus-
tralia DSS 43 began sweeping its receivers to find the
Viking Lander signal. The planned acquisition sweep
had the following parameters:
Start acquisition sweep	 07:10:00 GMT
Expected downlink 	 07:12:47 GavIT
Sweep upper limit 	 44753046.55 Hz (DCO)
or Dl — 12000 Hz {S-band)
Sweep lower limit 	 44751846.55 Hz (DCO)
or Dl + 12000 Hz (S-band}
Dl -- D2	 ---7D00 Hz (S-band}
Sweep rate	 2000 Hz/s (S-band}
As can be seen, the sweep encompassed bath the ane-
and two-way downlink frequencies as well as reasonable
uncertainties in these frequencies. Approximately two
minutes later than expected, 07:14:31 GMT, the two-way
downlink was acquired. This acquisition confirmed the
efficacy of the uplink acquisition procedures but brought
up a question concerning the downlink acquisition pro-
cedures: Vas the sweep rate too fast for this signal Ievel
(-148 dBm}? A similar difference behveen expected and
actual acquisition of signal {AOS} times occurred on the
x
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next Lander direct link as well. After censu'ltations with
the Lander Performance Analysis Group it was learned
that the expected AOS time was actually the time that
the traveling wave tube amplifier was turned on and a
radio frequency downlink would not be observed until
approximately'Ifl slater. Thus, the downlink was actually
acquired the first time that the xeceiver swept through the
downlink signal.
3. Ranging. Ranging modulation was turned on at DSS
43 at 07:20:20 GMT and the transmission of the ranging
code began 20 s later, according to the procedures de-
scribed earlier. Integration of the third range point was
completed at approximately 08:08:1.3 GMT; the range
channel was observed to be shut off at 08:08:25 GMT.
Pseudo-DRVID, a comparison of differenced range paints
with integrated doppler to provide validation of the range
points, was computed with the following results:
Acquisitions	 Fseudo-DRVID (RU)
1/2	 4.8
113
	 16.5
2/3
	 I1.9
Thus, three good range points were indeed acquired in
the allotted ranging time and with 13 s to sparel
IX. Prediction Accuracy
The predictions used for the MOI period were gen-
erated from a polynomial coefficient tape {PCT) delivered
by the I'PAG approximately 24 h prior to MOI. The ac-
curacy of these predictions (identified as set VA 5$} can
easily be gauged by an examination of the Nehvork
Operations Control Center (NOGG} pseudo-residual pro-
gram output. Doppler pseudo-residual data {defined as
actual data -- predicted data} for selected times through-
autthe DSS I4 MOI pass are presented in Table 1.
The prediction accuracy as seen in the pseudo-residual
output is quite good, particularly when considering that
the accuracy (after the burn) is dependent upon both
inherent trajectory uncertainties and the accuracy of the
MOI burn itselk. The prediction accuracy before the burn
{.-X22:3$} is at least as good as the accuracies which have
been obtained on recent planetary flybys.
X. Summary
The Viking 1 MOI period, with its crucial need for
the acquisition and maintenance of the telecommunica-
tions links, effectively challenged the DSN tracking sys-
tem. The Viking project and the DSN jointly evolved
strategies to accommodate the MOI complexities, and
these strategies were successful. Overall, tracking opera-
tions during the Viking 1 MOI period and subsequent
planetary phase must be considered an unqualified
success.
r
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Table 1. Doppler pseudo-residuais, June 19 and 20
f
Doppler ;^^
Time (GMT) d(A—P),Hz made Event
Start of pass	
'^
17:52:02 -F 0.3 2
22;37:00 -E-12.5 2 nefore MOI burn
23:17:00 —98.8 2 After MOI burn
23:47:02 —33,8 I i-Iigh doppler rate pariod
00;04:02 -F 34.0 2 Nigh doppler rate period
05:28;02 -F28.3 2 End of pass
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An Aparoach to improve lUlanagem^nt
^lisibility Within the Procurement and
Financial Group at Goldstone
F. Ft. Maiocco and J. 8. Rozek
b5N Facility Operations Section
This article is one in a series of articles which l:eve been written and pertains
to improvements in the operational ef]iciency of t1:e data management systems
at the Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex (CDBCC). Tliis
particular article addresses the existing procurement and f nancial management
data system at GDSCC, identif:es management requirements for better visibility,
describes a proposed computerized data management system, summarizes
results to date, and fdentlfies plans for future development,
^-
L Present System
The current GDSCC Procurement and Financial (GPF)
data management system is a manual data acquisition,
information handling, retrieval, processing, and reporting
system. x'he GPF group maintains records of all purchase
requests, status of such records, purchase orders, receipts,
invoices, and disbursements of funds for material and
supplies under their cognizance.
Purchase requisitions which are prepared by various
cost centers are forwarded to the GPF group and contain
basic requisition data such as: cost account number, cost
center identification, purchase requisition (PR) number,
PR date of preparation, GPF' receiving date, description of
item to be ordered, quantity requested, unit of measure-
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meat, unit number, and unit price. Figure 1 is a sample
PR worksheet.
Purchase orders are prepared by the GPF' group after a
supplier has been selected and a contract secured. Data
contained on the purchase order {PO) reflect the
confirmation of the ordered quantity, unit of measure-
ment, PO item number, PO unit price as well as the PO
number, PO preparation date, and vendor promise date.
Figure 2 is a sample purchase order form.
Receiving Reports contain information on actual items
received from the vender. Figure 3 is a sample form in use
at GDSCC.
J.7I
Transactions or queries regarding the status of any item
in the existing data base are documented via manual data
entries, sorting, updating, and processing. This type of
data handling is somewhat Iaboriaus, inefficient, time-
consuming, and susceptible to data errors. To acquire data
far several standard procurement and financial reports
from the existing data management system for decision
making requires the. GPF group to invest on the average
32 man-hours per report.
11. Requirements
Over and above the general requirements identified in
Ref. I, i.e., provide support with reduced resources,
implementation of a centralized management data base
system, and permit analytical assessment of manpower
planning and budget estimating, the DSN management
imposed the following guidelines to improve the opera-
tional efficiency of the GPF group:
{I} Provide the capability to effectively respond to
budget variation in a timely manner.
(2) Provide acost-effective capability for financial
analysis and planning.
(3) Provide more efficient control techniques with
respect to cost center expenditures and budget
projections.
(4} Reduce the per unit cast and man-hours expended
per report generated.
(S} Improve the integrity {reliability) of the GPF data
base.
111. Proposed Computerized Data
Managemertt System
To facilitate the above requirements, it was determined
after reviewing the various functions performed by the
GPF personnel that file updating, searching, data process-
ing, information handling, and the report generation
functions were tractable to a computerized system.
Figure 4 shows an overview of the proposed computer-
ized GPF data management system. It indicator that the
GPF personnel wi91 input pertinent data, via remote data
entry terminals, to the data base and all informatinn
handling, updating, sorting, searching of files, storage, and
report generation will be performed by the computer.
Users of the data base have been identified to be: JPLf
DSN management, GDSCC Operations management,
GPF management, GDSCC Facility Maintenance Wark
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Control Center (WC^} planners, and, finally, the origina-
tor of the initial PR.
The data requirements and information needs of these
users vary. The JPL and Goldstone Facility Management's
interest leans toward expenditures versus budget situa-
tions. The Goldstone Procurement Section and the
Goldstone Facility Maintenance WCC planners are
interested in outstanding Purchase Requisitions/ Purchase
Orders in reference to functional planning and work load
analysis. Financial Planning is concerned about the
committed and obligated funds and the disbursement of
various cast center funds. And, finally, the originator is
concerned with status of his requested items.
Typical reports required by management are:
{I) MonthlylQuarterly Expenditure Reports
{2) Material Budget Account Reports
{3} Disbursement to Small Vendors Roport
(4) Weekly Procurement Activity Reports
(5) Cost Accounting Reports
{B} Followup Status Reports (overdue items}
Three major files are required to accor3nmodate the
financial related data and provide the essential statistics
far management reports. They are: {I) a Vendor File
which contains eight fields per computer record; (2) the
Purchase File containing a total of 23 data fields per
record; and {3) a Disbursement File consisting of 7 fields
per record.
The structure of the computer files is shown in Tables
1-3, and sample Computer Status Codes for PR/POs are
tabulated in Table 4.
N. Status o^F the GPF Data Base
In addition to establishing the major data files, their
contents and retard layouts per file, a file generator
program and an update program have been developed.
A file generator program is required to input data to
computer-generated flies; housekeeping routines are
necessary for file updating and querying the GPF data
base; and special purpose application programs are
necessary for generating management reports and analy-
ses.
The file generator prof►ram permits the GPF personnel
to enter initial PR data, PO data, receiving report
information, invoice data, freight charge statistics, dis-
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bursement, and vendor information into khe computer.
This program is end-user oriented in that it permits PR/
PQ data And receiving report information which arrives at
a different point in time. at the purchasing group to be
stored in the computer in a similar fashion. Prompting
information for the user is available to minimize an
extensive training program and permits front end editing
to improve data base integrity.
As for housekeeping funckions, an update program was
developed to update computer files for those items most
frequently modified by the GPF personnel. Specifically,
this program allows purchase requisition changes in the
account number, quantity requested, unit of measurement,
unit price, and PR status. It further permits PO-related
changes of a simIIar nature. To accommodate other
changes, the existing MBASTC editor and edit aid program
are available for performing Iimited housekeeping and
modifications of GPF files.
Application programs are currently being developed to
achieve the specified management requirements. Tt is
anticipated that as the data base expands during FY77,
budget analysis per cost center and account, work load
analysis of the GPI' group, and vendor performance
analyses can be conducted. tinder the assumption that
certain application programs have been written and given
the basic data in the three major .files, the GPF data
management system will be able to respond to such
queries as identified in Table 5. This latter list is by no
means exhaustive.
V. Anticipated Results of peveiapmertt Work
With the capability described above, it is assumed that
the fallowing improvements in the GPF group's operating
eificiency will be detected:
(1)A reduction in man-hours expended on report
preparation or analyses conducted.
(2)Elimination of computational error.
(3} An increase in GPF data base integrity.
{^}) Development of efficient data acquisition, informa-
tion handling, and processing procedures.
(5) An expanded capability in GPr reporting not
previously available in the manual data recording
system.
Additional areas where improvement is anticipated
encompas^ ,;such categories as: manpower utilization,
organizai.ar«;, of data files, timeliness of management
reports based:^9^ current data, planning and availability of
more perfa^^^i^ information on overall obligated, commit-
ted, and disb^:rsed funds per cost center or account.
VI. f'u'ture Plans
The major tasks planned far this fiscal year are as
follows:
{1) Train GPF users an how to interface wi#h the
computer, create data and history files, and initiate
management reports.
(2) 13^ termine approximately six specific application
programs required for management decision making.
{3) Develop and implement management programs.
(4) Transfer operations of GPr data management
system to GPF group.
VII. ^onciusion
The GFF on-line computerized data management
system will contribute to increasing GDSCC Procurement
and Planning group 's efficiency and provide added
visibility to JPL/D5N management with respect to
GD5CC's expenditures and disbursements, Utilizing
modern computer technology will result in further
benefits, namely, a speedup in decision making, a
reduction its clerical tasks, rapid data retrieval, and a
general streamIinin of the organization 's operation.
i
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Sable 1. 5#rec#are of Purchase FEIe
Field	 Item Field size r'ormat
1	 Account 5 N	 i
r
2	 Cost Center 4 A/N
3	 Purehaso Requisition © N	 '
Number
4	 Purchase Requisition (3 (MMDDYY} N
Date
5	 Purchase Requisition t3 (MMDDYY} N
Receiving Date —	 -	 .
^	 Quantity Requested 4 N
7	 Purchase Requisition 2 A	 ,
Unit of Measurement
8	 Purchase Requisition 2 N
Item
9	 Purchase Requisition 8 N
Unit Price
10	 Status° 1 A/N
11	 Revision 1 N
I2	 Purchase Order Number 0 N
I3	 Purchase Order Date 8 (MMDDYY) N
14	 Vendor Promise Date $ (MMDDYY} N
15	 Vendor Code 4 A/N
18	 Quantity Ordered 4 N
17	 Purchase Order Unit 2 A
of Measurement
IS	 Purchase Order Item 2 N	 '
I9	 Purchase Order Unit 8 N
Price ^
20	 Rceeivin^ Report B N	 '
Number
21	 Receiving Report Dnte 6 (1biMDDYY} N
22	 Quantity Received 4 N
23	 Receiving Report Unit 2 A
of Measurement
A =alpha character ^^
N =numeric character
A/N =alphanumeric character
°See Tahle 4.
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Table 8. Structure of Vendor Fite '
Talite 2. Structure of Disbursement File
field	 Item Field size Format
Field Item Field size Format I	 Vendor Codo 4 A/N
S	 Vendor Name 30 A	 -
.1 Purchaso Order 6 N
3	 Vendor Address 3Q A/N
	 i2 Invoice Number [i N
4	 Zip Code 5 N
3 Invoico Date 6 (MMDDXX) N
5	 Vendor .Size 1 A
^# Freight Charge 5 N
0	 Rating 2 A/N
5 Check Number $ N
7	 Vendor Phnne Nr, 1(] N
8 Dato Paid 0 (MMDDYY) N
$	 Contact i.5 A
7 Dollar Value 10 N
A =alpha character
N =numeric character N = numeric character
A/N =alphanumeric character
Ta61e 4. Sample status codes for computer input
Status code Description
0 Routine
1 Urgent
2 Subcontract
3 Repair
4 Urgent, Subcontract
5 Urgent, Repair
8 Subcontract, Repair
7 Urgent, SUbCOntrACt, Repair
S Petty Cnsh
QtlatatiaR	 .
A Quotation, Urgent
B Quotation, Subcontract
C Quotation, Repair
D Quotation, Urgent, Subcontract
E Quotation, Urgent, Repair
F QUdtatian, SUbCOntraCt, Repair
G Quotation, Urgent, Subcontract, Repair
X Cancellation
i ^^
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Tahfe 5. Possible aspects to 5e analyzed
Number of Purchase Requisitions written per month
Number of Purchnse Requisitions written per Cast Center
Number of Purchase Requisitions written per account 	 i
Outstanding Purchase Requisitions per Cost Center 	 r
Outstanding Purchase Requisitions per Account 	 f
Total outstanding Purchase Requisitions At any giventime
Number of cancelled Purchase Requisitions per Cast Canter 	 !
TotnI number of Cancelled Purchaso Requisitions at nny given time
Number of urgent Purchase Requisitions written per Cast Center	 _ _
Number of urgent Purchnse Requisitions written at any given limo
Number of revisions made per Cast Center
r
Number of revisions made nt any given time
Number of Purchnse Orders written per month
Number of Purchase Orders written per Cost Center
Number of Purchase Orders written per account
Outstanding Purchase Orders per Cost Center
Outstnnding Purchase Orders per account
Outstanding Purchaso Orders at any given time
Time period to convert Purchase Requisitions to Purchase Orders
Time geriad between promised And acEuaE delivery dates
Number of outstanding items per Purchase Order
Number of cancelled Purchnse Orders per Cost Center
Number of cancelled items per Cost Center
Total Numher of cancelled Purchnse Orders at nny i;ivca time
Total Numher of Invoices received at nny given time
Number of outstnnding invoices nt any given time
Freight Charges paid vet per account
Freight Charges paid out to individunl Vendors
Number of checks written toward a given Purchase Order
Total Disbursement per Cost Center
Total Disbursement per account
Total Disbursement of petty cash per Cost Center
Total Disbursement of petty cash at nny given time
Performance rating of vendors
Total Disbursement to small business
Total Disbursement to large business 	 -	
.t
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A Technique for Generating +correlated X-Band
Weather ^3^gradation Statistics
E. C. Posner and F. J. ^eigfer
TDA Planning Office
Flight projects relying on the DSN's X-band receiving facilities for X-bard
telemetry and/ar tracking require some technique for generating test oases o f
degradations to use in mission sequence planning exercises and even in data rate
selection. It is, for example, known that the X -b^^nd nufse temperature of DSN
receivers can go up from 20 K to over ZOD K or more, if the air is heavily Laden
eaith water vapor, although that is an uncommon occurrence, It is proposed that
the DSN furnish flight projects relying an X-band degradation models, one for
each DSN Complex. Such models -ruould be in the form of a random process
generator, say in a^i b1BASIC program, that k^nuld permit the project to generate
X-band degradation data with the right autocorrelatians for periods of interest
to the Projects. The autacorrelation modeling is especially important because
bursts of degradation lasting several days can a$ect data storage and mission
sequence design strategy. This article therefore presents one approach which
works if the deUradation statistics obey ahalf-gaussian law. That is, the random
variables are farmed by taking the absolute values of another set of random
variable's, themselves having a {two-sided1 gaussian distribution. The technique
of this paper then permits the half-gaussian random variables 4o have given ane-
and tu;o-step correlation caegcients.
L In^roductian
Flight projects relying on the DSN's X-band receiving
facilities for X-band telemetry and/or tracking require
some technique for generating test cases of degradations
to use in mission sequence planning exercisos and even in
data rate selection. It is, for example, known that the
X-band noise temperature of DSN receivers can go up
from 20 K to over 100 K ar more, if the air is heavily
laden with water vapor, although that is an uncommon
occurrence. It is proposed that the DSN furnish flight
projects relying on X-band degradation models, one for
each DSN Complex. Such models would be in the form
of a random process geuerat^ • r, say in an MBASIC pro-
gram, that would permit the project to generatc X-band
degradation data with the right autocorrelation for peri-
iSD
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ads of interest to the projects. The autocorrelatian model-
ing is especially important because bursts of degrndation
lasting several days can affect data storage and mission
sequence design strategy. This article therefore pxesents
one approach which works if the degradation statistics
obey ahalf-gaussian law. That is, the random vt rubles
are formed by taking tho absolute values of another set
of xandozn variables, themselves having a (twc-sided}
gaussian distribution. The technique of this papr.r then
permits the half-gaussian random variables to ha •^e given
one- and two-step correlation coefficients, if non^negative.
A modification, to be reported separately, can be used to
match negative correlations,
NlathematicaU.y, the primary problem is to find cor-
relation eoef£icients p,, p^ far the intermediate gaussian
random variables which will lead to the desired correla-
tions ^l, and ^^ for the half-gaussian variables. Thus, we
need to find p ,{^,}, and p. (A^}. The nature of the bivariate
gaussian distribution makes the calculation of A(p) fea-
sible, A hvn -step process is therefore followed: tho func-
tion ^(p} is found (see Section II}, then is inverted to get
p(1^} by numerical means (Section III).
In Section IV we outline a method for generating a
sequence of gaussian random variables with one- and
two-step correlations p,, p„ from an uncorrelated set of
normal gaussian random variables. Tho algorithm de-
scribed in Section IV can easily be extended to the case
of more than two correlations. Section V briefly describes
a program written in the MBASIC language implement-
ing the above algorithms, and it describes how to create
a set of standard gaussian random numbers from a set
of random variables distributed uniformly. Soma sample
output from the program is also given. Section VI is an
informal "Software Specification Docunii^ut' (SSD) for
the program.
fl. Determining the Intermediate Correlation
Given two normally distributed random variables X,,X^
with mean l}, variance 1 and corrolation p(X,,X 2}, we
wish to f nd Carr { ^ Xx ^ _ ^ X^ ^ } _ ^(P}. Our starting point
is the distribution function
F(a,>^}
 =
J 
^^ f ^ fCX:,X.,p}dXxdX^
-^
for X,,X^, where f iG the bivariabie normal density cen-
tered at the origin:
f {X,,X^,p) = 2rr 1,
X exp ^ 2(1 1pF} (Xr — 2pX,X^ + X^)^
Let G(a,,aY} denote the distribution function for
^ X, ^, ^ X^ ^ • If either a, or a^ is less than t) then G(a,,a,i = 0;
otherwise we have
G(a,,a2) = p(^ X, k < a,, ^ X: ^ < aY}
^,	
¢^
f (X,,X^,p}dX,dX:
ff
-^,r^^ 
(^J	 .y
— f ^I J a ^ LJ 1X,^X_,p^ + 11Xl,xs, ` p1^^IdXa
.J o	 0
Therefore, 2[ f (X,,X^,p} + f (X I,X^, — p}^ xepresents the
joint density of ^ X, ^ , ^ X^ ^
The next step is to calculate the expectation of
^XI^^IX^^^
^(tX=i^1Xzl
2
 f ^ J m x,x^[t(X,,x^,p) + f(x,,x^, — p`,)dx,dx:0	 4
where
r8 m
`^(P) 
^ J O a X
1X, f (X,,X:,p)dX,dXZ
A variable change to polar coordinates gives
i
i
ter-
	
^{ p} = 
^ 
^	 ra sin 2B • exp ^2(X 
1 p} (r= --- pr" sin 2B}^ dr dB4^ ]. —	 a
r^	 p^
4r, ^ ^
I'' '^'	 sin ?^B J r^.exp^ _ r-• 12(Ips^ jB drdB
	
V ^ p U	 a
nr^(1 -- p"°}'^-	 sin2BdB _ ^ p p aresinp
2^	 1 --- psin 29in 29 2^ + 4 + 2n
0
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Thus,
E(f Xl ^, ^ Xz J) _ ^ {^ + p aresin p)
For p =1 we obtain E(X^) = i; p = 0 implies
2	 2[E^Xa^]z=—,so var(X;) T 1--
^	 ^
Therefore
2
n {^ + p aresin p — I)
carr(^x,^,^xz^) =	 2I--
— ^ + p aresin p — I 
= ^(p)
2 —I
ill. Calcr'!Iation o^ p{^)
We calculate p(A} given the relation
^(p)= I—pz+paresinp—I	 OCJ^C1	 I
,;	 (	 }	 ( )2 -- 1
A useful observation is {^r/2 --- 1) d1►/dp ^ aresin p =
p + I/bps + 3/40pa -}- .... Integrating this formula
gives a Taylor series for (^r/2 -- 1)^ and, upon formal
inversion, we obtain:
p z(.l} = 2^ 1 — Ii 3 A^ -- 4/^51^; -- II/1$9 A;
— 722/I^I75 Ai T- 0.05203 111 -- 0.050$7 A,
where ^, - (^/2 —1)1►. Over the interval [0,0.5] this
seven-term series will find p to within the theoretical
error bound of 2 . 10-x . An actual computer ealculatian
using this series, then converting hack via Eq. (l.) gives
an accuracy to within IO-^ over [0,0.5] with the largest
error at 1►
 = 0.5. (The difference between the hvo num-
bers is simply an example of the fact that calculations
often work out much better than theoretical error bounds
would indicate.)
When ^ approaches I, the above series gives inaccurate
results. An alternate method is to use the Lagrange
Interpolation polynomial far p over the interval [0.5,1],
with mesh poinfs 0.5, 0.6, .. ,I. The result is p(A) =
0.2882 + I.O55$A — 0.0^70A z
 — 0.9506As + IA072^°
—0.35I8^^. The theoretical error bound is 7 • IO-', mainly
due to rounding. A computer calwulation using this for-
mula gave accuracy to within 4 • I.0-^ aver [0.5,I].
IV. Generating Random Variables With Given
Dne and Two-step Cerrelatians
We now give a method for generating a sequence {Xi }
of gaussian random variables with given one-step correla-
tion p,(X^,X;^,) and t^vo-step correlation p^(X,,X^+_). Con-
sider aprocess of the farm
where a and Q are caef&dents to be determined, and tl'^e
^^ are standard normal gaussian random variables.
Multiplying Eq. (I} by X,,X,,, and taking expectations,
we find that plm;.z = av^+x + (3p,o; and p_ 7;.z = ap, a?.,
+ Qa^ where Qs -= E(X;). For Eq. {1) to be a stationary
process it is required that v^ = Q,+k far k ^ 0; in this case
we may solve for a and (3, giving a -- p, — pzpz/I -- p;
and ^ = pz — pi/1 — p;. It is also possible to solve £or
vt = rr. Writing E(X i+: — aX i ^, --- /3X,)z = Efl,z = I we
find ^ = I --- p;/(1 -- p2}(1 + p, — 2pi}. Since ^ ^ 0 this
gives us the inequality ^. + p^ -- 2pi ^ 0,
To begin generating {X i } we normalize X,,X: using
the above value for Q as follows:
X, = rr I ^ p ' it ^ + ^ 1 2 p ' !1 ^,
This gives the proper correlation and variance for X,,Xz.
Equation (1} may now be used to calculate X3,X 4i ... .
V. Program Organization
A program has been written in the MDASIC i Iangnage
to carry out the generation of a sequence of correlated
"half gaussian" random variables, relying on the proce-
dures described abuve.
The MRASIC random number generator gives num-
bers which are uniformly distribirte^^, so the first step is
to produce a sequence of standard normal gaussian num-
bers from the uniform distribution, via the central limit
1The DSN standard nonrent-time language.
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theorem. IF p; is the ith standard ganssian, Xx the Ktln
random number From the M^ASIC generator, we may
write
Xal
A uniform distribution over [0,1} has moan 1/2; variance
1/12, so each XR —^1 "- has mean 0, and adding 12 of
them gives a random variable with variance 1. In addi-
tion, the ^i will be very nearly ganssian, as a result of the
central limit theorem.
Using the numerical methods described above, the next
step in the program is to calculate the intermediate cor-
relations. Than the stationary random process is used {if
the correlations satisfy the required inequality) fo gener-
ate random variables with the intermediate correlations.
The absolute values of these random variables are then
taken to give our desired sequence of "half gaussiari
random variables with the given correlations..
A word of caution. We have not yet proved that an;r
non-negative two-step correlation function {A^, A_} which
can arise as the cor. • ^lation function of some stationary
process whose 1-dimcnsianai marginals have the same
distribution as the absolute value of a centered gaussiari
can also arise as the two-step correlation function of
the absolute value of a centered jointly {floe key word)
gaussiari process. We can prove, however, that this is tl^e
case provided.
^y < ^. ^ ^ J ^^ 0.4598
Since inmost applications A I and Ax would be reasonably
close to 0, this gap should not arise in practice, if indeed
it can arise at all,
Atypical run of the program is shown in Fig. 1.
Vt. Program Description
A. GeneraE Descripfiiort
This section is essentially a 5oft<vare Specification
Document (SSD) For an MBASIC program CORGS2. The
purpose of CORGS2 is the generation of a set of "ha1F-
gaussian" random variables (the elements of zvhich are
formed by taking the absolute values of the members of
a set with a normal distribution) with given one- and
tcvo-step correlations. The subsequent i:umbering reFers
to module numbers in filie structured flowcharts. Three
main steps are involved. First, a set of random variables
(normal distribution) is produced with mean 0, variance
1. Then these are used to generate a new set of ganssian
random variables with known one- and ttivo-step correla-
tions, via a stationary ganssian stochastic process. I+"inally,
the absolute values of these numbers are taken {with the
appropriate scaling factor introduced to give the correct
standard deviation) to produce our set of half-ganssian
random numbers.
6. Level 1 Defiaile ±^  Description
1.1
This module has t^vo purposes. The first is the declara-
tion of the subroutine addresses for the subprograms of
CORG52. Then input is obtained for N, the number of
half-ganssian random variables to be produced by the
user response to a prompting message.
Variables:
N: user response to the prompting message, the
number aF half-gaussians to be generated.
1.2 {ASSIGN)
In this module all necessary variables are declared and
the random number generator is initialized to some posi-
tive value in order to insure a repeatable sequence of
random variables.
1.3 (INPT)
Input is obtained for LAMBDA(1), LAMBDA(2) (the
one- and two-step correlations) and sigma (the final scal-
ing factor) by means of user response to prompting
messages.
Variables
LANil3DA(1): The one-step correlation of the half-
gaussian random variables,
LAMBDA(2); The two-step correlation of the half-
gaussian random variables.
SIGMA:	 The scaling factor which determines
the final standard deviation.
1.4 (INDGS)
In this module we generate an array (GOI) of ganssian
random variables ^^ith mean 4, variance i, by means of
two nested loops,
i
^,
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Variable:
GOl: A numeric array variable of length
N consisting of uncarxelated stan-
dard normal random numbers.
1.5 (CORGS)
An array (GRHO) of random numbers is generated
with intermediate one-step correlation RHO(1}, two-step
correlation RHO{2).
Variable:
GRHO; A numeric array of length N consist-
ing of random variables with mean
0, variance 1 and one-step correla-
tion RHO{1), hvo-step correlation
RH0^2}.
1.6 (HALFGS)
An array of half-gaussian random numbers {GHALF)
is produced with one-step correlation LAMBDA(1}, two-
step correlation LAMBDA{2).
Variable:
GHALF: A numeric array variable o£ length
N, the "half-gaussian" r^:ndom vari-
ables.
1.7 (FRNT)
A prompting question determines whether the user
wants a printout of the array GHALF of half-gaussian
random numbers; with an afErmative answer the array
GHALF is printed.
Variables:
ANS$: A simple string variable accepting
only the initial character of the user's
response. ANS$ ^'X' means output is
desired, ANSI="N' means the oppo-
site.
OK: A simple numerir, variable, the con-
dition of a correct user response to
the prompting question.
See Fig. 2 for flowchart.
C. Level 2 Detaiied Design
1.1
The subroutine addresses are first declared as follows:
ASSIGN -- 1p02Q{}, INPT -- 1Q03Q0, INDGS = 1QOSO4,
coRGS =100600, HALFGS ^ loosoo, FRNT = Ioo9aU.
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Then a prompting message is printed asking for the num-
ber of random variables needed, The message is "ENTER
N, THE NUMBER OF CORRELATED HALF-
GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBERS DESIRED:".
Variable def ned
N, a simple numeric variable input in 1.1.
1.2 ASSIGN Detailed Design: Level 2
The purpose of ASSIGN is to declare all necessary
variables and to initialize the random number generator
at a positive value to produce a repeafable sequence of
random numbers.
1.2.1 Declare variables with explicit declarations.
The declaration of the numeric variables is: Real
GOi{N), X(N), GRHO{N), GHALF(N), LAMBDAO,
RHO(2), SIGMA, ADJ, OK, R, S. The string declara-
tion is; STRING ANS$:1.
Variable definitions
GOl a numeric array of length N generated in 1.4.1-
1.4.3; X, a numeric array of length N generated in
1.5.8--1.5.10; GHALF, a numeric array of length N (c^n-
sisting entirely of positive numbers) calculated in
1.6.1--1.6.2; LAMBDA, a numeric array of length 2
input in 1.3.1-1.3.2; SIGMA, a simple numeric variable
input in 1.3.3; RHO, a i^americ array of length 2 calcu-
lated in 1.5.1—I.S.4; ADJ', a simple numerio variable
defined in 1.5.3; OK, a simple numeric variable defined
in 1.7.1 and reevaluated in 1.7.4; ANSI, a simple string
variable input in 1.6.3.
1.22 Initialize the random number generator with
the declaration: 1tANDONIIZE 5].$997. Any positive
number may be used, but the following should be
noted. Large positive numbers seem to give the best
results, so six digits are advisable. Also, they should
be chosen by some random means, which in this ease
consisted of choosing cards from a deck, face cards
removed, and sampling with replacement.
See Fig. 3 for flowchart.
1.3 INPT Detailed Design: Level 2
In this module we obtain from user, via a series of
prompting messages, values which will determine the
statistical characteristics of the half-gaussian random
variables.
Inputs
A. LAMBDA{I}, a numeric variable input in 1.3.1
which must satisfy (} C LAMBDA(1) C 1.
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B. LAMBDA(2}, A numeric variable input in 1.3,2
which must also sat2sfy 0 C LAMBDA(2) < I.
C. SIGMA, a numeric variable input in 1.3.3 which
must be positive.
Outputs
A. Prompting message "ENTER LAMBDA(1), TI3E
ONE-STEP CORRELATION OF THE HALF-
GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBERS (NOTE THAT
LAMBDA(1) MUST BE NON-NEGATIVE AND
LESS THAN 1}:"
I3. Prompting message "ENTER LAMBDA(2), THE
TWOSTEP CORRELA'{ION OF THE HALF-
GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBERS (NOTE THAT
LAMBDA(2) MUST BE NON-NEGATIVE AND
LESS THAN I:"
C. Prompting message "ENTER SIG1vIA, THE STAN-
DARD DEVIATION OF THE FULL-GAUSSIAN
DISTRIBUTION (NOTE TI4AT SIGMA MUST
BE POSITivE):"
1.3.1. Print prompting message A to user asking for
the final one-step correlation.
Variable defined
LAMBDA(1}, a numeric variable input in 1.3.1.
1.3.2 Print prompting message B to user asking for
the final true-step correlation.
Variable defined
LAMBDA{2), a numeric variable input in 1.3.2.
1:3.3 Print prompting message C to user asking for
the final scaling factor..
Variable defined
SIGMA, a simple numeric variable input in 1.3.3. The
standard deviation of the half-gaussian random vari-
ables should be approximately SIGMA* (1--2/a .
See Fig. 4 for Iiowclrnrt.
1.4 INDGS DettuIed Design: Leve12
In this module an array (GOl} of gaussian random vari-
ables is generated with mean 0, variance 1, by means of
hvo nested Ioops.
1,4.7, The index I is first initialized to 1. At each
eseeution of the loop it is determined whether I>N;
if not, control is passed an to 1.4.2; if the inequality
holds, then control is transferred to 1.5.1.
I.4,2 This Ioop starts with r —l; if Jt12 control is
passed to 1.4.3 then beck to 1.4.2 where J is incre-
mented by I, if J>12 control k^ transferred to I.4.1.
1.4.3 A random variable is produced with nnean 0,
variance 1. From an NIBASIC random number (RNDNI}
1/2 is subtracted to produce a random variable ^vitlr
mean 4, variance 1/2. Each time control is passed from
1.4.2 another of those- random variables is added an to
dre previous result, which increments the variance by
i/1L; die basic step is GOI(I)= G{)],(I)+RND1^I-1/2.
After contlal is passed to 1.4.3 far dre twelfth time,
GOl will have variance 1 (and still have mean ^}.
Control is then returned to 1.4.1.
Variable definition
GOl, a numeric array variable generated in 1.4.I-1.4.3.
See Fig. 5 for Ilowclrart.
1.5 CORGS Detailed Design: Leve12
The purpose of CORGS is to produce an array (GRHO)
wide proper one- and hvo-step correlations so that when
the absolute values of the elements of GRHO are taken,
the new array has our desired correlations LAMBDA{1)
and LAMBDA(2}. Therefore 4ve must first determine the
correct intermediate correlations (R.HO(I) and RHO(2)}
which will lead to die final correlations (LAMBDA(1)
and LAMBDA(2)), then produce GRIIO using the array
GQI by means of a stationary stochastic process.
It is possible that the numbers RHO(1) and RHO(2)
will not lead to a stationary process; if they do not, an
error message will be printed and the program terminated.
Otitptits
A. Error message: "LAMBDA(1) AND LAMBDA{2)
ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE CORRELATIONS"
B. TERitiIINATING 1^IESSAGE "CORGS2 TERMI-
NATED"
C. "THE INTERMEDIATE ONE-STEP CORRELA-
TION I5:"
D. "TIiE INTERMEDIATE TWO-STEP CORRELA-
TION IS:"
i
..	
r`
ir
I
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1.5.1 Initialize the index I to 1 and pass control to
1.52. Control will be passed back to 1.5.1 from 1.5.3
and I is incremented by I at that stage; then iF I>N,
control is transferred to I,S.4; if not, eontroI is again
passed on to I.5.2.
1.5,2 The correlation RHO{I) is determined for the
interval OSLANIBDA(I}C1/2 by the formula
RHO{I) ^SQR(2*ADJ **2.—(4%/45)*ADJ* *3 —(11/189)*
ADJ* *4 -- (722/I4175) *ADJ' *5 — (.05203) *AD J*
 *6
—(.050$7)*ADJ**7) where- ADJWLAMBDA(I)*(^/2
—^1} (this is the first seven tez^ms o£ a Taylor series).
Control is passed to 1.5.3.
Variable definitions
LAMBDA(I), a numeric yariable input in 1.3.I or 1.3.2;
RHO(I}, a numeric variable calculated in 1,5.1-1,5,3;
ADJ, a simple numeric variable defined in I.52.
1.5.3 RFIO{I) is calculated over the interval
.SCLAIVII3DA(I}CI by the formula RHO(I}=.2862
+1.055$*LAMBDA(I)—.4470*LAMBDA(I)**2
— .9508*LAMBDA(I) * *3+1.0072*LAMBDA(I}**4
—.3518*LAMBDA(I)* *S. This is the "Lagrange inter-
polation polynomial" for RHO(I} of degree 5 over
[.5,1] with equally spaced points. Control is passed
to 1.5.1.
Variable definitions
RHO{I}, a numeric variable calculated in 1.S.I-1,5,3;
LAMBDA(I), a numeric variable input in 1.3.1 nr 1.3.2.
1.5.4 We now use the calculated values of RHO(I),
RHO{^?}, and the array GOl to produce an array
GRHO of correlated random vaiiables. This is done by
means of a stationary stochastic process and an inter-
mediate array, X, which will give us our array GRHO
when its members are normalized. However, it
1+RHO(2)-2*RHO(1)**2<0 then the stochastic
scheme Will not be stationary. In this case, Wc• ca3inot
generate an array of half-gaussians corresponding to
the values of LAMBDA originally input, so control is
passed to 1.5.5 and tl ye program is terminated. If the
correlations are valid (i.e., the above inequality does
not hold) then control goes to 1.5.6.
Variable definition
RHO(I), a numeric variable calculated in 1.5.1-1.5,3.
1.5.5 Print error messages A and B, then terminate
program.
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Variable defined
LAMBDA, a numeric variable input in 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.
1.5.6 Prinfi messages C and D along with RHO{1),
and RHO(2} to four-decimal-place accuracy.
Variable defined
R1:I0, a numeric array variable calculated in 1.5.I-
1.5.3.
1,5.7 Tl^e first true random variables (GOl(I) and
G01(2) produced in 1.4.3 must be normalized to begin
the stationary stochastic process wi>ieh will lead to the
correlated gaussia •s array GRHO. We set X(1)-=
R*GOI(1) +S*G01(2), X(2)=R*GOI(1)—S*GOl(2)
where
R= 1—RHU{1 '^ 2 1+RHO{1) /
2*(I—RI-IO(2 i+RHO(n)^--2 RHO 1 **2
and
S^^RHO 1 '`2 "` I—HHO I^/
2 (1—RHO 2 ` 1+ HO 2 --2 HHO 1 2.
Variable definitions
GOI, a numeric array generated in 1.4; G^tHQ, a
numeric array generated in 1.5.10-1.5.11; X, a numeric
array generated in 1.5.7-1.5.9; R, S, simple numeric
variables defined in 1.5.7.
1,5.$ This loop generates the rest of the array X. The
index I is first set to 3, it is increased by one every time
control returns from 1.5.9. If I>N control is transferred
#o I.5.I0, if not, control passes to 1,5.9.
Variable defined
X, a numeric array generated in 1.5.7-1.5.9.
1.5.9 The elements of X are calculated according to
the formula X(I) -^ (RHO{1)*(I —RHO{2))/(I —RHO(1)
**2)}*X(I --1)+((RHO(2)—RHO(1)**2)/(1—RHO(1)
*^'!:)}*X{I---2)+G01{I). Control is passed to 1.5.$.
Variable definitions
X, a numeric array generated in 1.5.7-1.5.9; RHO, a
numeric array calculated in 1.5.1 to 1.5.3; GOl, a nu-
meric array generated in 1.4,
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I.S.IO This Ioop generates the array GRHO. I is set
to I, and each tinne control is returned to I.S.11 from
I.5.12 it is increased by I. If I>N, control passes to
1.fi.I; if not, control goes to 1.5.12.
Variable defined
GRHO, a numeric array generated. in 1.5.x0-I.S.II.
I.5.11 The .elements of GRHO are calculated by the
formula
GRHO(I} =
1—RHO 2 1+RHO 2 —2 RHO 1**2}
Control returns to 1.5.10.
Variable def nitions
X, a numeric array generated in 1.5.7--7.5.9; GRHO, a
numeric array generated in 1.5.10-1.5.11,
See Fig. 6 for flowchart of I.5:
1.$ HALFGS ]detailed Design: Level 2
In this module we generate the set of half-gaussian
random variables with one-step correlation LAMBDA(I),
hvo-step correlation LAMBD A (2), This set will have
standard deviation SIGMA*^/J.^--2/,r after ^r ►ultiplication
by the scaling factor SIGMA.
I,fi.1 This loop generates the set of half-gaussians.
I is set to I then increased by I when control returns
from 1.8.2. If I > N, control goes to 1.7.1, otherwise
control passes to 1.8.2,
I.8.2 Each half-gaussian is calculated by the formula
GFl ALF{I) = ABS(SIGMA * GRHO{I)).
1ariable definitions
SIGMA, a simple numeric variable input in 1.2.3;
GRHO, a numeric array generated in 1.5.11-1.5.12;
GIIALF, a numeric array generated in I.B.
See Fig. 7 for flowchart.
1.7 PRNT Detailed Design: Leve12
Tlus module prints out the array GHALF when re-
quired by the user,
Input
ANSI, a simple string variable accepting only 1 charac-
ter. If ANS$='Y', the array GHALI+' is printed. If
ANS$ = `N', the array is not printed. If ANS;,-^`Y' ar
`N' an error message is given and the loop is xepeated
until a correct response is given by tl^e user.
Otatpttts
A. Prompting message "DO YOU WANT A PRINT-
OUT Or TPIE CORRELATED HALF-GAUSSIAN
RANDOM NUMBERSP {ANSWI';R YES OR NO):"
B. Error message "ONLY XES OR NO ANSWERS,
PLEASE"
C. Optional message 'SHE .CORRELATED HA^I'-
GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBERS, ARE"\I,
GI^ALF(I} for I — I to N (GIIALF is the array of
half-gaussians}
D. Terminating message "END OF CORGS2"
1.7.1 We set OK=O and let this be the condition
that an incorrect user xesponse has been given (some-
thing other than `Y' or `N'),
Variable definition
OK, a simple numeric variable defined in 1,7.1 and
reevaluated in 1.7.4.
1.7.2 We sct LOOP=I and ask if OK---O, If OK=O
then control passes to 1.7.3, otherwise control is trans-
ferred to 1.7.7.
Variable definition
OK, a simple numeric variable de&ned in T.7.I and
reevaluated in 1.7.4.
1.7.3 Give prompting message A asking whether
the user wants a printout of the array GHALF.
Variable definition
GHALF, a numeric array generated in I.B.
1.7.4 Weset OK=1*{ANSI='X'j-+-2^`(ANS^= `N'), If
OK =0 is still true, the loop will be repeated because
a correct user response to A has not been giver.
Variable def^nitians
OK, a simple numeric variable defined in 1.7.1 and
reevaluated in I.7.4; ANS$, a simple string variable
input in I.7.3.
:_..__.
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I.7.5 Determine if OK;4. If it does, pass control
to I.7.B; if not, control goes to 1.7.2.
VariaUle clef nitdan
OK, a simply numeric variable defined in I.7.I and
reevaluated in 1..7.4.
1.7.8 Print error messago Ii and return control to
1..7.2.
L7.7 Il OK=1, control passes to 1.7.8; if OK=2,
control goes to 1.7.^J.
Varluvle cZefinitian
OK, a simple numeric variable defined in I.7.I and
reevaluated in I.7.4.
1..7.5 T'rint message C, tivitli the array GI^LIi' given
to £our decimal places.
Varfal^le cle^nitian
G^IALr, a numeric array generated in 1,(i.
I.7.9 Print tei^ninating message D.
See T^'ig. 8 far fla^veliart.
i
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1^1
>RUN
ENTER N, THE NUMBER OF CORRELATED HALF GAUSSIAN NUMBERS DESIRED: 14
ENTER LAMBDA(1) s THE ONE-STEP CORRELA710N OF THE HALF GAU551AN RANDOM
NUMBERS {NOTE THAT LAMBDA(!) MUST BE NON-NEGATIVE AND LE55 THAN 1):.58
ENTER LAMBDA{2), THE TWO-STEP CORRELATION OF THE HALF GAUSSIAN RANDOM
NUMBERS {NOTE THAT EAMBDA (2) MUST BE NON-NEGATIVE AND LE55 THAN 1); .28
ENTER SIGMA, THE STANDARD DEVIATIDN OF THE FULL GAU551AN DISTRIBUTION (NOTE
THAT S1GMA MUST BE P051TIVE); 3.1
THE INTERMEDIATE ONE-STEP CORRELATION I5; 0.7558
THE ENTERMEDlATE TWO-STEP CORRELATION 15s 0.557b
DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT OF 7HE CORRELATED HALF GAU551AN DISTRIBUTION?
(ANSWER YES OR NO): YE5
THE CORRELATER HALF GAU551API RANDOM NUMBERS ARE
t	 .74ob
2	 1.1159
3	 .62.89
4	 2.0624
5	 1.7033
b	 2.bp59
7	 3.h343
8	 1,(1574
9	 3,4422
i0	 2.3448
END OF CORG52
Fig. x. Typical CORG52 run
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CORGS 2
1.1
DECLARE SUBROUTINE
ADDRESSES. INPUT N,
7HE REOUlRED NUMBER
OF HALF GAU551AN5
1.2
ASSfGN
DECLARE VARIABLES,
INITlAL1ZE RANbpM
INPUT al, ay (THE
ONE ANb TWO»STEP
CORRELATIONS) AND o^,
THE 5TANDARb DEVIATION
OF THE CORRELATED FULL
GAU55lAN D15TRIBUTLON
GENERATE ARRAY
(GOl} OF GAU551AN
RANDOM NUMBERS WITH
MEAN 0, VARIANCE 1
GEN ERATE ARRAY
(GRHO) OF CORRELATED
RANDOM NUMBERS WITH
ONE-STEP CORRELATION
P1, 7W0-STEP CQRRE-
LATION P2F TERMINATE
PROGRAM (WITH ERROR
MESSAGE IF 1+ P2
»2P ^ ?815 NOT
SAT[SFIEb)
i.6
IiALFG5
GENERATE ARRAY
(GRACE) OF HALF
GAUSSfAN RANDOM
NUMBERS WITH ONE-
STEP CORRELATION ai
AND TWO-STEP
CORRELATION a2
AS51GN
,1
REAL G01(N),X(NI,
GRHO (N), GHALF(N),
lAMBDA(2}, RHO(?),
SIGMA, ADJ, OK, R, S
STRING AN55:1,
1	 RANDOMIZE	 I
Ffg. 3. Modufe ],.2 ffowcitart
INPT
1.3,1
INPUT USING
CHAR ( T3) +' ENTER
LAMBDA (1), 7HE
ONE-STEP CORRE-
LATION OF THE
HALF GAUSSfAN
RANDOM NUMBERS
(NOTE THAT
LAMBDA (1) MUST
BE NON-NEGATIVE
AND LESS THAN
1},8r': LAMBDA (i)
1.3,2
INPUT USING
CHAR (13) +' ENTER
LAMBDA (2), THE
TWQ-STEP CORRE-
LATION OF THE
HALF GAU351AN
RANDOM NUMBERS
{NOTE THAT
LAMBDA {2)
MUST BE NON-
NEGATIVE ANp
LE55 THAN 1):
8E': LAMBDA (2)
i.3.3
INPUT USING
CHAR ( i3) +' ENTER
SIGMA. THE STAN-
DARD DEVIATION
OF THE FULL
GAU551AN DIST-
RIBUTION (NOTE
THAT SIGMA
MUST BE
Po51TIVE):►^,
sIGMA
OUTPUT ARRAY GHALF
I F REQUIRED BY USER
END
Ffg. 2. CDRGS2 Lavef 1 flowcf^as^t
I91)
Ffg. 4. MadUle 1.3 flowchart
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INOGS
T.b,i
!=i
1 ^ N?
1=1+1
Jal	
YJ ^]2?
J=J+1
i.b.3	
N
GO1(1}^O1(1}
+RhIdM-1/1
r:ig. 5. Modale 1.4 flowchart
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N
1.5.2
THEN p {I} a
54R [2 • AbJ-{1/3}Aba2
-(d^25}ADJ 5- {189) ADJ4
-(0.0520 ADJa
-(0.05087) ADJ
WHERE ADJ =
1.5.3
IF {).{l)^1/2)
THEN P (1} _
-0,0470 1`^(I) -.950a
X3(1) + 1.0072 X4(1)
-.3516 a5{1}
1.5.4	
IS
1tP(2}^
• Pz(1}?
1.5,a
PRINT Us1NG
CHAR ( ] 3} +'TN£
1NTEPJr1£D1AT£
ONE (TWO)-57EP
CORRELATION 15:
°^9F969696's p (I)
FC^R wi,{2}
1.5.7
X{1} ^ G01{i} t
wHeRE R=s4R !p- P^}
{1 + P 2 2P ^}^ AND .
WHERE S=54R ^{i-P ^}
(i+ P2 2P ^}]
1.5.8
1=3	 y
1>N?
I^1+1
a ,5.9	
N
1.s.in
l m l	 y
IyN?
^	 I=[tl
N
1.5,11
.xriti
PRINT CHAR {13}
+' LAMBDA (1) AND
LAMBDA {2} ARE
NOT AGCEPTABLE
CORRELATIONS'+
CHAR {13} +' CORGS
2 TERMINATED'
STOP
i	
Flg, 5, Mndule 7..5 ilnwchart 	 d,]j{,^(ar^^ ^^^^	 ^ •^,
!92	
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HALFGS
1.6,1
1 = 1	 y
^ N?
=I+1
^^!	 1,6.2	 N
GHALF(I) _
FEg. 7. Module 3..0 florvchar^
a
,.	 ^^
1^^
PRINT ^' THE
CORRELATED
HALF GAU551AN
RANDOM NllM-
BERS ARE'
PRINT USING
'9G96969bBeB
45'b9696%9b96':
1, GHALF(q
FOR I=1 70 N
PRNT
.1.7.1
OK=0
1.7.2
LOOP = i	 YOK^07
NEXT LOOP
1.7.3	
N
INPUT USING
GHAR(13}+' DO
YOU WANTA
PRINTOUT OF THE
CORRELATED HALF
GAUSSIAN DIST^
RIBUT10N9^CHAR(13)
+'{ANSWER YES
OR NO}; 8!';ANS;
i,7,b
1,7.5
Y	
OKIa?
1.7,7
OKai?	 N
PRINT^'ENb
OF CORGS2'
1.7,5
PRENT^'ONLY
YES OR NO
ANSWERS PLEASE'
Flg. 8. Module 7.,7 flovuahart
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160D10 ICORG52---MODULE 1
:704420
	 ASSIGN=10020D, 1NPT i00300, INDG5n100500, CORGS-.iL'06D0,
HALFG5=100804, PRNTniD690D
700030	 INPUT US1NG CHAR (13)+CHAR{13}+'ENTER N, THE NUMBER OF CORRfEATED'
+' HALF GAUS5IAN NUMBERS DESiRED: g 'sN
	 IMODULI: ^l.i
^ 100444	 GOSUB A551GN
	
MMODULE i'1.2
100D5D	 GOSUB INP7
	 !MODULE 81.3
100064
	
GOSUB INDGS	 IMODULE x'1.4
104070	 GOSUB GORGS	 IMODULE ^i.S
10008D
	 GOSUB HALFGS	 IMODULE dl.b
100090	 G05UB PRNT	 !MODULE ^i,7
]00100	 1:ND	 LEND MODULE al
,146200	 !ASSIGN-DECLARE VARIABLES; INITIALIZE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
---MODULE X1.2
140210	 REAL GDl (N}, X (N}, GRHO (N), GHALF (N}, LAMBDA{2}, RHO {2}, SIGMA
ADJ, OK, R, S
100226	 STRING ANS5:1
	 IMODULE X1,2.1
100230	 RANDOMIZ£5i8997 !MODULE J1.2.2
iD0246	 RETURN	 TEND MODULE 81.2
100300	 1fNP:'-ENTER PROGRAM PARAMETERS---MODULE ^i.3
T00310	 1NPUT U51NG CHAR(13}a'ENTER LAMBDA{ I), THE ONE-STEP CORRELATION'
+' OP THE HALF GAVSSlAN RANDOM '4CHAR (13}+'NUMBERS {NOTE THAT'
+' LAMBDA {i} MUST BE NON-NEGATN£ AND LESS THAN 1): e^'sLAMBDA(1}
]MODULE 81.3.1
IOD320	 INPUT U51NG CHAR(13}+'ENTER LAMBDA(2}, THE TWO-STEP CORRELATION'
+' OF THE HALF GAU551AN RANDOM' +CHAR(i3)^'NUMBERS ( NOTE THAT'
+' LAMBDA{2} MUST BE NON-NFGATNE AND LESS THAN 1): 08'sIAMeDA{2}
EMODULE X1.3,2
100330	 INPUT U51NG CHAR( i3}+'ENTER 51GMA, THE STANDARD DEb IATION OF THE'
+' FULL GAU5SlAN Di57RIBUTION (NOTE'+CHAR(13}+'TI'.AT SIGMA MUST'
+' BE POSITIVE}: d '=SIGMA
	
1MODl1LE X1.3.3
140340	 RETURN	 LEND MODULE s1.3
Fig. 9. CDRGS2listing
100540
	 11NDGS-GENERATE ARRAY OF RANDOM NUMBERS (NORMAL DISTRIBUTION)
WITH MEAN 0, VARIANCE 1---MODULE81.4
!00510	 GOT(I)^Ol (I}+RNDM-i/2 FOR J=1 TO 12 FOR 1^1 TD N
MODULES +1!.4,!,.2,.3
100520	 RETURN
	 FEND MODULE X1.4
100600 1CORG5-GENERATE ARRAY OF RANDOM NUMBERS (NORMAL DISTRIBUTION}
WITH MEAN 0, VARIANCE 1; AL5O WITH ONE-STEP CORRELATION RWO(I},
AND TWO-STEP CORRELATION RHO(2)---MODULE h.S
100610	 FOR 1-1 TD2
	
MODULEil1.5.1
100620
	 !F {LAMBDA(!)=i/2) TH£N
RHO(I)=SCE R{2 *ADJ-(i /3}*Ap J* "2-(4/45)`AD!* *3-(11 /189)`ADJ* *4
-{722/14175}*ADJ**5-(.05203)*ADJ* *6-(.05087)'ADJ* * 7)
WHERE ADJ=LAMBDA{I} +(P!/2-1)	 (MODULE X1.5.2
100634	 IF {LAMBDA{I) >1/2) THEN
RH O{l)=.2862+1.05511"LAM BDAp)-.0470`LAMBDA{q' * 2
— ,9506*LAMBDA{I)' *3+1.0072*LAMBDA{I)"4 — .3516"LAMBDA{f)` `S
MODUL£ X1.5.3
100640
	
NEXT I
140650	 IF (1+RHD(2}-2`RHO(1)*"2 c^1) THEN STOP CHAR{13}+
'LAMBDA(!) AND LAMBDA(2) ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE CORRELATION5'+CHAR(T3}+
'CORG52 TERMINATED' 	 !MODULES 81.5*4,*5
100660	 PRINT USING CHAR(13)+'THE INTERMEDIATE ONE-STEP CORRELATION I5:'
100670	 PRINT USING CHAR(13)+'THE INT£P1AEDlATE TWO — STEP CORRELATION 1S:'
+1O,o.°.'o°5°,c°.a:R HO{2) 	!l6Oe;U1J: 61.5.6
100680	 R=5QR{(1—RHO(!)"2)*{I+RHO(1}}/2*(1—RHO(2))*(1+RH0{2)-2*RHO(!)*'2}}
100590	 5=5QR{(1-RHO(i)"2}*(1-RHO(1))fl'(1-1tH0(2))*(1+RH0(2}-2*RHO(!)•*2))
lod7oo
	
x{!)=R*GOl {i)+s*Gal (2)
100714	 x(2}-ft`G41(1)-5'G01(2)	 !MODULE $1,5.7
lao7zo
	
x(q=GOtU}+(RHn(1}•{!-RHO(2}}/{^-RHa{I}**2)}•x(1-1)+
{(RHO(2)-RHO(!)*`2)/(1-RHO(!}"'2};*X{[-2) FOR 1=3 TO N
MODULES 81.5,0,.8
104730	 GHRO(1)=SQR{(1-RHO(2))*(I+RHO(2)-2*RHO(!}*•2)/{1—RHO(!)**2))"X{1)
FOR 1=1 TON IMODULES ^1.5.l0,*11
]00740	 RETURN	 lENDMODULEr1.5
Flg. 9 (contd)
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1000800 FfALFGS-GENERATE ARRAV OF CORRELATED HALF GAU551AN RANDOM NUMBERS
---MODULE ei.b
100810	 GHALF{I)=A65(SfGMA•GRHO{IJ} FOR i=1 TO N
100820	 RETURN
	 TEND MODULE el.b
]0090D	 PRNT-GENERATES OUTPUT WHEN REQUESTED-- -MODULE d1 ,7
_	
i1009]0	 FOR LOOP-1 Ui^ITIL O!C WHERE OK^
	
MODULES 1,7,1„2
100920	 INPlt1' USING CHAft(13}^t'RO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT. OF THE CORRELATED'
+' HALF GAUSSfAN D15TR1BUTION?'iCHAR(13)^'{ANSWER YES OR'
+' NO): ^':ANSS
	
EMODULE 81.6,3
100930	 OK=1'(ANSS!Y'}+2*{ANSS!N'}	 (MODULE 81.6.4
100940	 IF (NOT OK} THEN PRINT\'ONLY YES OR NO ANSWERS, PLEASB'
MODULES 1.7,5,.6
]00950	 NEXT LOOP	 (MODULE X1,7,2
100960	 IF OK=1 THEN PRIN7^' THE CORRELATED HALF GAU551AN RANDOM NUMBERS ARE'
ELSE GO iO 100980
10097D	 PRINT USING'°.o°,n°.5°.0 °,o°.'n°.'a,9^lu4o°.o':I, GHALF(I} FOR i=1 TO N
MODULES 81.7.7,.8
i0098D	 (DECISION COLLECTOR NOD(; FOA 100960
100990	 PRINT^'END OF CORG52' 	 (MODULE X1,7,9
101000	 RETURN	 FEND MODULE r1.7
FIg. 9 (cal^td)
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